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When there seems to be no 
one fighting the bureaucracy 
for students* rights, the Stud-
ent Lobbying Advisory Com-
mittee (SLAG) is here to help. 
SLAG is a standing com-
mittee in the University Stud-
ent Senate. Its membership 
includes six student mem-
bers: the five student body 
presidents of the campuses of 
the University of Minnesota in 
Crookston, Duluth, Minneap-
olis, Morris and Waseca and a 
representative from the St. 
Paul campus: the legislative 
director, and the chairman of 
the University Student Sen-
ate. Currently, the University 
Student Senate chairman is 
Tim Allison, a UMD Student 
Association member. 
The committee's functions 
include ". . .providing a voice 
by which university-wide 
student opinions can be rep-
resented both within and out-
side the U of M system: form-
SLAClo 5A 
Photo • Kovin Cholt Cerebral Olympics 
Tfie team "Harmonic Divergence" takes time to think out an answer while competing against the "Marsha Brady Fan 
Club" during the College Bowl championship round. "Harmonic Divergence" won. 
What a re the c h a n c e s 
of contracting A I D S ? 
PattI Maurlne 
staff Writer 
Editor 's note: Th i s i s 
the th ird article i n a 
seven-part series on 
AIDS. 
With hundreds of thou-
sands of people already in-
fected with the AIDS virus, 
you may be wondering, 
"What are my risks of be-
coming infected?" 
Most of the AIDS cases 
reported to the Centers for 
Disease Control fall into 
one of the following catego-
ries: 
• Sexually active gay or 
bisexual men or men who 
have had sex with another 
man in the past 10 years. 
• Past or present intra-
venous drug users. 
• People who have 
received blood transfusions 
or blood products before 
March 1985. 
• Hemophiliacs and 
others who have received 
blood clotting factors or 
blood products. 
• Persons who were 
bom in or have visited 
countries where heterosex-
ual transmission is high, 
such as Africa or Haiti. 
• Men and women who 
have had sex with one of 
the above groups. 
• Children bom to 
mothers infected with 
AIDS. 
However, cases of het-
erosexually transmitted 
AIDS have increased dra-
matically in the past few 
years. In fact, it is the 
fastest growing group of 
AIDS cases. 
In some places, such as 
much of Africa. AIDS is 
found equally In men and 
women, and the United 
States' AIDS cases may one 
day reach the same propor-
tions. 
It is believed that un-
treated venereal disease 
AIDS \o3A 
Pedestr ian traffic j ams 
S u r v e y handed out to find patterns 
Will Rhodes 
StaH Writer 
As students walked 
through the halls Monday, 
they were handed a barrage of 
surveys about what building 
they were coming from or 
going to. At hallway intersec-
tions, videocameras filmed 
students walking to and from 
classes. This was all part of 
the UMD trafllc survey. 
The trafllc survey was given 
to get an idea of the student 
trafllc patterns in the most 
heavily traveled hallways. 
Heading this project was In-
dustrial Engineering Senior 
Engineer Char McKurcher. 
McKurcher works part-time 
for Plant Services. 
McKurcher said the UMD 
Building Committee re-
quested that Plant Services 
conduct a study of the load 
capacity of the corridors and 
hallways leading in and out of 
Kirby Student Center. McKur-
cher added that there are 
three main reasons the trafllc 
survey was given. 
First, since UMD will be ad-
ding the hew dormitory com-
plex, there is a question as to 
whether the halls can handle 
the additional student trafllc. 
Second, the Building Com-
mitee is planning on building 
a new Student Achievement 
Center, perhaps expanding it 
off of the Kirby Student Cen-
ter where the terrace is now 
located. Because of this, the 
committee is interested in the 
possibility of building addi-
tional hallways in conjunction 
with the new Student Achieve-
ment Center to alleviate the 
lion and recreational sports 
buildings, and may also con-
sider ways to reduce trafllc 
flow there. 
All of these considerations 
are still in these planning 
stages, and nothing is certain. 
Elventually. McKurcher said, 
the results of the trafllc sur-
vey will be turned over to an 
architect who will work on a 
way to build the Student 
Achievement Center and to al-
leviate hallwav trafllc pres-
pressure of student trafflc. 
particularly in and around 
Kirby Student Center. 
Third, the Building Com-
mittee is also interested in the 
flow of trafllc moving in and 
out of the the physical educa-
sure In Kirby Student Center. 
McKurcher added that in 
the end. the trafllc survey is in 
the interest of the students 
because it is for the purpose 
of upgrading and improving 
the campus. 
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Jeff Plombon 
Sta« Writer 
There Is a new full-time 
sexual harassment educator 
and advocate In the Institute 
for Women's Studies. She is 
Janet Pribyl. formerly from 
the Counseling. Career and 
Placement Ofllce. 
Pribyl has a master's 
degree in educational psy-
chology. She graduated from 
UMD and then worked as a 
high school counselor in Clo-
quet. Minn. For the past quar-
ter. Pribyl worked in the 
Counseling. Career and Place-
ment Otllce as a temporary 
replacement for Karen Heikel. 
adult student program coun-
selor. 
"The main goal of the Sex-
ual Harassment Ofllce is to 
educate." Pribyl said. "This is a 
place where people can turn 
to in a time of need, whether it 
be for personal support or for 
information." 
In the few weeks Pribyl has 
been at the ofllce. she has 
been able to provide informa-
tion for people who call with 
questions concerning sexual 
harassment. 
"People might call for infor-
mation because they are writ-
ing a paper for a class, or they 
may just call to find out what 
exacUy constitutes sexual ha-
rassment. This is what the of-
fice is for — education and in-
formation." Pribyl said. 
For example. Pribyl 
received a phone call from a 
UMD graduate who wanted to 
know what to do about a ha-
rassing situation at her work 
place. Since the alumna knew 
of the Sexual Harassment Of-
fice at UMD. she thought it 
would be a good source of in-
formation. Pribyl was able to 
direct her to local agencies for 
help. 
The internal remedies 
Pribyl assists with are infor-
mal and confidential discus-
sion; support (a person is not 
obligated to file a complaint); 
advocacy (if it is deemed 
necessary to file a formal com-
plaint. Pribyl will assist in 
doing so); and education 
(training staff and faculty 
.«w ^ ^  ^  ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^  
Janet Pribyl 
through civil service pres-
entations, and making pres-
entations for students In and 
out of classrooms). 
Pribyl took over the posi-
tion just before winter break 
when Pat Pearson left to dedi-
cate herself to a full-time job 
in the Student Development 
Services OlTlce. Last year it 
was decided a full-time posi-
tion was needed for the Sex-
ual Harassment Office. 
There are several examples 
of sexual harassment, 
whether it be in the workplace 
or on a university campus, in-
cluding: unwelcomed sexual 
innuendos. comments, sug-
gestions or invitations: sug-
gestive comments about body, 
dress or personal life; degrad-
ing remarks: overt physical 
contact: unsolicited propos-
tlons. suggestions and 
demands for dates or social 
activity: and the display of 
pictures or objects depicting 
nude, scantily clad or sugges-
tively posed men or women. 
Sexual harassment in the 
work place has been a grow-
ing concern in the past few 
years. The Sexual Harass-
ment Ofllce offers the follow-
ing information concerning 
such harassment: 
Productivity Is reduced as 
employees spend time and 
energy initiating or respond-
Photo • Rod Andorson 
ing to sexual harassment -
time and energy is taken away 
from the job. 
Morale of both victims and 
observers can be severely 
damaged. 
Job Turnover is high be-
cause people often leave a 
work place because they are 
afraid and leaving is the only 
way they see fit to deal with 
the problem. 
Legal Costs can be 
charged to employers. They 
are responsible for charges 
that are brought against the 
company. 
Loss of Contracts can oc-
cur in governmental jobs if the 
Department of Labor finds ha-
rassment charges are brought 
against an employer. 
These are Indeed great con-
sequences. However, one can 
imagine the personal impact 
on the victim of harassment. 
There can be economic issues 
with the possibilty of losing a 
job. Emotional stress can lead 
to dramatically lowered self-
esteem. Physical stress such 
as backaches, migraines and 
nervous tension have all been 
reported as results of sexual 
harassment on the job. ac-
cording to Pribyl. 
Since UMD is a workplace 
as well as a university, there 
is a need to have a defined 
system of dealing with sexual 
harassment, she said. 
Campus News 
from UMD News Service 
Harlan W. Stech. asso-
ciate professor of mathe-
matics, has received an 
$89,000. two-year research 
grant from the National 
Science Foundation and 
the Air Force Ofllce of 
Sponsored Research for 
research of computer-aided 
methods in the analysis of 
nonlinear systems. 
• « « 
The Natural Resources 
Research Institute Bus i -
ness Group recently an-
nounced two new appoint-
ments. Katherine A. 
Forslund has been named 
business development spe-
cialist and Dennis E . F ink 
has been named marketing 
specialist. 
Forslund previously 
served for three years as a 
CPA with Peat Marwlck 
Main & Co. In her new 
position, she will assist 
new and expanding north-
em Minnesota businesses 
with the preparation of 
business plans and financ-
ing packages. 
Fink was brought on 
board to Implement the 
Group's marketing empha-
sis, a new facet of the 
Group's business as-
sistance program. He will 
assist regional small busi-
nesses with strategic mar-
ket planning and imple-
mentation. 
•  * • 
A memorial fund will be 
set up in the name of Dr. 
Francis J . C l i c k " . . .to fur-
ther educate students." 
said Dr. Vincent Mag-
nuson. head of the chemis-
try department. 
The memorial fund was 
established by Mary Click, 
wife of Francis Click, to be 
used for scholarships for 
UMD students. The first 
fellowship will be awarded 
next year, but as of now. 
there have been no proce-
dures or policies set up on 
how students will be able to 
receive it. 
"It will probably be 
awarded by nominations." 
Magnuson said. 
Those wishing to donate 
to Dr. Click's memorial 
fund may send donations 
directly to UMD's chemis-
try department in the name 
of the Dr. Francis J . Click 
Memorial Fund. 
The university has two 
modes of trouble-shooting: 
one is through appointed 
entry level ofllcers. and the 
other is the Student Behavior 
Committee. Depending on the 
persons involved, a respective 
group would be appointed to 
make the decisions that 
would deal with the problem 
in the best way possible. 
Entry level ofllcers are peo-
ple assigned to deal with com-
plaints against union faculty. 
A complainant may bring 
charges directly to whichever 
officer they would like to han-
dle the problem. A list of of-
ficers is available in the Sex-
ual Harassment Ofllce. 
However, it is necessary to 
say that the Sexual Harass-
ment Ofllce is a starting point 
for dealing with a problem. 
Filing a formal complaint 
would be a last resort. 
The Sexual Harassment Of-
fice is located in 209 Bohan-
non Hall. You may contact the 
office at 726-6232. 
Creative 
"Writing 
"Do you- enjoy vniling? 
If you do, we've got a joS 
for you. 
The Statesman is toofjng 
for a few good feature 
wriurs. If you're inurestedin 
•writing, pick.up an applica-
tion in iRe Statesman cffke, 
OQrby 118. Jor more informa-
tion and a jo6 description, 
contact 'Brian TeUetier. 
j}ve You. I Love You .1 Love 
if ou. I Love You. I Love You. 1 
Love You. ILoyeYou TTqv 
jOveYou.ILov 
k'ou.ILoveYoii 
Love You. I Lo 
jOveYou.ILov 
ifou.ILoveYoii 
r ^ a y it with a special 
personal in the Feb. 11th 
issue of the UMD STATESMAN. 
We will be having a separate 
personal section strictly for 
Valentine's messages. It will be 
in bigger print and in color! And 
it's only $2 for 25 words or less 
plus $1 for every extra 10 words. 
What a way to say "I Love You"! 
So place one today. - Deadline is 
Feb. 4 at noon. 
S t a t e s m a n 
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T h e L a s k w o r d 
Tony Lasky 
News Editor 
W h a f s m y beef th i s week? T h e Soc ia l Secur i t y sys tem 
that 's what . 
I n the midst of the Grea t Depress ion, a social secur i ty 
sys tem w a s a perfect economic boost w h i c h the country 
needed. 
I t i s now outdated a n d unworkab le . 
The soc ia l secur i ty sys t em i s now J u s t a government 
sponsored "pyramid game" i n w h i c h only those who get i n 
first w i l l get any th ing out of it. 
I t w a s only a few yea rs ago that soc ia l secur i ty a lmost 
went bankrup t , a n d that w a s w i th approximately 29 mi l -
l ion retirees being supported by about 145 mi l l ion work-
ers . 
B y 2035 , because of a mix ture of decreased fertility 
rates and more second-generation baby boomers, there 
w i l l only be h a l f that number of workers support ing the 
system. 
T rans la t i on : e i ther "Here, have m y paycheck to pay for 
social securi ty . I don't need money anyway. " or "Gosh , my 
social secur i ty check i s a lmost three dol lars th is month. 
Wow!" 
One of the options people have a l ready been us ing to 
counteract future money problems i s the use of Indepen-
dant Ret irement Accounts , or IRA 's a s they are commonly 
known . 
Lcirge numbers of people, real iz ing that pensions are 
getting to be a th ing of the past a n d tha t soc ia l secur i ty is 
supposed to only supplement their income, have put away 
money i n their own accounts for the future. 
T h i s seems to be the most intelligent th ing to do, but 
many people can bare ly make ends meet a s i t i s , w i thout 
t i y ing to get a n I R A going. 
W h y not al low eveiyone to get their soc ia l secur i ty pay-
merits back at the end of the year to invest i n a ret irement 
p lan of their choice w i th the restr ict ion that they not be a l -
lowed to d raw from it un t i l they ret ire? 
A n d i f the beneficiary dies, the next of k i n w i l l recieve 
the money Instead of the government. 
Everyone w i l l benefit from th is . T h e Soc ia l Secur i ty 
Sys t em w i l l make money by collecting interest from the 
investments on the money paid i n by workers for the fiscal 
year. 
Workers w i l l benefit because they w i l l have control of 
their own money a n d w i l l eas i ly make m u c h more money 
by invest ing it themselves t h a n by hav ing the government 
hold it u n t i l they ret ire. 
A sys tem s imi l i a r to th i s i s now being proposed by Re-
publ i can candidate for President Pierre "Pete" DuPont . 
R o u g h r odeo? : A n i m a l r ights act iv is ts from the T w i n 
Cit ies protested outside the Met Center i n Bloomington 
against the cruel ty to a n i m a l s involved in the sport. A n i -
m a l r ights people seem to be getting a little too extreme i n 
their protectionist v iews. I c an unders tand protesting a 
bu l l fight, or some inane a n i m a l medica l experiment, but 
a rodeo? The an ima l s m a y get a little embarrassed, i f 
that 's possible, a t being tied up, a n d might get a little dir-
ty, bu t I don't t h i n k they are being treated cruel ly. 
A m - B u s h e d : "Vice-President George B u s h a n d C B S a n -
chor D a n Rather argued "live" on the nightly news Mon-
day night. B u s h ' s people sa id the president ia l contender 
w a s ambushed by Rather . C B S i ssued a statement that 
sa id B u s h knew beforehand wha t the interview w a s going 
to be about. B u s h , i n fine pol it ical maneuver ing, managed 
to change the subject of the interview away from h i s invol-
vement i n the I r an -Con t ra s canda l to the policies that he 
would make a s president, w h i c h i rked Rather into a, 
uh. . . . lather. 
P o s t e r exhib i t ion a s u c c e s s 
J e f f e r s o n S q u a r e H a i r D e s i g n 
STUDENTS B r i n g U M D I.D. fo r 
ha i r cu t spec ia l : $6.00 
Hours: 
9-5 e v e r yday 
excep t T h u r s d a y 
9-8 T h u r s d a y 
1303 J e f f e r s on S t . 
(beh ind Mel 's T .V . ) 
P e r m / H a i r c u t S p e c i a l s 
ONE BETTER PERMS 
$30.00 
Expire s Feb . 14 
Coupon necessary to receive discount 
1 ^ Cal l Today ! 724-473 3 ^ 
Jennifer Martin 
staff Writer 
Bul l e t in boards ful l of 
research displays i n the 
School of Medicine a t r i u m 
J a n . 19-22 marked the s u c -
cess of the F o u r t h A n n u a l S c i -
entific Poster Exh ib i t i on . 
Sponsored by the U M D 
Sigma X i C lub , the exhibit ion 
included displays by a r ea s c i -
ent ists i n medical , environ-
mental , chemical , phys ica l , 
earth, social a n d mathemat i -
ca l sciences. 
" I t h ink this event helps to 
foster science by mak ing it 
more visible to the collegiate 
campus and to the communi -
ty," S i gma X i President 
J o s e p h P r ohaska sa id . 
Some of the topics exhib-
ited were forestry research, 
nutr i t iona l copper deficiency 
and the immune response, 
hyperbolic symmetry, a n d the 
earth 's c rus t beneath L a k e 
Superior . 
4/DS from 1A 
and prostitution i s responsi-
ble for the high spread of A I D S 
in Afr ica. 
Ha l f the reported A I D S 
cases in the United States are 
in gay or b i sexua l men, whi le 
heterosexuals now account 
for 2 5 percent of the cases . 
I n Minnesota, 10 percent of 
a l l reported cases s ince 1982 
have been among heterosexu-
a ls . Minnesota J u s t recently 
passed 300 as the total n u m -
ber of A I D S cases i n the state 
i n the past five years . O n the 
nat ional average, th is is low. 
Minnesota's cases are less 
than one percent of the near ly 
50 ,000 cases i n the nation. 
It i s expected that the n u m -
ber of cases i n Minnesota w i l l 
increase more rapidly in the 
next few years , w i th a s many 
a s 1,900 cases by the year 
1990, according to the Minne-
sota Hea l th Department sta-
t is t ics . 
T h i s means that current ly 
more t h a n 10,000 Minneso-
tans are probably infected 
w i th A I D S . 
A blood screening test w a s 
developed in March of 1985 
a n d i s used i n a l l U .S . blood 
b a n k s . 
Hemophi l iacs and blood 
transfus ion recipients are no 
longer at r i sk . 
Whi le our nation's blood 
supply i s safe, many other 
According to Bonnie Hat -
ten, the exhibit ion i s a nice 
opportunity to see wha t 
research other sc ient is ts are 
doing. Hatten i s a biology 
graduate s tudent who, along 
w i th Dr . Stephen Hedman , 
presented a poster d isplay 
M l 
I think this event 
helps to foster 
science by making 
it more visible to 
the collegiate 
campus and to the 
community." 
-Joseph Prohaska 
about cytogenetic s tudies on 
the White Sucker . 
I n fact, there were a total of 
29 d isplays by area resear-
chers from UMD's College of RoStCrS tO 5A 
Science a n d Engineer ing a n d 
School of Medicine, S t . Scho-
last ica 's Department of C h e m -
istry, the Natura l Resources 
Research Inst i tute, and Amer-
i can Scienti f ic Internat ional , 
Inc . 
According to P rohaska , the 
many discipl ines a t different 
levels represented at the ex-
hibit ion w a s appropriate for a 
S igma X i sponsored event 
since the c lub 's Greek letters 
translate into i ts motto: com-
panions i n xea lous research . 
"The members l ike to get 
together and ta lk about the 
important things they are 
doing I n science," P rohaska , 
a n associate professor of bio-
chemistry, sa id . " I t 's interest-
ing for me to learn wha t ex-
periments a sociologist i s 
doing even though I 'm a bio-
chemist. " 
Nationally, S i gma X i is over 
100 years old, bu t it w a s 
countr ies do not have the 
money or facilities for blood 
screening, so you may be at 
r i s k i f y ou need blood whi le 
travel ing or l iving abroad. 
Fac tor V I I I , a blood clotting 
factor w h i c h greatly improves 
life for hemophil iacs, is made 
from hundreds of blood 
donors ' blood, wh i ch is why 
we see s u c h a great number of 
hemophil iac A I D S cases. 
Factor V I I I is now heat 
treated to destroy the A I D S 
v i r u s . 
So wha t are your r i sks if 
y ou are a sexual ly active, s in -
gle, straight, non-drug abus -
ing person who isn ' t a hemo-
phi l iac, and hasn ' t received a 
blood transfusion prior to 
1985? Well , your chances are 
about one in 10 mil l ion that 
y ou have A I D S . 
However, i f you have had 
mult iple s ex partners, your 
r i s k increases dramatical ly . 
S e x u a l promiscuity is a big 
lactor i n the t ransmiss ion of' 
A I D S , as i s evidenced by the 
sheer n u m b e r . of cases i n 
Afr ica, and the rapid spread of 
A I D S i n gays in the United 
States . 
Y ou r chances of getting 
A I D S from a single sexua l en-
counter are the same a s your 
chances of getting a sexua l ly 
t ransmit ted disease, or about 
50 j jercent. 
To quote Eddie Murphy, 
"AIDS i s l ike R u s s i a n Roulette 
— the more t imes you play, 
the greater your chances of 
being shot." 
Other things that increase 
your r i s k are hav ing sex w i th 
a prostitute, hav ing a partner 
who frequents prostitutes, 
having a partner who is bisex-
u a l (this inc ludes women — 
there have been two cases of 
women giving A I D S to other 
women), us ing intravenous 
drugs or hav ing a partner who 
does, and having sex w i th 
anyone who is in the high r i s k 
group for A I D S . 
Because of Ihe possible 
r i sks , many singles today are 
choosing abstinence, w h i c h is 
the only way you can be abso-
lutely certa in you won't con-
tract A I D S . 
Others are choosing what 
is called "ser ia l monogamy" or 
having long-term relation-
sh ips w i th one faithful person 
at a time. 
Some couples are putt ing 
off sex unt i l both partners are 
tested for A I D S . 
For sexual ly active singles 
who aren't ready for long-term 
relat ionships, pract ic ing safer 
sex is a way to reduce the r i s k 
of A I D S and other sexua l l y 
transmitted diseases a s wel l . 
Maurine is an Eng l i sh wr i t ing 
major and bioiogy minor who 
researched and wrote educa-
tionai mater ia ls about A IDS for 
Honeywell , I n c . th is summer . 
MR. FRANK'S PIZZA' 
511 East 4th Street Located in 
Boomer's Lounge 
724-6000 & 722-9139 
" 2 for" Specia ls 
2 - 14" one Hem thin cnist 
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(tax included) 
Each additional item $1.1 0 
No Coupon Needed. Just Ask. 
FRE E DELIVERY . 
We also deliver Burgers, Coneys, 
Subs, Lasagna, Spaghetti 
2 small, one item thin crust 
pizzas - $6.50 
(tax included) 
Each additional item - 75C 
Open 11 a.m. Daily 
Close 
3 a.m. Fri.-Sat. 
2 a.m. Mon.-Thurs. 
1 a.m. - Sunday 
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Soviet researcher makes discovery at UMD 
John Pothast 
staff Writer 
Viktor Zhdankln, an ex-
change post-doctorate resear-
cher from Moscow State Uni-
versity In the Soviet Union, is 
at UMD's chemistry depart-
ment engaged in scientific 
research. 
Three weeks ago. 
Zhdankin. who is a doctor of 
science in Russia, and UMD 
chemistry senior Rik l y k -
winski. discovered a new form 
of a substance called hyper-
valent iodine, a form of iodine. 
This discovery makes UMD 
the world's sole owner of this 
rare chemical compound. 
Zhdankin is trying to syn-
thesize new forms of the hy-
pervalent iodine which will aid 
in the transfer of one organic 
compound to anotheE, 
But why UMD? Does Mos-
cow State University not have 
the facilities to do such 
research? 
On the contrary, states 
Zhdankin. 
"There are veiy good condi-
tions for research at Moscow 
State University. Also, there 
are good instruments is Rus-
sia. I came to UMD because 
there is a long common 
research histoiy between 
UMD and Moscow State Uni-
versity." Zhdankin said. 
According to Zhdankin. the 
two universities started swap-
ping researchers about li5 
years ago. 
To balance the trade. UMD 
student Bruce Berglund has 
been doing research at Mos-
cow State University's chem-
istry department since Sept. 
1987. 
"He came over in Septem-
ber, and I didn't leave until 
December, so I had an oppor-
tunity to work with him at the 
university before I left. He 
worked under me for three 
months. He's a nice person, 
and he's a very good resear-
cher. He's having a lot of fun 
over in Russia," Zhdankin 
said. 
The exchange of the two 
students is funded by the In-
ternational Research Ex-
change Board, or IREX. on the 
American side, and the Mid 
west Universities Consortium 
for International Activities, or 
MUCIA on the Soviet side. 
I R E X is a United States 
governmental program which 
supplies funds for Moscow 
State University students to 
come and do research in the 
United States. 
"They pay for the housing, 
insurance, equipment and 
materials for my research — 
everything." Zhdankin said. 
"In total, there are about 30 
Russian exchangees in the 
United States now who I R E X 
is paying for." Zhdankin said. 
The same considerations 
are also given to Berglund and 
other United States students 
by the Russian government. 
"In the USSR, there is only 
one organization. MUCIA that 
deals with student exchanges. 
Like IREX. they pay every-
thing for the students." he 
said. 
Aong with his research 
about hypervalent iodine. 
Zhdankin is writing papers on 
his research in hopes of hav-
ing them published. 
"I'm preparing several 
papers on research which I 
did in Moscow, as well as sci-
entific papers on my research 
here at UMD." Zhdankin said. 
"I've had lots of publica-
tions in international scien-
tific journals already. I've even 
got about 15 published in 
American journals." Zhdankin 
continued. 
Zhdankin believes that he 
was chosen to come to the 
United States because of the 
number of articles he has had 
published. 
"Persons who can go to the 
United States, or another 
western country, must meet 
very strict requirements. 
First, your age must be no 
more than 32. and you must 
have a degree not less than a 
Ph.D. You must also have 
good successes in research." 
" I feel that's why I was cho-
sen — I'm young and I've writ-
ten a lot about my research," 
Zhdankin said. 
According to Zhdankin. the 
selection process is very long 
and competitive. The se-
lection for who was going to 
come here in 1987 started in 
1985." 
"Lots of people want to 
come, but only about 30 stud-
ents come each year; that's 
why the decision takes so 
much time." Zhdankin said. 
Being one of the lucky few 
to be picked. Zhdankin then 
had to learn fluent English 
before being allowed to come 
to UMD. 
"My training was nine 
months of language — ten 
hours per week at Moscow 
State University with a profes-
sor from Great Britain. It was 
very difficult to learn English 
because I was working on my 
thesis for my doctorate at the 
same time." Zhdankin said. 
With most of his busy work 
behind him. Zhdankin is try-
ing to enjoy himself at UMD. 
"United States people like 
fun. They're nice and very 
happy. I'm also impressed by 
the freindly feelings (which 
Americans have) toward So-
viets." Zhdankin said. 
"There's only one difference 
I find (between UMD students 
and Moscow State University 
students). Here, students of-
ten work while going to 
school. In Moscow, students 
work in the summer for the 
government, and use that 
money during school." he 
cow State University is the 
best university in Russia, so 
lots (of people) want to get in. 
but only about 10 percent of 
the applicants make it in." 
Zhdankin said. 
Zhdankin has been at UMD 
for only one month and has 
already found things he could 
do without. 
"Hie cold weather here is 
unusual. We have no such 
cold in Moscow. Even though 
Moscow is about five hundred 
Zhdankin is gradually get-
ting used to the American way 
of life and wants to see more 
of it. but still looks forward to 
going back home. 
"I'm enjoying my stay here, 
and I hope to see more of your 
country, but I prefer my coun-
tiy." Zhdankin said. 
" I thought about working in 
the United States for five 
years, but I'd rather go back 
to Moscow. I have good living 
conditions, research facilities 
Viktor Zhdankin 
said. 
Furthermore, not only do 
students go to college for free 
in Russia, but the government 
pays students for going to 
school. 
"Each student gets about 
$100 per month for living ex-
penses, and graduate stud-
ents get paid about 40 percent 
of what professors get paid." 
Zhdankin said. 
Being a student at Moscow 
State University may sound 
like a piece of heaven, but not 
just anyone can go there. 
'It's very competitive to get 
into college because they have 
difficult entrance exams. Mos-
miles north of here, it hits 
30-below onty once in about 
10 years." Zhdankin said. 
Furthermore. Zhdankin 
finds the American transpor-
tation system a little to be 
desired. 
"There are no problems in 
Moscow. Planes are cheap. I 
can fly in Russia for about 
$30" for a flight that would 
cost about $350 in the United 
States. Zhdankin said. 
"Aso. in Moscow, buses 
run by every minute. You 
have no need for a car in Mos-
cow. Here, though, you need a 
car. It's difiicult to get around 
here." Zhdankin said. 
Photo • Ksvin Chelf 
and lots of friends there." 
Zhdankin said. 
Looking to the future. 
Zhdankin hopes that his work 
will be useful, and he hopes 
for better relations between 
the two universities. 
" I hope for more communi-
cation between people, then 
there is less possibility for 
conflicts and wars." he said. "I 
also hope for more exchange 
in the future. Only one Rus-
sian for all of Minnesota is too 
small." Zhdankin concluded 
with a grin. 
Government gets tough with loan 'deadbeats' 
from College Press Service 
The federal government 
has announced another "full-
scale, coast-to-coast assault 
on deadbeats" who owe money 
to the government, including 
those who have not paid 
student loans. 
Attorney General Edwin 
Meese. in announcing "Opera-
tion Deadbeat" J a n . 15. said 
the federal government would 
withhold delinquent bor-
rowers' federal tax refunds, 
seize their property and hire 
private lawyers to help prose-
cute them. 
The program Is aimed at 
collecting about $80 billion in 
unpaid obligations to the gov-
ernment. About $5.3 billion is 
held by former students who 
haven't paid student loans. 
At his press conference. 
Meese reported a U.S. attor-
ney in western Kentuclqr 
seized a BMW from a teacher 
who had defaulted on a stud-
ent loan taken out in 1976. 
The Reagan administra-
tion, of course, has for years 
attempted to recover unpaid 
student loans from defaulters. 
In November. Secretary of 
Education William J . Bennett 
threatened to expel colleges 
and trade schools from all fed-
eral student aid programs if 
they allow future loan default 
rates to exceed 20 percent. In 
October. President Reagan 
approved legislation that al-
lows the justice department 
to hire private attorneys to lit-
igate defaulted loans. 
In recent years, the educa-
tion department has also 
worked with the Internal Rev-
enue Service to withold tax 
refunds from defaulters, 
reported defaulters to credit 
bureaus, hired private collec-
tion agencies and garnished 
wages. 
Four days after the debut of 
"Operation Deadbeat." a 
"default summit" called by 
Rep. Pat Williams (D-Mont.) to 
forge a nation plan to eut 
the number Guaranteed 
Student Loan iSL) defaults 
ended, with Wnliams saying 
he had enough information to 
write a bill. , 
College aid directors and 
education associations were 
represented at the meeting, 
which discussed remedies 
ranging from better screening 
of students wanting loans to 
cutting schools with high 
default rates out of the GSL 
program. 
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ing a legislative agenda a n d 
establ ishing legislaUve 
priorit ies; encouraging s tud -
ent part ic ipation In legislative 
activit ies; providing a l l cam-
puses of the univers i ty w i th 
information concerning poss i -
ble legislative I s sues of con-
cern to s tudents attending the 
univers i ty ; a n d forming a co-
operative network through 
w h i c h each campus h a s the 
opportunity to hear about a n d 
benefit from the experiences 
of other campuses , " according 
to a Univers i ty S tudent S e n -
ate description. 
According to A l l i son, the 
most Important funct ion of 
S L A C is i ts lobbying. T h e com-
mittee spends time a t the 
state legislature ta lk ing to 
senators a n d representat ives 
who are on educat ional px>llcy 
committees, t i y ing to gain 
support to p u s h through Uieir 
b i l ls . 
One i s sue S L A C i s cur -
rent ly work ing on i s repeal ing 
the Minnesota sa les t a x tha t 
the univers i ty pays . T h i s t ax 
costs the univers i ty $ 8 mi l l ion 
a year, and next year that may 
j u m p to $14 mi l l ion once the 
univers i ty hospi ta l exemption 
ends. 
"S tudents worry about 
where the $8 mil l ion cost 
comes from," A l l i son sa id . I f it 
means tuit ion increases or 
cu ts i n services, that would be 
detr imenta l to students. S L A C 
i s try ing to get the tax 
repealed a n d to get the state 
to subsidize the costs. 
Rep. J a m e s C. Pehler of the 
Senate Educa t i on Committee 
i s ins t rumenta l i n pass ing 
s u c h legislation. 
Unfortunately, because 
th i s i s a n election year and be-
cause of l imited funding, A l -
l ison sa id he suspects the 
proposal w i l l not go through. 
Another i s sue S L A C i s 
tack l ing i s try ing to get a s tud -
ent vote on the Higher E d u c a -
t ion Coordinat ing Board . The 
H E C B governs a l l higher 
educat ion i n the state, inc lud-
ing the Univers i ty of Minne-
sota ^ t e m , the State Univer-
s i ty sys t em a n d the C o m m u -
n i t y College system. 
Cur ren t l y , there i s one 
non-vot ing representative 
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from the Student Advisory 
Counc i l on the H E C B who 
acts in a n advisory function. 
A l l i son sa id he th inks the 
students ought to have more 
input on the board. 
S L A C i s also trying to get 
the rent credit reinstated. A 
certa in amount of rent nv>ney 
could be claimed on tax 
re turns . T h i s rent money 
would then be refunded to 
rent payers. B u t a year ago, 
legislation ended the credit. 
S L A C i s trying to get that 
money refund enacted again. 
A l l i son sa id the rent credit 
re instatement i s l ikely to suc -
cessful ly go through this year, 
but it i s doubtful that past 
money could be refunded. 
Another i ssue S L A C is con-
cerned w i th i s financial a id . 
The current policy i s that after 
the completion of four calen-
dar years , eligibility for finan-
c ia l a id i s ended. S L A C i s 
fighUng for th is policy to 
change to the number of cred-
i ts ra ther t h a n by calendar 
years , s ince so many s tudents 
take time off before complet-
ing their degree, according to 
Al l i son. 
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started at U M D i n 1955. I ts 8 0 
members, predominantly 
faculty and graduate s tud-
ents, meet about once a 
month. 
"A scientific society w h i c h 
gets together in a social envi-
ronment would be a good 
descript ion of it ," P r ohaska 
sa id . 
The part ic ipating exhib-
ition sc ient is ts were on hand 
to d i scuss their research a t 
the opening reception T u e s -
day, J a n . 19. 
" I w a s very pleased w i th the 
reception turnout , " P rohaska 
sa id . "There were over 150 
people there to observe and 
d i s cuss the posters." 
Hatten sa id she entered the 
exhibit ion to benefit her own 
research a n d to have some 
fun mak ing her posters. 
" I t w a s good experience for 
me. While gathering informa-
tion for the exhibit, I had to 
organize and compile a l l of my 
research data, " she sa id . 
The d isplays also offer a 
good opportunity to see i f 
other sc ient is ts are doing re-
lated research, she explained. 
" I t w a s interesting, fun a n d 
a good thing for me to do whi le 
work ing on my thes is . " 
Univers i ty l ibrary a n d chi ld 
care funding as wel l a s the 
cost of tuit ion are other con-
cerns of S L A C . 
"The s tudents have been 
received real ly we l l in the 
past. The legislators seem to 
l ike the fresh perspective 
s tudents br ing, " A l l i son sa id . 
O n February 24 , there w i l l 
be a state-wide Lobby D a y 
held i n S t . Pau l . Members of 
S L A C , student governments 
and other interested students 
from around the state w i l l 
converge on the capltol, br ing-
ing i ssues a n d concerns. 
"Even ts w i l l Inc lude a press 
conference, a ra l l y i n the ro-
tunda a n d hearings w i th leg-
is lators on i ssues of concern 
to students , " A l l i son sa id . 
Fo r more information con-
tact the Student Associat ion 
office, 726 -7178 . 
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Editorial Ed i t o r - i n -Ch i e f Tony D ie rck ins Manag ing E d i t o r K a r l Youngquist 
Intro to culture 
They start with those five famous letters: I N T R O . Intro to 
Art, Intro to Music, Intro to Theatre. To the majority of students 
at UMD. these classes represent an easy way to chalk up some 
more credits in their Liberal Education requirements; a blowoff 
they need not study for or worry over. It's a poor attitude to 
have, but for some reason It Is the norm rather than the excep-
tion here at UMD. 
It Isn't only these Fine Arts courses that get little respect 
here. The artistic achievements of members of the UMD com-
munity are often overlooked or underappreciated. 
The Tweed Museum of Art (which Is currently undergoing 
renovation) Is probably the best facility of Its nature north of the 
Twin Cities. Not only does the museum offer the UMD sur-
rounding community with an opportunity to experience some 
critlccdly renowned works. It also provides UMD students, 
faculty and staff with a place to display their works, widen their 
exposure, gain experience, and. hopefully, get a little recogni-
tion for their efforts. 
It Is rare that a college of our size has access to such a 
facility, and we as members of the UMD community should feel 
lucky to have It. Yet. while $16 million went Into the remodeling 
of the Rec Sports Facility, only $1.35 million Is being spent on 
the renovation of Tweed, and only $300,000 of that Is from Uni-
versity funds. 
If any one department In the School of Fine Arts does get rec-
ognition. It Is the Theatre Department, but still, the extent of 
their achievements Is overlooked. Last year the UMD Theatre 
Department was resfx/nslble for what was considered to be one 
of the live best college productions In the nation. To top that off. 
one of the department's students. Brett Rlckaby. won the 
coveted Irene Ryan Award, singellnghlm out as the top coUege 
actor In the United States. To use a phrase that was. perhaps, 
over-used last year. It Is the equivalent to winning the national 
championship and having one of your players take home the 
Hlesman TYophy. 
We hear a great deal said about the conference achievements 
of the varsity sports programs here at UMD. particularly the 
football and hockey teams, ^ut It's disheartening when the ef-
forts of another area of UMD go virtually unnoticed after their 
exceptional national accomplishments. 
Now. we are not saying that athletics doesn't deserve the 
funding they receive. After all. athletic achievements can be as 
beneficial to a university as academic achievements, and with-
out a recreational facility students wouldn't have a well-bal-
anced undergraduate experience. What we are trying to do Is 
point out that those Involved with the School of Fine Arts work 
just as hard, and often times harder, than the highly publicized 
athletic department, and should be just as appreciated for their 
efforts. 
Letters 
N o s t u d e n t s , 
n o U n i v e r s i t y , 
n o s u p e r v i s o r s ! 
Editor: 
As a student employee on 
campus. I've read with much 
Interest the stories regarding 
student evaluations of super-
visory personel. I commend 
Tim Franklin for taking this 
proper step In regard to stud-
ent rights. I also commend SA 
for backing this measure. 
Some supervisory personel 
seem to forget the reason they 
have a job In the first place. 
Without students there would 
be no University, thus no su-
pervisory positions. 
I believe that too many su-
pervisors, staff and faculty 
have forgotten that the stud-
ent is the basis for this In-
stitution. I've seen and heard 
of too many abuses by Food 
Service supervisors In regard 
to paying customers and 
student workers. I was 
shocked to read the quote In 
Mr. Franklin's article con-
cerning a Housing Staff Su -
pervisor's comment ( You are 
not here [at UMD] to think, 
you are here to do.") IVe read 
other student's letters con-
cerning the lack of concern on 
the part of the personel. Most 
alarming of all. I've listened to 
many student compl£iint& 
about faculty members. 1 
wonder If some faculty are 
here only to write journal arti-
cles and to do research with 
our tuition money. I believe 
that "Commitment to Focus" 
ought to have been titled 
"Commitment to Students." 
This letter is not meant to 
Indict everybody related to 
this University, but rather the 
few sour grapes that have 
tried to spoil the learning 
process. In fairness. I have 
also seen and heard of many 
acts that truly characterize 
the proper role of education. 
In my job at Plant Services, 
education was stressed from 
day one. I have always been 
told that school work has the 
highest priority. 1 also have 
had much support from my 
advisor and the faculty and 
staff in the Political Science 
Department. This type of atti-
tude should be the status quo 
at this Institution 
I hope the use of the evalu-
ations will have a positive ef-
fect on the working and learn-
ing environment at UMD. I 
also hope all students will 
continue to use the course 
and teacher evaluations at the 
end of the quarter. I believe 
these two Items will help the 
student regain top billing at 
the school once again. 
Sincerely. 
Br ian Helmken 
Jun io r . C L S 
U M D H o u s i n g 
V io la t ion 
Editor; 
I am a resident of UMD 
Housing. My roommates and I 
Junction apartments. On 
Wednesday. J a n . 6. 1988 we 
were Interrupted, while study-
ing, by a knock at the door. It 
was two ofllcers of the Univer-
sity Police. Ofllcers Peterson 
and Luoto Introduced them-
selves and proceeded to show 
us some six polaroid pictures 
of alleged illegal items located 
throughout our apartment. 
Those Items Included 1) a 
"Walk / Don't Walk" Lighted 
pedestrian signal 2) a road 
construction lane marking 
light 3) a "Danger high volt-
age" sign 4) an "Elxlt" sign. The 
pictures were also of some 
items not considered illegal. 
After presenting us with 
these pictures, all of the said 
Items were confiscated by the 
University Police. The Police 
asked us who would claim 
possesion of each Item. None 
of my roommates claimed 
possesion of the lane marking 
light. I claimed possesion of 
the "High Voltage" sign, and 
our other roommate (who was 
not there at the time) claimed 
possession of the exit sign the 
following day. 
At this point we were quite 
shocked at what was happen-
ing. We asked the police who 
took the pictures, and they 
told us Housing had (this was 
later confirmed In the police 
report.) We Immediately con-
tacted our R.A.'s. none of 
which had any knowledge of 
the situation. 
I own a very expensive 
stereo system, and saw need 
to make a somewhat bold at-
tempt to keep It safe over 
break. I asked our RA's If It 
was all right to put an alarm 
on our door over breaks. The 
alarm Is not complicated, and 
with over five years of opera-
tion has never failed (NO 
FALSE ALARMS). Before 
Thanksgiving break 1 fur-
nished the RA's with a com-
plete list of operating Instruc-
tions. I left a note on the door 
stating that the door had an 
active alarm on It and. If ad-
mittance was required, to con-
tact either the RA's or call my 
given phone number In St. 
Paul. The main reason for 
contacting one of those two 
sources was to Insure that the 
alarm would be properly reset 
after entry. 
When we entered the room 
after returning from Thanks-
giving break, we noted that 
the alarm had gone off and 
had been disconnected from 
Its power source. 1 Im-
mediately contacted the RA's. 
It seems a university security 
person, not to be confused 
with the University Police, 
entered the room over break 
despite my warning. Accord-
ing to the RA. an extremely 
frelghtened security gaurd 
pounded on her door and told 
her how loud my alarm was. 
The security gaurd did not 
reset the system, he simply 
shut and locked the door. The 
security gaurd told her he 
entered the room to check the 
smoke detectors. When asked 
why he didn't follow my In-
structions, he said he didn't 
believe them. 1 told the RA to 
inform the Housing Depart-
ment that. yes. this alarm sys-
tem does exist. Then 1 pretty 
much forgot the Incident. 
Over Christmas break our 
room was once again entered 
by University Security. 
Nlether myself nor the RA's 
were notified of the entry. 
Since the first Intruder had 
found a somewhat simple way 
of disconnecting the power to 
the alarm. I changed the sys-
tem. 1 estimate that the bell 
would ring for one to two mi-
nutes before the power could 
have been cut. Once again, 
the reason for entry was to 
check the smoke alarms. 
This is where It gets pathet-
ic: 
The Instructions on a simi-
lar detector suggest the owner 
test the unit "several times 
annually." This was the sec-
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Opinion 
C o n s e r v a t i v e a n d L i b e r a l : 
T h e p e n d u l u m is s w i n g i n g to the left 
David J. Broman 
Opinion Writer 
There are two Increasingly separate 
schools of political thought in this 
country: you can call them Right and 
Left, Republican and Democrat, or 
Conservative and Liberal. It is my ob-
servation that these two sides of the 
political spectrum are separated by a 
basic moral disagreement. 
Generally, the people on the Right 
who favor voluntary school prayer and 
a constitutional amendment to ban 
abortion tend to be the same people 
who support capital punishment, 
restrictions on food stamp eligibility 
and a foreign policy that will take the 
Cubans out of Nicaragua - dead or 
alive. 
Why Is this? These Issues seem un-
related, and even sometimes contra-
H u m a n life, for 
example, is no longer 
intrinsically valuable; 
it is only valuable if 
it creates happiness." 
dlctoiy. What Is It that makes pro-
lifers tend to oppose welfare and sup-
port capital punishment? What con-
nects these Issues? I will answer this 
question later, but first let's examine 
the Left side of the political spectrum. 
The people who oppose the antl-
abortlon amendment tend to be the 
same people who favor gun control, 
gay rights, and a national child care 
system. Why is this? What connects 
pro-abortion with national child care? 
In order to understand why there are 
basically two groups of political 
thought within our countiy. we must 
delve down Into the deepest 
phlUsophical levels and explore each 
side's basis of reasoning. 
Let us try to examine the Conserva-
tive-Republican part of our country. 
This Is basically a group of people that 
Is primarily concerned with Justice, 
based on objective principals that are 
either God-given or natural. Many of 
these principals have been around for 
eons (they don't change with technol-
ogy) and they are rooted in a strict In-
terpretation of Biblical and world his-
tory. 
Their philosophies seem based on 
what they consider "deserving." "Un-
bom babies do not deserve to die be-
cause they are Innocent." "The mur-
derer deserves to die because he or 
she has murdered someone." 'You 
don't deserve welfare If you haven't 
even tried to get a job." 
How do the conservatives feel about 
the Communists, those who killed 
thousands of Christians within 
months after the Communist Bolshe-
vik Revolution? What do the Commu-
nists deseroe? Can you see the ratio-
nale? Conservatives believe in justice 
and responsibility. 
The Liberal part of our country is 
basically a group of people who are 
concerned with maximizing happi-
ness, for us. right now. 'The pain that 
an unbom baby suffers when aborted 
Is far less than the pain that the 
mother may suffer If she has to take 
care of an unwanted baby." "Who says 
homosexuality Is Immoral? Let the 
gays have their fun as long as they 
don't hurt anyone." "Everyone should 
have enough money to live and be 
happy." 
Now basically, the conservative 
group of people who believe In deserv-
ing things also must believe that we 
have free-will In the area of morals. 
How can you deserve anything If you 
don't have free-will? The Liberals, 
more or less, believe that everything 
we do Is controlled by our heredity and 
environment, therefore; a) Put mur-
derers In psychiatric wards Instead of 
electric chairs, and. b) Create world 
peace and negate the family by In-
doctrinating children through a na-
tional child care system. 
The vast majority of people who 
believe In an afterlife accountability 
are naturally on the Right side of the 
political spectrum. These are the peo-
ple who believe that we are all ulti-
mately responsible for our actions, 
and that we deserve to reap what we 
sow. Most evolutionists are politically 
to the Left because evolution Implies 
that there Is no afterlife accountabili-
ty. With this Implication, we can un-
derstand the materialist's sole pur-
pose for living: to enjoy life or to maxi-
mize happiness. 
Although the pendulum swings 
back and forth from Right to I^fi. the 
pendulum Itself has been moving lo 
the Left at an Increasing rale for the 
past 80 years. Human life, for exam-
ple. Is no longer Intrjnsically valuable; 
It Is only valuable If lt creates happi-
ness. Within only the last 15 years we 
have seen the emergence of legal abor-
tion, legal Infanticide (the killing of 
newborn babies), just recently the 
buying and selling of unbom human 
tissue, and the Increased emphasis on 
euthanasia of the old. IXvenly years 
from now you will see the disappear-
ance of those bom physically or men-
tally handicapped, and your tax 
money will no longer have to pay for 
the bed-ridden elderly. To some people 
I am describing a Utopia. To other peo-
ple. I am describing the end of the 
world. 
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ond test within a months 
time. Does the Housing De-
partment check detectors ev-
ery three weeks In vacant 
apartments over the summer? 
Why would the Housing De-
partment send a person who 
has no knowledge In the field 
of malntalnance and who Isn't 
even on the malntalnance 
staff to maintain an apart-
ment? Why did the gaurd 
have a camera with him? How 
did he get pictures of the bed-
room while checking the 
smoke detector If the unit Is 
located In the hall, outside of 
CLOSED bedroom doors? 
"Why didn't he notify either 
myself or an RA before enter-
ing the room? Certainly It was 
not due to lack of knowledge 
In the situation. 
In Chapter VIII of the Resi-
dent Handbook. It states that 
"A resident's room Is con-
cldered private: no University 
employee(s) will enter a resi-
dent's room without written 
consent except: 1) In case of 
an emergency 2) When there 
Is clear and present Indication 
that a crime Is In progress 3) 
When University policies are 
violated 4) Forcheck In and/or 
check out 5) For routine 
preventive malntalnance 
checks, repairs, or maln-
talnance." 
Number five Is the housing 
scapegoat. They are hiding be-
hind It.refuslng to admit (hey 
Illegally search resident 
rooms. This may sound like a 
strong accusation, but It Is 
not unsubstantiated. 
First. I will quote a current 
RA speaking of a conversation 
that took place with one of the 
security gaurds who entered 
our apartment. According to 
the RA. the gaurd said 
"...these students are stupid, 
they Still don't realize that we 
go through their rooms every 
break." 
Last year I lived In Lake Su -
perior Hall and was informed 
by a janitor ("Dan The Janitor 
Man") that University employ-
ees regularly go through stud-
ent rooms. 
One wonders why Housing 
does not do "routine maln-
talnance checks" on apart-
ments when residents are 
staying over break? Before 
each break, each aparlment Is 
contacted and polled as lo 
who Is staying. My advice Is lo 
respond "everyone." 
The really sad part of the 
whole situation Is that UMD 
could betray It's patrons. 1 
have personally spent more 
than $4,000 on University 
Housing only to find them 
lurking In the shadows, wait-
ing to pounce on my misfor-
tunes. 
All of this may sound like a 
child crying because he got 
spanked, but this Is not the 
case. The pedestrian sign was 
retrieved from a sanitary land 
fill and the lane flasher was 
given to my roommate by his 
brother. Since nlether of my 
roommates had proof of pur-
chasing these Items, they 
were assumed stolen, and my 
roommates were cited for 
being In violation of Minne-
sota State Law M.S. 169.08. 
If convicted, one of my 
roommates will face a possible 
fine of $700 and up to 90 days 
In jai l . He will also be fur-
nished with an adult criminal 
record that will follow him the 
rest of his life. My other room-
mate has already pleaded 
guilty (to protect his brother) 
and was fined $ 110. 
The "Exit" and "High Volt-
age" signs were not consid-
ered Illegal, and tickets were 
not recleved for their posses-
sion. The traffic devices and 
the "Exit " sign remain In po-
lice custody. 
We are not thieves. We 
have kept our parents abreast 
of the ordeal and they are out-
raged by It. Everyone who has 
heard our stoiy Is awed by the 
sheer tactless methods of the 
University. 
Lawyers told us we could 
beat the charges, but cost Is a 
limiting factor. We are full 
time engineering students, 
and don't have time for these 
matters. If the University 
would have simply imformed 
us that possession of these 
items without proof of pur-
chase would cause a problem. 
I can honestly say we would 
have disposed of them. 
During the ordeal we were 
treated with no respect. The 
Police officers looked down on 
us and treated us like crimi-
nals. On their way out of the 
building they chanted like 
five-year-olds "Look what we 
found" to the RA on duly. 
We think Its sad that the 
patrons of UMD Housing have 
lo put up with Illegal behavior 
from Housing just because 
they lack time and money. 
The whole situation seems 
unreal, but It happened. We 
feel It Is necessary to Inform 
other Housing residents of 
this situation, not to justify 
our situation or to degrade the 
Housing Department, but to 
prevent this communlst-llke 
act from happening to anyone 
else. 
Sincerely. 
Greg Siefert 
Sophomore C S E 
| S t a t e s m a n r ~ — 
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H e a l t h Fa i r s h a p i n g u p for U M D ! 
Mary A. Kettler 
Focus Editor 
T he Third Ahnua l Health Fair is coming to town! Heoithy events will pock the Kirby Student Center 
on Mondoy ond Wednesdoy next 
week from lOo.m. t o 2 p.m. 
Tommy Rendon-Orth, heoith 
educotor ot the UMD Student 
Heoith Ciinic, hos orgonized the 
event in coordinotion with the 
Student Heoith Advisory Commit-
tee (SHAC) ond the Peer Educo-
tion Progrom (PEP). They hove 
been busily preporing for the 
event since September of lost 
yeor. 
Accord ing fo Orfh, fhese two 
doyswere chosen becouse of the 
omount of troffic through the Kirby 
Student Center. 
"We feel w e c o n reoch the 
greotest omount ot students on 
these dotes," Orth sold. 
There is o specioi topic tor e o c h 
doy. Mondoy is G e t in the "Spirit." 
Events include ort exhibits/donee 
demonstro+ions, mossoges ond re-
icxotion techniques. 
The UMD Heoith Ciinic will hove o 
spirituoi wellness tobie with o 
computer onoiysis progrom. 
The topic ot spirituoiity wos cho -
sen, occord ing to Orth, becouse 
mony people do not reoiize thot it 
is o necessity for o heoithy lifestyle. 
Orth oiso stressed thot spirituoiity is 
not only o reference to religion, it is 
Photo • Kevfn Cholf 
Tammy Rendon-Orth, health educator, has been working on the 1988 UMD 
Health Fair, "Take charge of your health: Make it well!" 
finding tuitiiiment ond meoning tor 
your individuoi iitestyie. 
Wednesdoy will teoture "High 
Level Lite." it will provide intormo-
tion tor the physicoi ospect ot 
heoith. Specioi teotures will b e Vi-
tomin C testing by the Dentoi 
Hygiene progrom ond intormotion 
on co ld weother running. 
St. Louis County Heoith Deport-
ment will provide o computer con-
cer ossessment. 
A popuior hit from lost yeor will 
be returning. This is the electricoi 
impedence body tot testing by St. 
Luke's Hospitoi. The test provides o 
computer printout tor the portici-
pont with occuro t e intormotion 
obout their body tot. This is popular 
tor those w h o weightiift or think 
they moihtoin o minimoi omount 
ot body tot. There will be o minimoi 
chorge tor those w h o porticipote 
in the progrom. 
Accord ing to Orth, the Duluth 
Clinic pions to hove o breost c en -
ter. The center will hove o toke 
breost with o lump simiior to whot 
w o m e n should be iooking tor 
w h e n doing self breost exomino-
tions. 
"A lot ot w o m e n do the exomi-
notions without o c lue ot whot to 
teei tor," Orth sold. 
Orth feels there is o greot 
omount ot enthusiosm tor the 
event. She o d d e d thot there will 
be clowns present e o c h doy ot 
the toir. 
.6^  
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F i t n e s s i n v e n t o r y T e s t 
Mary Kettler 
Focus Editor 
An option for those wanting their amount of body fat tested is the 
Fitness Inventory Test (F.l.T.) program available at UMD. Teri Evenson 
and Brenda Randall, both senior physical education majors, are in 
charge of the program, which currently has 40 participants. 
The program requires, first, a physical and cholesterol test at the 
UMD Health Clinic. The F.l.T. instructors then do testing in the physiol-
ogy lab. A treadmill test measures the maximum oxygen uptake and 
the maximum heart rate. Next, a skin fold measures the percent 
body fat in different locations of the body. A muscle strength and 
endurance and a flexibility test are also given. 
Individuals participate in a ten-week program 
with physical activities done on their 
own time. Then the original tests are done 
once again and compared to the 
original results. Evenson and 
Randall encourage individuals 
to keep up with their programs. 
Anyone who is interested can 
sign up with Rec Sports. 
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A n i s h i n a b e to k ick off Health Fair '88 
Mary A. Kettler 
Focus Editor 
T he Department of Indion Studies ot UMD will provide on opening cer-
emony tor the heoith toir 
next Mondoy. 
Accord ing to Lorry P. Aitken, in-
structor o n d director ot Amer icon 
indion studies ot UMD, w h e n orgo-
nizotions osk them to porticipote in 
on event such os the heoith toir, 
they like to use the pipe ot p eoce . 
The Anishinobe C lub will per-
form the troditionoi Indion ce re -
mony wh ich usuolly occurs before 
on ossembiy, counci l meet ing or 
specioi time ot o seoson. 
During the ceremony, o pipe ot 
p e o c e is smoked. The ceremony is 
designed to generote truth, under-
stonding, couroge ond brovery. 
Anishinobe stonds tor "spon-
toneous ond genuine humon 
being." 
Aitken stressed thot the cere -
mony is not religious, but spirituoi 
so OS to creote p e o c e with oil, 
regordiess ot stereotypicoi preju-
dices. 
The ce remony usuoiiy includes 
five people. The pipe corrier, the 
eldest respected member in the 
community, sits in the center ot 
tour stonding members who repre-
sent the directions of north, south, 
eost ond west. The pipe corrier 
represents the eorth. The first putt 
ot smoke goes to the creotor, the 
second is given to the eorth ond 
the next ore given to the direc-
tions. Aitken is ottempting to io-
co te the oldest pipe corrier in the 
oreo, but it no one else is ovoil-
obie, he will quoiity. 
Amer icon indion studies 
progroms hove been ovoilobie in 
the notion since 1972. Aitken hos 
been ot UMD since 1982. 
"Whot most people do not un-
derstond is thot these progroms 
ore not restricted to indions," Ait-
ken sold. 
Currently, opproxiomotely 100 
indions offend UMD. The mojority 
ot students who toke Aitken's cios-
ses ore not indions. 
"Once they toke one cioss, they 
seem to toke onother. it's like they 
get on oppetite to ieorn more ot 
the indion woys," Aitken sold. 
A pipe of peace similar to this will kick off the Health Fair at 10 a.m. Monday in Kirby Lounge. The Anishinabe Club will perform the ceremony. 
Schedule of events. 
Monday, Feb. 1... 
GET IN THE SPIRIT' 
Wednesday, Feb. 3... 
"HIGH LEVEL LIFE" 
*Art T o u c h e s t h e Soul 
Art Exhibit 
•Let 's P lay 
Chi ld l ike possibilities tor br ing-
ing m o r e fun into your doi ly 
life. 
• D o n e e A w o y 
2-3 p .m. in Kirby L o u n g e -
M o d e r n d o n e e d e m o n s t r o -
tions b y t h e UMD Theo t r e D e -
p o r t m e n t 
• A m e r i c o n Ind ion D r u m C e r -
e m o n y 
12:30-1:30 p .m . - The N e w Life 
Singers 
•Re ioxo t ion 
11 o .m. -noon - Stress r e d u c -
t ion e x p e r i e n c e b y Horry 
K romp f 
• B i o f e e d b o c k 
UMD Psycho l o gy Depo r t -
m e n t 
•Outdoor P r og rom 
1-2 p .m. in K 351 "Inner C o l m 
ot t h e Outdoors " b y D o v i d 
Os t e r g r en 
• C o u n s e l i n g , C o r e e r o n d 
P i o c e m e n t 
•Food for t h e Soul - G i d e o n s 
Internot ionol 
• C o u n c i l of Rel ig ious Adv isors 
• S e c o n d Edit ion Bookstore 
•Spirituoi We l lness 
UMD Heo i th C i in i c 
•Ae r ob i c D o n e e Demons t r o -
t ion 
1 0 : 4 5 - 1 1 : 1 5 o , m , - K i r b y 
L o u n g e b y R e c Sports 
•The Breost C e n t e r - The D u -
luth C l in i c 
• C o l d W e o t h e r Runn ing 
•Cho les te ro l Test ing 
St. Luke ' s Hospitoi o n d UMD 
S tuden t Heo i th C l i n i c 
•E lec t r i co i i m p e d e n c e Body 
Fot Test ing 
St. Luke ' s Hospitoi ($8 
c h o r g e ) 
•"Use Your Senses " 
•Dento i H y g i e n e P rog rom 
V i tomin C test ing 
•B lood Pressure 
•Ticker Tokers (heo r t ro te 
c h e c k ) 
•Med i c o l A g e C o m p u t e r 
Heo i th Risk Appro i so i 
•p.l.T. P rog rom - R e c Sports 
•No S m o k e - S H C C o 2 Breo th 
Ano lyze r 
• S p e e c h , L o n g u o g e , Heo r ing 
C l i n i c - D e c i m o l R e o d e r , For 
Plugs 
•St. Louis C o u n t y Heo i th 
Dept . - C o m p u t e r C o n c e r A s -
s essment 
• S e c o n d Edit ion Books tore 
•Whole Foods - Duluth F o o d 
o n d Nutrition C o u n c i l 
•Twin Ports C y c l e r y - Bike 
Troiners 
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ARE YOU GETTING 
THE BEST TAN? 
• T a n n i n g b e d s w i t h 4 0 0 wa t t 
f a c i a l t a n n i n g un i t 
• G e t t an f a s t e r - s a v e m o n e y 
• S t u d e n t d i s c o u n t o n t a n n i n g a n d 
s e r v i c e 
• 2 0 % off h a i r c u t s w i t h s t u d e n t I .D . 
E x p i r e s J a n . 30 
G l a s s f i d 
} [iuv A'SK/m'rs «H(/ Tuhhhk/ (enter 
K e n w o o d S h o p p i n g C e n t e r 7 2 4 - 8 5 0 9 
H a p p y H o a r 
2-6 Monday-Friday 
Live m u s i c e v e r y T h u r s d a y , F r iday , S a t u r d a y 
50C mugs 
beer ^i$fi A Oi e€ 
r l f n / J l (during happy h( 
^ L ^ ' * the lowest in 
w e 
5564 W. Arrowhead Road 
. 727-5061 
hour only) / L , 
town! ^^"'•^ 
Jan. 28, 29, 30 
Dance to the band 
M a i n E v e n t 
CURE THE 
MIDTERM BLUES! 
P a r t y at the W a r e h o u s e l l 
Wed., Feb. 3, 9 p.m.-12 a.m. 
$ 3 . 0 0 
A l l y o u can drink 
Fundraiser sponsored hy AAS 
NEED A PAPER 
T Y P E D ? 
fast. Accurate, 
Reasonable 
Resumes too! 
Mary 
727-0253 
Process 
P h o t o g r a p h e r 
n e e d e d f o r 
S p r i n g 
Q u a r t e r ! 
A p p l y 
t o d a y i n 
t h e 
STATESMAN, 
l l S K S a 
Study in Sweden 
at the 
University of Vaxjo 
No previous Swedish louiiuage e.xperieiiee required. 
Don't delay! Applitalion deadline is Kcbiuarv I . 
E L I G I B I L I T Y 
Sucffssful i-iiiiiplfiion of 'I {|uari( r- n! rullt-yt-ItAcl instrik'lion — 
cuimilaiivf (iPA of PJi 
L U L L Y A C C R E D I T E D C O U R S E S 
I'M!) vrvd'w • I'oursrs laub'h! by rnivtTsity of Vfi'xji) faculty 
A N A F F O R D A B L E O P P O R T U N I T Y 
$2200 for the quarter covers tuition, nxmi and board. ),'roup round 
trip tr;insi)(irtation fmni .Minneapolis to Sweden ;ind return 
Attend our information session riiuisday, Jan. 28, 7-9 p.m. in k311. 
For .Additional Information, eontaet: the International Hdueation Office 
104 Kirby Student Center, I'niversity of Minnesota, Duluth 
Duluth, MN .5.5812 Telephone (218) 726-8764 
Thv I'liis ersity of .Minnesota is an e(|iial opportunity educator and employer. 
* 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * 4 * . * . * « * . * 4 * . • 4 * . * . 
6H0PU$ 
-Fov-
'y TUBS aha dUPS 
* 461P BCiX CCi St«aAS 
^ U . US —— 
7 2 8 - ^ 1 8 3 
LOW fl^« 7 ^ M R B T € 
Condon Roaii Ciqupr$tore 
. 2 0 T H A v . M U E E A S T 4N0" UONDON ROAO 
NEScr THE. PSBF BAR 7a«-Sl«a 
7 NIGHTS OF LIVE MUSIC 
Genuine Jam Session 
Monday- open jam session with 
the area's best musicians!! 
Tuesday- Pitcher Night-$3 
250 Miller 
Genuine 
Draft Beer 
9-12 Midnight 
Wednesday-SOUTH OF THE BORDER NIGHT CORONA $1.00 
T h u r s d a y - B U C K N I G H T 
Sunday- IMPORT NIGHT - $1.25-Heineken, St. Pouii, LoBatTs, 
Amstel, Lowenbrou, Corona 
Jan. 28, 29 & 30 
C e n t e r v i l l e A l l - S t a r s 
R o c k - N - R o l l 
L i v e s a t 
Shenanigan's 
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Arts &Entertainment 
C o l o r f u l c o s t u m e s 
a n d s t a g e s b r i n g 
' O e d i p u s ' t o l i te 
E. Vincent Yaroch 
staff Writer 
From A Ue of the Mind to 
Oedipus at Colonus, the versa-
tile UMD Theatre Department 
makes an artful transition 
from hard-hitting contempor-
ary realism to Sophocles' sec-
ond installment in the classic 
Oedipus trilogy. The first play 
of the cycle is the well-known 
Oedipus the King and the 
third is Antigone, which was 
performed at UMD five years 
ago. 
Director Nancy Erhard 
feels that Oedipus at Coldnus. 
is the most colorful show she 
has directed. She hopes to 
evoke an emotional respronse 
to the colors and overall atmo-
sphere of the show. The set 
and colorful lighting choices 
stem from the paintings of 
Maxfleld Parrlsh. whose ro-
mantic and dream-like ren-
derings Erhard hopes to cap-
ture. 
She said that the play's 
main setting Is "very mythical, 
enchanting. special. and 
peaceful. It doesn't have to be 
explained. It's one of those 
places where you walk Into It 
and you feel It." 
The set design was con-
ceived by Wendy Sawvel. and 
the lighting was designed by 
Wanda McGulre. both of 
whom are students at UMD. 
Playing another Important 
part of the production Is the 
sound. Student sound de-
signer Neal Jahren has the 
difficult Job of extracting 
sound from paintings and/or 
Ideas, absorbing references 
from the play, utilizing natu-
ral sounds of the desert envi-
ronment and finally, ab-
stracting them into surrealis-
tic, dream like essences. 
The costumes blend today's 
streetwear fashions with mul-
ti-level cultural Influences 
with a touch of barbarlanlsm 
ala The Road Warrior. Guest 
costume designer from 
Greensboro. North Carolina. 
Deborah Bell explained. 
"Oedipus Is a refugee, as well 
as others. There are also war-
riors. We looked at pictures of 
desert people, nomadic tribes, 
people living In North Africa 
and the Middle East, and In 
hostile environments - people 
who have to carry their homes 
with them on their persons. 
That was kind of an Interest-
ing concept to deal with. We 
went for draping lines and 
loose clothing that people 
could move In. 
"We also tried to dlstln-
qulsh civilized society from 
the renegades. All of the civi-
lized people have emblems 
Identifying them In some way 
with the city - feathers, yam 
work, beads. . . " 
Photo • Mark Fitzgibbons 
Melissa Beneke and Ron Menzel show off some of the costumes and make-up that will be used 
In the upcoming play Oedipus at Colonus. The play will be held In the UMD Experimental 
Theatre from Feb. 2 - 7 at 8 p.m. 
Color was also utilized to 
distinguish characters. The 
chorus Is dressed In green. 
Oedipus and family In warm, 
golden tones, and Creon and 
his gang In darker colors. Bell 
said that It's a common mis-
conception that the Greeks 
lived In a world with no color, 
surrounded only by drab 
marble and dingy greys. She 
emphasized the fact that the 
Greeks were a Middle Eastern 
people. Influenced by the Ori-
ent, and were quite colorful, 
often wearing polka dots and 
stripes. 
Erhard believes costumes 
act as a second skin for the 
characters. She wanted the 
people to be seen for what 
they are. 
Bell offered that Erhard 
"wanted to emphasize the 
contrast between the rug-
gedness of the people and the 
Idyllic surroundings that they 
find themselves In... In the lit-
tle grove. The costumes and 
the people themselves reflect 
a sense of wandering and 
struggle. The grove represents 
a kind of relief for them." 
Erhard Insists on keeping 
the characters accessible to 
the audience. She explained 
that the characters are "very 
real and three-dimensional. 
They're based on mjdhology. 
but are real people. They enter 
Into this sanctuary after wan-
dering about In the 'outside 
world' — a world that Is harsh 
and barbaric. People now 
come from that world to Oedi-
pus. I saw It Immediately as a 
very aggressive situation." 
The play Is performed In 
the round, which brings the 
characters very close to the 
audience. Erhard feels that 
the closeness allows for acces-
sibility. The elimination of the 
use of masks Is another way 
to prevent distancing from the 
audience. 
Erhard marvels that al-
though these characters and 
the people of today are thou-
sands of years apart, "the 
message we share Is the same 
Theatres 13A 
Guitarist Billy l\/lcLaugtilin still pursuing his dream 
Kris Vickerman 
staff Writer 
Up-and-coming guitarist 
Billy McLaughlin will perform 
In MPAC on Monday. Feb. 1. 
bringing his unique musical 
style and his meaningful 
tunes to students at UMD. 
Born William Charles 
McLaughlin. Billy McLaughlin 
was born In Minneapolis, the 
seventh of nine children. He 
attended Washburn High 
School In South Mlfjneapolls 
and left for California at age 
18. He earned his bachelor of 
music degree In guitar from 
the University of Southern 
California, where he studied 
with such guitar greats as 
Christopher Parkenlng and 
Lee Rltenour while learning 
everything about music, rang-
ing from medieval to Bach and 
Mozart. 
Since he was a self-taught 
guitarist until college. 
McLaughlin had to grow up 
fast on the Instrument. 
"It was quite a challenge." 
he comments. "But I think 
U.S.C. has arguably the finest 
guitar department In the na-
tion. I was a 4.0 student and 
graduated with honors be-
cause I was really serious 
about what I was doing." 
McLaughlin has always 
wanted to be a musician. Be-
cause he comes from such a 
large family, he wanted some-
File Pfioto 
Guitarist Billy Mciaugtilin will perform Monday, Feb. 1 in ttie Marstiall Performing Arts 
Center. Admission will be $2 for students and $4 tor adults. 
thing he could do all his own. 
something for himself. 
" I wanted to do this all my 
life." he says. "The pieces Just 
fell together. 1 think this Is a 
common aspect In all people, 
but so many of them Just give 
up. I'm still chasing my 
dream." 
McLaughlin describes his 
musical style as expressive, 
moving, easy to listen to. and 
spiritual In the sense that 
people can relate to what he's 
saying. 
He says that he Is "most 
concerned with tapping Into 
the Individuals In the audi-
ence and breaking new 
ground with my Instrument." 
His music Is a combination of 
new-age Jazz. funk, reggae, 
and progressive pop. He likes 
the BoDeans. U2. and the 'Vio-
lent Femmes and wants to 
bring the level of energy Into 
his music that these bands 
have mastered. 
McLaughlin's music has a 
distinct edge to It. most likely 
because he strives to write 
songs that are somewhat 
vague and open-ended, giving 
listeners an opportunity to 
look inside themselves and In-
terpret the words on a per-
sonal basis. In relation to 
their own lives. 
" I haven't drawn all the 
lines for people." says 
McLaughlin. " I think I have 
something to say to people 
that they need to hear, some-
thing they don't cdways hear 
In other songs. I'm saying 'do 
what you have to and don't 
give up.' not Just 'go out and 
get a Job.'" 
McLaughlin hadn't 
planned to play the unique 
style of music he performs 
now. 'I've been a rock 'n' roller 
all my life." he claims. But he 
began to experiment with his 
acoustic guitar and discov-
ered a sound he didn't know 
existed. He Incorporates a 
tapping-style guitar technique 
to his music, which was pio-
neered by Stanley Jordan and 
Michael Hedges. He and his 
band are starting to work on a 
more national basis, focusing 
on high exposure concerts, 
such as Rlverfest and the 
Aquatennlal this summer. 
"This Is really a kick-off 
year for us." McLaughlin 
declares. "We're hoping to 
have a CD out by June. " They 
already have 75 bar gigs 
booked for this year. 
McLaughlin's band con-
sists of Scott Fultz on saxo-
phone. Lisa Zenlsek on key-
boards. Charlie Sauter on 
bass guitar, and Kirk Johnson 
on drums. Sauter recently 
won the Twin Cities Jazz 
Award for best Jazz fusion 
(rock and Jazz) bass player 
and Johnson will be featured 
as a dancer In Prince's up-
coming tour. Johnson danced 
In Purple Rain and plays 
drums for Madhouse. Prince's 
McLaughlin to nA 
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Like sonds through 
the hourglass... 
Tracy Claseman 
Staff Writer 
At 11:50 a.m. they start ap-
pearing. They come alone or 
in pairs. Occasionally, there Is 
a word of greeting. Early ar-
rivals get a seat, latecomers 
must stand in the back or at 
the side. At 12 p.m. there is a 
hush as students prepare to 
consume the latest addictive 
substance to appear on the 
UMD campus. 
And what a strange sub-
stance this is. It can be both 
an upper and a downer. Men 
and women, freshmen and se-
niors, no one Is Immune from 
this addictive substance. 
Perhaps most frightening of 
all Is that many students 
claim their mothers got them 
hooked on It. 
This substance which is 
claiming so many of our top 
students is none other than 
"Days of Our Lives," a daytime 
soap opera. 
Every weekday at 12 p.m. 
students gather around the 
television set on the third floor 
of Kirby to share In the lives of 
Patch and Kayla. Kim and 
Shane, and Roman and 
Diana. 
As the day's episode un-
folds, there are moans and 
gasps. There are groans aS 
J a c k (who Is married to Kayla) 
opens the envelope of photo, 
graphs of Steve and Kayla 
sharing an amorous kiss. 
There are predictions as to the 
fate of Klmberly's unbom 
baby, and brief explanations 
for those who missed the pre-
vious day's show. 
These people might be sci-
ence, business, or foreign lan-
guage majors, but for one 
hour, anyway, they all speak 
the same language. 
These people seem to ad-
here to the belief that solidar-
ity Is security. They were per-
fectly willing to answer ques-
tions en masse, but became 
suspicious when asked for In-
dividual Interviews. Only 
when assured of anonymity 
were people willing to open up 
and share some of their expe-
riences as "Days" addicts. 
The people who watch 
"Days" In Kirby say they 
watch It there because It's a 
"hassle to get home between 
classes." or because their 
roommates "watch another 
show at the same time." 
However, even If given the 
chance to watch the show In 
the privacy of their own 
homes, most said they would 
still prefer to watch "Days" In 
the company of others. One 
girl said. "It's funny to watch 
people's reactions." 
The group support method 
Is not for all. however. 
A few said they usually try 
to watch "Days" at home. "In 
case I cry or something." 
Whether group watchers or 
lone watchers, almost all ad-
Photo •Shane Olson 
'Days of our Lives" addicts gather on the third ttoor ot Kirby to get their recommended daily al-
lowance ot the soap. Many ot these people actually plan their class schedules around the 
program. 
mltted arranging their sched-
ules around the show. 'When 
pressed, most said they would 
take a 12 p.m. class If they 
had to. but they usually just 
"look through the class sched-
ule for other classes." 
People with 1 p.m. classes 
said they often go to the class 
late, especially on Fridays 
when the big cllllhangers oc-
cur. 
A newcomer to the world of 
soap operas may be surprised 
at the number of males who 
Johnny Holm returns to UMD 
Brian Pelietier 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
One of the most enter-
taining events at UMD will 
occur tonight when the 
Johnny Holm Band per-
and 11 singles, two of 
room. 
The Johnny Holm Band 
has released five albums 
and 11 singles, two of 
which have charted nation-
ally. The most recent 
release was 1985's 'Too 
Poor to Quit." 
Known as the "Pled Piper 
of the Midwest" because of 
his ability to direct crowds. 
Holm conducts mass 
sing-a-longs and turns or-
dinary people Into stars for 
a night. 
Other phenomena 
known to happen at a Holm 
concert Include the entire 
audience rurmlng outside 
and back In just to cool off. 
and singing a from-the-
heart version of "Those 
Were the Days." 
The band's repertoire Is 
as diverse as Its show. 
While performing at col-
leges, the band will play 
mostly rock & roll, plus Its 
own original and unique 
music, along with classic 
rock, country and. yes. 
even a polka or two. 
Any way you look at It. 
Holm takes his Job serious-
ly. His mission: to enter-
tain, not to Impress and to 
let his audience partici-
pate, not Just watch. 
The Johnny Holm band 
will perform at 8 p.m. In the 
Kirby Ballroom. Tickets are 
$3 In advance and $4 at the 
door. 
make up this group of "Days" 
addicts. They seemed espe-
cially reluctant to talk about 
their addlcUon except In 
terms of complete anonymity. 
One male addict said he felt 
like a "mlnoritjr" watching 
"Days." Another said that first 
he was "embarrassed" to be 
watching the show, but now 
"all the guys on my floor 
watch It." 
Most of the males thought 
they probably saw the show 
differently than females, but 
were reluctant to give specif-
ics. Flncdly, one male com-
mented. " I look at the women 
(on "Days") as stupid and 
naive." a comment which 
brought groans from the fe-
males In the audience. 
Unlike the females, most of 
whom readily admitted they 
were "hooked" on "Days." the 
males seemed reluctant to ad-
mit their addiction. They 
claimed that they watched for 
Days to 13A 
Out on the town 
Brian Pelietier 
Arts & Entertainment Editor 
The UMD J a z z Ensemble I 
will perform Its winter concert 
at 8 p.m. tonight In the Mar-
shall Performing Arts Center. 
Under the direction of 
David Sifchmalenberger. the 
17-member group will per-
form Bob Mlntzen's "Dolphin 
Dance". Tom Kubls' "Theme 
Without a Movie." and Jazz I 
trombonist Thomas Matta's 
arrangement of Starlight's 
"Stella". 
Admission Is $2 for adults 
and $1 for students at the 
door. 
Author Thomas F. Waters 
will speak at the Natural 
Resources Research Institute. 
3151 Miller Trunk Highway, 
at noon on J a n . 28. 
Waters' books, which In-
clude The Streams and Rivers 
of Minnesota and his latest. 
The Superior North Shore, deal 
with natural and human his-
tory of Minnesota, with an 
emphasis on fisheries. Waters 
Is a professor of fisheries and 
wildlife at the Twin ClUes 
campus. 
The seminar is free and 
open to the public. 
Matinee Music»le has an-
nounced Its third concert of 
Its guest artist series. Pianist 
Jul iana Markova will be per-
forming on Tuesday. Feb. 2. at 
8 p.m. In the Science Building 
Auditorium at St. Scholastlca. 
Markova Is originally from 
Bulgaria and studied at the 
Conservatory In Sofia and In 
Milan where she graduated 
with highest honors. She has 
performed as a featured artist 
and soloist In many cities 
throughout the United States 
and Europe. 
At Tuesday's program. 
Markova will perform "Varia-
tions In F minor" by Hayden. 
"Etudes Symphonlques" by 
Robert Schumann and "Eight 
Preludes" by Scrlabian. 
Tickets for the performance 
are $7 for adults and $3.50 for 
students, and will be available 
at the door. A reception will 
follow the concert at which 
the audience may meet Ms. 
Markova. 
The Art ist Lecture 
Program will continue next 
Thursday at 1 p.m. when 
Mason Riddle will give a lec-
ture entitled "Approaching 
Art: the Critical Process." 
Riddle lives In Minneapolis 
and writes regularly for The 
New Art E5camtner (Chicago) 
and Stroll Magazine (New 
York) and serves as a gallery 
lecturer for the Walker Art 
Center. 
The lecture will be Thurs-
day. Feb. 4 at 1 p.m. in Hu-
manities 314. and Is spon-
sored In part by the Tweed 
Museum and the UMD Art De-
partment. 
The UMD Hockey band will 
perform In the Kirby Lounge 
at 1 p.m. on Friday, closing 
out Winter Carnival Week. 
Contrary to the rumors, how-
ever, the hockey team will not 
be playing an exhibition game 
In the Kirby Student Center 
that day. 
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-- that humans are still hu-
mans." 
"Oedipus amazes me." she 
continued. 'The guy has got to 
be the most down-trodden, 
beaten man In all of drama, 
practically. He Is really an un-
derdog. He has committed the 
most horrendous of crimes 
(marrying his mother un-
knowingly and fathering his 
daughters/sisters. Antigone 
and Ismene) In Oedipas Rex, 
which he never backed away 
from. He always admitted that 
he did the crime. In Oediups 
at Colonus, he Is able to tell 
what happened and give his 
side of the story. He realizes 
that the gods had decided his 
fate long ago. teaching him a 
great lesson. He has chosen 
not to kill himself, but has 
blinded himself, wandering 
the desert for the remainder of 
his life." 
The story goes that Oedi-
pus discovers that where he 
dies will mean "victory" for 
that city. He Is shown great 
compassion by the people of 
the area, and we see the emer-
gence of the civilized human 
being that was hidden be-
neath the ragged wanderer. In 
return for their kindness, he 
gives them himself — the 
greatest gift of all. 
Erhard sees Oedipus as "an 
Iceman who comes back to 
life." He Is able to respond. He 
shows that you don't have to 
be destroyed. You can go 
beyond, you can survive and 
you can maintain your digni-
ty. 
The director concludes that 
the whole production process 
has been a collaborative ef-
fort. From designers to cast 
and crew, everyone has come 
together to make Oedipus at 
Colonus a shining example of 
what makes UMD Theatre 
successful. It is working to-
gether as a collaborative 
group to harness creativity. 
Imagination and concen-
trated effort to produce live 
theatre at Its finest. 
Oedipus at Colonus runs 
from Feb. 2-7 at 8 p.m. In the 
UMD Experimental Theatre. 
There Is also a matinee on 
Feb. 7 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $6 
for adults. $5 for non-UMD 
students, and $2.50 for UMD 
students with ID and activity 
card. Call the theatre box of-
fice at 726-8561 for further 
iriformatlon. (AGAIN: Reserve 
early - the smaller theatre, or 
"black box." sells out quickly). 
Pays from 12A 
McLaughlin from 11A 
jazz band, whose video can be 
seen on BET. a black enter-
tainment network on cable 
television. The best thing 
about the band, according to 
McLaughlin. Is that they all 
really enjoy each other and 
playing music. The band's at-
titude Is not to project an Im-
age: rather, it Is Just to play 
music and have a good time. 
McLaughlin's favorite part 
of performing Is when people 
approach him after a concert 
and say that they never 
thought someone could put 
Into words the things that 
they felt or that anyone could 
feel the same way as they did. 
His least favorite part Is trying 
to sell someone, such as a 
music critic, to come see him 
play. 
"It's tough trying to con-
vince people over the phone to 
come see me. I'd rather Just 
have them hear me play." he 
says. 
McLaughlin plays a little 
piano and trumpet In addition 
to guitar, but states that ev-
erytlme he changes guitar It's 
like playing a whole new in-
strument. 
"Everytlme I tune a new 
guitar. I have to learn the In-
strument all over again." he 
claims. 
In the future. McLaughlin 
sees himself as a kind of 
musical ambassador to other 
countries. 
"1 am really Interested in 
traveling and I would like to 
be more Involved with world 
events and politics." As with 
performers like U2. Bob Mar-
ley. John Cougar-Mellen-
camp. and Bruce Springsteen. 
McLaughlin writes songs that 
have depth, soul, and mean-
ing to people. If he becomes a 
national success. McLaughlin 
believes that he could handle 
fame and fortune, and that It 
wouldn't change the feelings 
he's trying to get across to 
people or the music he 
creates. McLaughlin Intends 
to hold onto his vision. 
McLaughlin Is a sensation 
definitely worth checking out. 
He has It all: success, great 
looks. Intelligence, personality 
and talent. He Is professional 
and yet personable, drawing 
the audience Into his music. 
McLaughlin stresses. 
'You're not going to see an-
other show like this until you 
see me again." 
This will be McLaughlin's 
first visit to UMD. All of the 
material he plans to perform 
will be original, although he 
may surprise the audience 
with some fun versions of 
songs they know. He will be 
playing on Monday. Feb. 1. at 
8:00 p.m. In the Marshall Per-
forming Arts Center. Ticket 
price Is $2 for students and 
faculty and $4 for general ad-
mission. 
"entertainment" or "something 
to do In-between classes." 
Everyone, males and fe-
males, said It's not necessarily 
easy to get hooked on a soap 
opera. 'You have to ask a lot 
of questions at first." said one. 
"You have to be Introduced 
(to the show)." said another. 
But once you get started. 
h i s s u b s t a n c e 
w h i c h i s c l a i m i n g 
s o m a n y o f o u r 
t o p s t u d e n t s i s 
n o n e o t h e r t h a n 
" D a y s o f O u r 
L i v e s . " 
watch out! It could affect your 
life in more ways than one. 
Besides arranging their 
schedules around the show, 
many addicts said the show 
can affect the day that they, 
themselves, are having. 
Many said that an upbeat 
show can really brighten their 
day. One girl gave as an exam-
ple the episode In which Patch 
and Kayla finally got back to-
gether after a long estrange-
ment. 
Some said good shows, or 
shows with cllfihangers. make 
you "more excited for the next 
show." Others said that they 
got especially frustrated or 
even angry at cllfihangers. 
most of which occur on Fr i -
days. 
Despite the cllfihangers. 
Friday shows are a favorite, 
and close behind. Monday 
resolutions of cllfihangers. 
At 1 p.m. the area by the 
television empties. This Is not 
a slow trickle of people leav-
ing, but rather a mass ex-
odus. In a moment, all Is 
quiet. There is no sign of the 
drama and tension that has 
Just gone on. The "Days" ad-
dicts have gone to carry on 
with their lives. But be as-
sured that they will be back 
again to get their daily fix 
tomorrow. 
After all, addictions are 
hard to break. 
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This is the actual class schedule for a 'Days' addict, taken 
from her desk. She refused to be identified by name, releasing 
the schedule only under terms on anonymity. 
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w i t h TI A d v a n c e d S c i e n t i f i c s . 
K i r a l l those e x c f i i e i a t m a l v h a r d 
p ro idema you 're . ihout t o e n e o u n t e r 
i n your m . i th o r s e i e n e e eateer. e . i l eulatot . A n i l we've paeked o 
e a l c u l a t o r s w i t i i t he r i y h t h u i l t - m 
t u n c t i o n s a n d p r o p r a m m i n p cap. i -
h i h t i e s to so lve e v en t h e hardes t 
p t oh l ems . M a y b e tha t ' s w h y more 
s tuden t s re ly o n T i ea i eu la to r s t h a n 
any o t h e r h t a n d . 
S o It you're the k i n d ot s tuden t 
wi io 's cot se i enee o n the h r . u n , yet 
the e a l cu l a t o r s f rom t h e fo lks who ' v e 
" i v e n t h e i r h ra ins to se ienee . 
I')>,s I 1 
I n s t r u m e n t s 
Free software for the TI-95. Visit your nearest TI Dealer now! 
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^^Things to do. 
Places to go. 
People to meet. 
Whether you're going to campus for classes, or oft-campus to 
work or shop, rely on the DTA for convenient doorstep service 
to and from Kirby Student Center. During the week, the DTA 
offers service to downtown every 15 minutes, to Millet Mall 
every hour, and every half-hour on the Inter-Campus Loop...for 
the everyday low fare of 60 cents. Transfers are FREE and 
connections to othet buses can be made in a few minutes. DTA 
schedules are available at the Kirby Information Desk and you 
can call 722-SAVE for additional information. 
IHor^tfmahuAi 
P h o t o g r a - -
p h e r s 
N e e d e d ! 
A p p l y i n 
t h e 
S T A T E S M A N 
o f f i c e , 
1 1 8 K i r b y 
S t u d e n t 
C e n t e r . 
MID-SEASON S T I C K S A L E 
L A S T C H A N G E ! ^ 
Aluminum Shaft Sticks $25 
STEWART'S 
1502 E. SUPERIOR ST. 724-5101 
W H Y P A Y M O R E ? 
01l6Ck OUT! 
D Y N A M I T E D I S C O U N T P R I C E S O N 
1 2 p a c k s - B l a t z 
B u s c h 
C o o n 
P a b s t 
2 4 1 6 L o n d o n R o a d 
7 2 4 - 8 8 1 8 
C a s e s - B t t d w e i s e r 
C o o n 
M i U e r L i t e 
S p e c i a l E x p o r t 
-Cold Kegs Available-
•THE TAN-LINK 
1218 E. 1st Street (approx 1 mile from campus) 
•Get a tan before, after, or instead of a 
tropical vacation. 
•Our tanninq beds use gentle UVA light 
to tan your skin without burning. 
•We'll recommend a personalized program 
for your skin type. 
ACTIVE MEMBER 
SUNTANNINC, ASSOCIATIttN 
FOH EDUCATION iS A F E I 
Call 724-7476 
for appointment or 
consultation. 
L A K E A I R E I 8 S ^ \ ^ 
The 1987-88 RA staff invite 
RA Applications for the 1988-89 school year 
UMD 
An RA is: 
-An administrator 
-A campus resource 
-A peer advisor 
-A student leader 
-A team member 
-An organizer 
QUALIFICATIONS AND REMUNERATION: 
GENERAL: 
-On campus living experience 
-Demonstrated maturity and leadership skills 
-Ability to exercise good judgement. 
-Demonstrated human relations skills 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
-Completion of 50 credits by December 1. 1987 
-2.50 cumulative CPA by December 1. 1987 
REMUNERATION: 
-Apartment RA - Room and cash equivalent of board plan. 
-Resident Hall RA - Room and board plus $100 per quarter. 
The University of Minnesota Is an equal opportunity educator and employer. 
1988/89 
Available in 189 Lake Superior Hall until February 15. 
Save On Fashion Eyewear 
F R E E ^ ^ e g l a s s e s 
o r C o n t a c t s with eyeglass purchase 
The best '2-for-1' value around! Purchase any eyeglasses at our regular 
low price, and receive a free pair of single-vision eyeglasses with a frame 
of equal value! Or choose CooperThin daily-wear soft contact lenses from 
CooperVision. Whichever you choose, we're going to change the way you 
look at life! Eye examination not included 
D u l i n g 
Offer excludes all other discounts Contacts to powers 
of 160. other brands also available Bifocals extra Of-
fer good at participating locations 
Offer good through February 13. 1988 
THE EYEWEAR PROFESSIONALS 
3 Duluth locations: 
Miller Hill Mall 720-3180 
Valley Center 628-0357 
5 W. Superior St. 722-3921 
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On Campus 
j S p e c l a l E v e n t s . 
Concert 
On Jan. 28 at 8 p.m. there will be 
a UMD Jazz Ensemble I Concert in 
MPAC. David Schrqalenberger will 
be directing. 
Philosophy ooliiquia 
There will be a Philosophy Collo-
qulo on Feb. 2 at 3 p.m. in ABAH 
235. Eve Browning Cole will speak 
on "Surrogate Motherhood: The 
Logic of Exploitation." 
Holy Land 
. Professor Thomas Dockendorf, 
Head of the Geography Depart-
ment at St. Cloud State University, 
will present a lecture on the 
"Central Minnesota Holy Land." 
Professor Dockendorf s research 
focuses on the impact of the Cath-
olic Church on the shaping of ttie 
cultural landscape of Central 
Minnesota. The lecture is scheduled 
for Feb. 4 at 3 p.m. In Cino 308. 
Geology Seminar 
At 3:30 p.m., Jon. 28, Dr. Carol 
Johnston, Research Associate, 
NRRI-UMD, will speak in Life Science 
175 about "Effects of Beaver Ponds 
on Hydrology, Blogeochemistry, 
and Soils: Voyogeurs Notional Pork." 
Study In England 
The International Education Of-
fice Is now accepting applications 
for the 1988-89 Study in England 
Program. Students will spend the 
year at the University of Birming-
ham, where they will hove access 
to all academic facilities. The cost 
for the academic year Is only 
$6850, which Includes tuition, hous-
ing, meals. Student Guild fee, round 
trip air transportation from Minne-
apolis, and administrative costs. For 
more Information coll 726-8764. 
Brown Bag 
International 
On Feb. 4, at noon in K311, 
International students will be speak-
ing for the International Brown Bog. 
Brown Bag 
Adult Series 
Achievement Ctr. 
On Feb. 2 the Adult Series Brown 
Bog will feature Diane Chambers 
discussing the new Achievement 
Center and how it con help you. It 
will be held in K3n at noon. 
War Town Germany 
Dr. Klaus Jonkofsky will speak 
Jon. 28 at 3 p.m. on growing up In 
war town Germany and on his 
educational experiences in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, 
France and the United States. This 
event is sponsored by Alpha Mu 
Gamma and the English Club. 
Roommate oroblems 
Having roommate problems? 
Talk to Brent In 255 DAdB or coll 
7985. 
A n n o u n c e m e n t a L 
Bicycle Tour 
"Pennsylvania to Pacific: A 
Woman's Solo Bicycle Tour." 
Through narrated slides and music, 
Judy Glbbs will reveal glimpses of 
the physical challenge and her per-
sonal growth on Feb. 3 in the Rafters 
at 7 p.m. For more Information coll 
726-7169. 
Outdoor Program 
The UMD Outdoors Program Is of-
fering several trips in February ; 
-Backpacking the Superstition 
Mountains of Arizona, Feb.26-March 
6. 
-Hut to Hut Bockcountry Ski Tour 
In Colorado Feb. 26-Mar. 6. 
-BWCA Ski Lodge and winter 
camping Intro., March 2-5. 
-Michigan's Porcupine Moun-
tains, log cabin relaxation and ex-
ploration, Feb. 27-March 1. 
The trips Include group equip-
ment, transportation, food, skis or 
snowshoes if needed, lodging, and 
instruction. For costs and more 
details please coll 726-7169. 
Apple Computing 
John Sculley, Head of Apple 
Computing, will speak on Jon. 29 at 
3 p.m. In MonH 70. The topic will be 
"The Revolutionary Impact of Net-
worked Computers on University in-
struction and Research." 
Talkllne 
The Feb. 3 "Talkllne" program will 
feature discussion with Duluth Area 
Chamber of Commerce Chairman 
Chuck House, and Commerce Pres-
ident David Cordeou. Assessment 
of the community's health and 
predictions of the community's fu-
ture will be the topic of discourse. 
The program airs at 9 a.m. on KUMD 
103.3 FM. Listeners ore encouraged 
to coll In both comments and con-
cerns. The number for "Talkllne' is 
724-2862. 
MPIRG 
MPIRG will sponsor on open 
forum Feb. 2 at noon In Kirby 
Lounge to Inform students of the 
renter's tax credit. Rent credit is a 
property tax refund program that 
provides property tax relief to 
renters. As o tenant, you pay your 
landlord's property taxes through 
your rent. You ore responsible for o 
portion ot those property taxes but 
It ttie amount you pay exceeds 
more than o specified percentage 
ot your Income, you con receive o 
refund tor the excess amount in the 
form of o rent credit check. The 
forum will be aimed at answering 
questions ot eligibility, the process 
of application and what con be 
done OS students to prevent legisla-
tive cuts on the renter's tax credit. 
For more information drop by the 
MPIRG office In K192 or coil 726-
8157. 
Rev. Pat Robertson 
Democratic presidential hopeful 
Rev. Pot Robertson will be speaking 
in the Romano Gymnasium Feb. 3 
at 7 p.m. The visit is sconsored by 
Americans for Robertson. 
Ski club 
UMD Alpine Ski Club is ottering o 
trip to Jackson Hole Feb. 28 - Mar. 4. 
Five nights lodging at Virginian 
Lodge, four miles from skiing. Regis-
ter at the Kirby Student Ottice tor 
$ 150. This does not Include transpor-
tation. 
Study in Sweden 
Feb. 1 is the deadline to hove 
completed applications for the 
Spring Quarter 1988 Study in Swe-
den Program. 
The Study in Sweden Program is 
designed to facilitate the rapid ac-
quisition ot ttie Swedish language 
and to immerse participating stud-
ents Into Swedish life and culture as 
fully OS possible. Participants need 
not hove prior Swedish language 
experience. The $2200 program 
fee Includes group round-trip air 
transportation from Minnepolls, tu-
ition, fees, housing, and two meals 
per day. 
An Informal Informational meet-
ing will be held on Jan. 28 from 7-9 
p.m. in K311. For more Information 
call 716-8764. 
Spiders 
Susan E. Riechert, Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Tennessee, will speak on 
"Everything you ever wanted to 
know about spiders but were afraid 
to oskl" on Feb. 11 at 8 p.m. In Room 
142 of the School of Medicine. 
U.S.S.R. 
William D. Schmid, Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Minnesota, will speak on 
"Travel and Research Experiences In 
the U.S.S.R." on Jon. 29 at noon in 
Room 142 of the School of Medi-
cine. 
Chemistry Seminar 
There will be o chemistry seminar 
on Jon. 29 at 3 p.m. In Chem 246. 
Professor Jock Plodziewlcz, Depart-
ment of Chemistry, University of Wis-
consin-Eou Claire, will speak on 
"Electron transfer reactions of hu-
man Cu, Zn superoxide dlemutose." 
international 
Management 
Thunderbird International Gradu-
ate School of Management will be 
interviewing prospective UMD stud-
ents on Feb. 11 for o one-year 
program In international manage-
ment. For on Interview sign up in 255 
DAdB. 
Interviews 
Seniors who ore registered with 
the placement office and who 
hove the quoiificalions required by 
companies, may sign up for inter-
views. For more Information and to 
sign up for Interviews, come to 
Counseling, Career & Placement in 
255 DAdB. 
G & K Services - Feb. 1, Soles 
trainee 
Nosh Finch - Feb. 2, Manage-
ment trainee 
Deluxe Checkprinters - Feb. 3, 
management trainee, soles, oil 
majors 
Land C Lakes - Feb. 4, Soles 
tToirt©© 
St. Paul Fire & Marine Ins. - Feb. 4, 
Actuarial trainees, actuary Interns 
Unpaid Tuition 
University of Minnesota Policy 
States: A student owing any portion 
of tuition and fees of the end of the 
fifth week of the current quarter will 
hove o HOLD placed on his/her Uni-
versity records. This HOLD will 
prevent additional registration and 
prevent access to official University 
transcripts and diplomas. 
Do you hove unpaid tuition? Do 
you wont to register for Spring Quar-
ter? Are you wolfing for financial 
old to pay your tuition? 
If the answer to these questions Is 
yes, you MAY be allowed to regis-
ter, even though you do have o 
HOLD for unpaid tuition. To find out 
If you ore eligible for o temporary 
HOLD release, contact Student Ac-
counts Receivable, Window 15 or 
16 DAdB. 
Math Placement 
Freshman ore required to take 
the malh placement exam before 
enrolling in o moth course at UMD. If 
you ore o freshman and you did 
not take the test during orientation, 
you may sign up In the Achieve-
ment Center, LI43 to take the test 
at 4 p.m. on Feb. 2 In L 120. If you 
hove questions, coll the Achieve-
ment Center at 726-8725 or D. An-
woy at 726-7535. 
Registration change 
Beginning Spring Quarter 1988, 
ALL students MUST present their 
Registration Status Notices at Regis-
tration. These will be co.Iected at 
the point of registration. You will not 
be allowed to register without o 
RSN. See your collegiate unit for 
specific registration Instructions. 
Sexual Assault 
Aid to Victims of Sexual Assault Is 
available on campus to help vic-
tims of sexual child abuse, incest, 
rope, sexual harassment, some sex 
assault and sexual exploitation by 
therapists. If you need someone to 
folk to, coll 726-4751 or call the 24br 
Crisis Une 723-9929. 
AA 
If you think you hove o problem 
with drinking, and would like to do 
something about It, there ore over 
120 meetings of Alcoholics 
Anonymous In the Twin Ports and 
North Shore area each week. For 
the time and place of o meeting 
near you, coll Twin Ports Area Inter-
group at 724-5449, or stop In at 1426 
E. 1st St. In Duluth. 
Internships 
The U.S. General Accounting Of-
fice has summer Internships for un-
dergraduates In accounting and 
computer science, and o graduate 
Internship In public policy. These ore 
paid postltions. A detailed descrip-
tion of requirements and eligibility 
OS well OS application forms ore 
available In Counseling, Career & 
Placement Services, 255 DAdB. The 
deadline for applications Is Mar. 18. 
Minnesota State University Stud-
ent Association offers internships In 
communications, political science, 
research and development and 
public/non-profit administration on 
on on-going basis. Stipends ore 
available. For Information go to 255 
DAdB. 
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ENTEKTAINMENT is cur EEMNESS! 
Christiansen's 
jersey 
retired 7 3 
S t a t e s m a n 
S p o r t s 
J a n u a r y 2 8 , 1 9 8 8 
'Dogs kiii Gophers - next target Wiidcats 
Bret L. Stanley 
Sports Writer 
The UMD Bulldogs expect 
to have a wild weekend as 
they play host to the Northern 
Michigan WUdcats this Friday 
and Saturday at the Duluth 
Arena. 
UMD is very strong at home 
this year - losing only two of 
the 13 games played in Du-
luth so far this season. 
The Wildcats have not 
beaten the Bulldogs at the 
arena since posting a 5-4 
decision on J a n . 25, 1985, 
and have only posted one win 
ever on Bulldog turf. 
The Bulldogs dropped both 
games against the Wildcats 
earlier this season (Oct. 16-
17) 8-4 and 3-2 In Northern 
Michigan. 
A highlight in between the 
first and second periods at 
this weekend's Friday night 
game will feature the retire-
ment of former All-American 
Keith "Hufier" Christiansen's 
number 9 Jersey. 
The Bulldogs split last 
weekend's series with the 
Minnesota Golden Gophers, 
dropping the first game in 
overtime 6-5 and springing 
back to sink the Gophers on 
Saturday night 2-1 . 
The win on Saturday night 
posted the Bulldogs first vic-
tory over Minnesota since 
handing them a 5-2 loss on 
Get. 25. 1985 at the Duluth 
Arena. 
Friday night the Gophers 
charged back from a three-
goal deficit after trailing the 
BuUdogs 5-2 late in the third 
period. 
UMD dominated play 
throughout the second period, 
scoring four goals. 
The Minnesota comeback 
didn't start until 11:27 of the 
third period when Jason 
Miller lit the fire and made it a 
5-3 game. Lance Werness 
backhanded in a light shot 
from in front for the Gophers, 
and J a y Gates got the tally 
that sent the game into over-
time with less than 2:30 left to 
play-
Dean Williamson put in the 
game winner 5:38 into the 
overtime. Williamson was 
playing for the Gophers' in-
jured leading scorer. Peter 
Photo • Mark Fitzgibbons 
The Minnesota Gophers were helpless against the constant pressure put on by the win-hungry Bulldogs. UMD split the weekend 
series with the WCHA-leading Gophers, losing 6-5 Friday and posting a 2-1 victory Saturday. 
Hankinson. 
The Bulldogs had the first 
chance to score in the over-
time when B a n y Chyzowski 
broke in alone, but Gopher 
goalie Robb Stauber, who was 
far out of his net, turned the 
shot away. 
The early lead went to Min-
nesota as Miller put it in the 
net at 1:11 of the first period 
on a two-on-one break away 
with Scott Bloom. 
Jerry Chumola tied it up 
for the 'Dogs on the power 
play at 13:32 of the first 
period on a set-up pass from 
Greg Andrusak. 
Grant Bischoff put the Go-
phers back on top with a per-
fect three player set-up that 
went from Williamson, who 
passed back to the point man 
Frank Gerslch, who then 
tossed it to the left of the net 
to Bischoff. who laid it in the 
net. 
Bob Alexander, who was 
named co-WCHA Player of the 
Week, tied the game 29 sec-
onds into the second period 
on a shot that hit Stauber's 
stick and slid behind him Into 
the net. 
Sandy Smith put the 'Dogs 
ahead 3-2 less than three mi-
nutes later on the power play, 
and Chris Llndberg widened 
the margin netting a feed pass 
from Dennis Vaske. 
Alexander scored his sec-
ond goal of the night to give 
the Bullddgs three power play 
goals in the game. 
Saturday's game wasn't as 
wide open as the night before. 
Target to 4B 
U M D p o w e r s o v e r U W S 
Chad Knewtson 
Sports Writer 
Tuesday night wrestling 
fans watched their conference 
champion Bulldogs thrash 
W R E S T L I N G V 
rival UW-Superior in UMD's 
final home meet of the season. 
The contest was never 
close. The 'Dogs Jumped out 
to a 25-3 lead and never 
looked back as they went on 
to win 36-11. 
The meet also marked the 
final home appearance of se-
nior captain Jeff Dravis. As a 
Bulldog, the two-time All-
American had compiled a re-
cord of 89-25-1. His 52 pins 
are Just four short of the 
school record held by his 
brother Blaine, who is a UMD 
assistant wrestling coach. 
Dravis' 52nd pin came 
against UW-Superior's Dan 
Lickness and was one of four 
pins that the 'Dogs recorded 
Tuesday night. 
The other three came from 
126-pound Junior Brian Laine, 
158-pound Junior J i m Lelwica 
and heavyweight freshman 
Pete Semington. 
Todd Guillaume, Trevor 
Lundgren and Brad Simon all 
won decisions, and Ted Hen-
nen tied his opponent in the 
190-jx)und match to boost the 
'Dogs to a 9-3-1 record. 
Last weekend the Bulldogs 
earned the title of NIC dual 
meet champions by winning 
all four of their matches at the 
conference duals in Moor-
head. 
"It was a weekend to be 
proud of," exclaimed coach 
Neil Ladsten. 'We wresUed 
with a lot of intensity and I 
couldn't be happier with the 
way the guys performed." 
Gn Friday, UMD beat 
fourth-place finisher Northern 
State 26-9 and followed that 
with a close 22-18 win over 
University of Minnesota-Mor-
ris, who finished third. 
Gn Saturday, the 'Dogs 
edged out out runner-up 
Southwest State 23-15 and 
then hammered Moorhead 
State 44-0. 
" I can't remember the last 
time we shut someone out like 
that," Ladsten said. "It was a 
weekend for great individual 
efforts." 
TnevOT Lundgren, 150-pound 
Junior, improved his record 
Powers to 6B 
Photo • Mark FHzgibbona 
When the hockey team wasn't on the Ice last weekend the Maroon Loon was keeping fans 
entertained between periods. 
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Cagers drop 
road contest 
MlkeHudyma 
Sport• Editor 
, The men's basketball team 
never could quite get over the 
hump, as they trailed through 
MEN'S • 
BASKETBALL • 
most of a 73-66 non-confer-
ence road loss to UW-
Parkside. 
The loss drops UMD to 
15-5 overall, while Parkside 
Improved to 10-10 on the sea-
son. 
The 'Dogs were with in 
striking range at 46-50 with 
ten minutes to play In the sec-
ond half, but Parkside went 
on a 0-2 run Increasing their 
lead to a 12 point 60-48 mar-
gin. 
The Bulldogs rallied on a 
9-2 run to draw close once 
again at 57-62 but Parkside 
countered with a six point run 
of their own to maintain a 
comfortable 68-57 lead with 
just over three mlnutes to 
play. 
UMD was forced to foul 
down the stretch and had a 
brief moment of hope when 
Victor Harvison hit a three-
point shot to draw the cagers 
within 64-71 with under a mi-
nute to play, but the 'Q,ogs 
failed to capitalize on other 
late opportunities and fell in a 
73-66 defeat. 
UMD trailed throughout 
the first half, except for a brief 
5-4 lead on a three-point shot 
by Tod Kowal< t.yk. and the 
'Dogs defense couldn't control 
Parkside forward Roderlk 
Wade. as he scored 18 first 
half points enroute to leading 
the Rangers to a 37-28 margin 
at the Intermission. 
Harvison lead the Bulldogs 
with 17 points, while 
Thompson chipped 13 points 
and Jim Olson added 10 
points. 
Wade led all scorers with 
24 points, 18 points in the 
first half, while Michael 
Henderson added 18, 11 
points in the second half for 
Parkside. 
The Bulldogs defeated 
Parkside earlier this year in 
the championship game of the 
American Famlly Insurance 
Classic 77 -69 an the two 
teams have 2-2 UfeUme re-
cord. with UMD losing both 
times on the road. 
The Bulldogs had won nine 
of their last ten games and 
with this lose the Bulldogs 
end their non-conference 
schedule with a 9-5 mark. 
The Bulldogs will make 
their way back home this 
weekend, as Bemidji State 
makes it's way to the Romano 
Gymanslum for a 3 p.m. Sat-
urday afternoon contest with 
the 'Dogs. 
Bemldji, 9-lO overall and 
2-3 in the NIC, Is lead by 
David Lee and David 
Muelken, averaging over 25 
and 18 points respectively in 
NIC competition. 
A clash of stlyes will meet. 
as Bemidji features the con-
ferences top scoring offense 
averaging just over 86 point a 
game, while UMD Is the 
leagues top defensive team, 
giving up a little over 63 
points to opponents. 
The Bulldogs have won the 
Cagers to 58 
Photo• Tina Sorokl1 
Co-captain Barb Sommer keeps an eye on her shot hoping for 
her best mark. 
Photo • Tina Sorokle 
On a drive to the hoop, Victor Harvison hung in the air long enough to bang in this basket. The 
men will be home to face Bemidji State Saturday at 3 p.m. 
RL:Jnning at home 
Bret L. Stanley 
Sports Writer 
The men's and women's 
track teams host the annual 
Doug Roth Invitational Satur-
1 
TRACK 
. & FIELD ~J 
day, Jan. 30, in the UMD 
Fieldhouse at 3:30 p.m. 
Bemidji State University, 
Michigan Tech and the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Superior 
will all be pitting their best 
against the UMD teams. 
The UMD women, as reign-
Ing champions, will try to 
keep their crown, and the 
men's team will attempt to 
dethrone Michigan Tech, who 
was last year's victor. 
Head coach Eleanor Rynda 
said it Is too early in the sea-
son to tell how the team will 
perform. 
"Our distance core Is 
strong in the men"s team, and 
our mile and 4xl lap relays 
look really good. We are still 
growing and developing," 
Ryndasatd. 
Steve Tekippe Is this year's 
men's team captain, and Lynn 
Stottler and Barb Sommer are 
the women's co-captains. 
Stottler, who was sidelined 
earlier In the cross country 
season because of an injwy, 
Is expected to compete this 
weekend. 
Both teams took to the 
road last weekend to compete 
In the Northwest Open In Min-
neapolis. 
There were no official 
scores kept, but the competi-
tion gave the UMD track 
teams an opportunity to run 
against some Division I teams 
from Minnesota and Wlscon-
sin. 
Rynda said her teams did 
well against the big teams. 
'We were about where we 
had hoped we would be. I 
think that It gave them a lot of 
confidence in their ability and 
an eye view as to how much 
farther an athelete can go in 
the collegiate ranks." 
Photo • Tina Sorokl1 
Brian Johnson and John Stephens take out the last lap of the 
4x1 relay side-by-side vying for first place. 
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Lady hOopsters look to improve NSC record 
Linda M. Keppers 
Sport• Writer 
gars are looking for a win. 
Two weeks ago, the lady 
Bulldogs traveled to the home 
courts of the opposing teams 
and pulled away two victories. 
(Moorhead State 75-62 - and 
UM-Morris 70-59) 
The UMD women's basket-
ball team will once again face 
WOMEN'S -
BASKETBALL W 
the mighty Cougars from Mor-
ris and the firebreathlng 
Dragons from Moorhead State 
this weekend. 
Now with a record of 4-2 In 
the Northern Sun Conference, 
the Bulldogs a re looking to 
Improve, but the road to vic-
tory is a rough one. -
The Cougars enter Friday 
night's game with an overall 
record of 4-9 and are without 
a victory in the NSC at 0-4. 
Both games will be played 
In the Romano Gymnasium, 
and the Dragons and the Cou-
. ! 
Thursday is College Night! 
Tap Beers 25¢ 
16 oz. Beers and Bar Drinks 75¢ 
Pina Coladas & Tropical Screws $1.00 
6:30-12:00 
No Cover Charge!! 
Friday and Saturday · 
Live music by the RAGE 
Playing all the best Top 40 
Happy Hour 6:30-10:00 
Again, No Cover Charge!! 
Music starts at 7:00 p.m. nightly! 
TENTH STREET STATION 
1010 Tower Ave., Superior 
392-3900 
Superior Street Chiropractic Offices 
' CONSULTATION WITHOUT OBLIGATION 
•SJX)rts Injuries 
•Neck, Shoulder, Back and Leg Pain 
•Headache 
•Auto and Personal Injuries 
724-4077 
V.C. Armold. D.C. 
J. Elllot Peterson. D.C. 
David C. Armold. D.C. 
Gerald P. Prlley, D.C. 
STUDENT PATIENTS WELCOME 
CONVENIENT TO UMO BUSLINE 
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT 
1522 E. Superi11 Street, Duluth 
724-6530 
The BrWis Phoenix 
(UPSTAIRS OF THE CHINESE LANTERN) * 
402 W. 1st Street 
2'for 1 
on Tap Deer, Dar Dt1nks & Wine 
MONDAY - SATURDAY 
8-10 p .m. 
Super Bowl Sunday Party 
Januacy 31 
Open at 3:00 p.m. 
·Tap Beers 5()¢ for 5 mlnUlesjollowlng every score. 
-Bud Ughl 754 ALL DAY! 
·Complimentary hors d 'oeuures during 2nd quarier. 
-DrawlJ'lgsjor PREE give-aways during game. 
-S1.00 couer plus a non-perishable food product 
-Proceeds to Alpha Nu Omega and the Food Shelf. 
,, 
Accordin g to UMD head coach 
Karen Stromme. UM-Morris is 
"one of the better teams in the 
conference. They have a few 
scrappy, enthusiatic players 
that don't qu it, and that 
makes them dangerous. They 
stand on their own, and they 
are a good team." 
Although the Bulldogs go 
Into every game with great 
concentration, Stromme had 
a few positive things to say 
about the u pcoming weekend. 
"It is always nice to have 
the home court. That Is al-
ways somewhat of an advan-
tage, but on the same point, 
we went down there (Morris) 
and played well on their court. 
We are in our glory now at 
home because we haven't 
been here for a Jong time. I'm 
looking forward to having the 
right things happen." 
On Satu rday. the Bulldogs 
will face the Dragons, who are 
also without a win in the 
Northern Sun Conference at 
0-4. 
"I think their problem is In 
their early record. They are 
having a problem picking u p 
the momentum." 
The Bulldogs. who seem to 
have no trouble with their 
momentum, pulled off a vic-
tory last weekend against 
Winona State with h igh scor-
ing Dina Kangas picking up 
12 points. 
Also scoring high on the 
Bulldogs· list were Denise 
Holm and Jenntfer Koll -- both 
getting l O points. 
"Koll has to be our best 
one-on-one· player," Stromme 
said. "She also has the best 
moves on the team when It 
comes to getting lo the bas-
ket." 
Kay Happke had nine 
rebounds to lead the Bulldogs 
to a 90-57 victory, and as a 
freshman on the team, 
Stromme commented on her 
playing. 
"She ts an aggressive play-
er. She hits the boards tough. 
and there is nobody on the 
team that can rebound with 
her tenacity." 
"If you look at the fact that 
our top scorer had 12 points. 
it doesn't look fantastic," 
Stromme said of the game 
"You can't ask 
more of a team 
than to play really 
hard and they 
did." 
-Karen Stromme 
against Winona. "But tf you 
look again, three of the play-
ers scored in the double 
digits, so from that aspect It's 
good." 
The key to the Bulldogs· 
s uccess this year has been the 
fact that Stromme can't pick a 
most valuable player. 
'We have kids that go out 
there and are strong all the 
way around. We played ex-
tremely well at Winona," 
Stromme continued. •-.111e 
continuity was amazing. You 
could never tell when a sub 
went in or out because the 
continuity of the game never 
changed. That's something 
that we have worked on all 
year." 
Looking back a week. the 
Bu lldogs took a tough loss to 
Bemidji State University 69-
62. 
"We couldn 't have played 
harder," Stromme said. 'We 
made some mistakes, there 
were some turnovers and 
some shots Just didn't fall In 
at the end of the game. But 
you can't ask more of a team 
tha n to play really hard, and 
they did." 
Stromme continued to 
comment that the intensity of 
the game between the Bull-
dogs and the Beavers was one 
of the best college games she 
has seen. · 
"It is tough lo play on the 
Bemidji court. All I have to say 
Is that now they have to come 
and play us at our home," 
Stromme said. "Overall, I was 
very proud of our learn that 
night. It was a difficult and 
emotional loss. but that's be-
cause they gave it their all." 
The Bulldogs wlll continue 
to give each game "their all" as 
they head into this weekend's 
play, and as they start to near 
the end of the season. Game 
limes for this weekend are 
7:30 on Friday night and 5:30 
on Saturday. 
Bulldog Notes: Freshman 
forward Kelli Rizer leads the 
Northern Sun Conference in 
three point shooting percent-
age, 20 of 71 -- .375. She also 
leads the Bulldogs in scoring 
(13.0 ppg) and free throw per-
centage (.759). and ls second 
in rebounding with 7.4 
rebounds per game. 
Keep an eye on Tennis stories in the UMD 
STATESMAN starting next week and 
continuing through Spring Quarter. 
SOUND SAVINGS 
Newest Releases - $6.98 
T-Shirts 
Calendars 
Posters 
Buttons 
Tapes 
Incense 
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rargef from 1B 
A tight defense and aggressive 
forechecklng held the Go-
phers to only 21 shots on goal. 
On the other end of the ice, 
Stauber had 33 saves for the 
Gophers, and his performance 
in the net was the key factor 
in keeping the score from get-
ting out ofhand. 
Frank Gersich had the only 
goal of the first preriod to put 
the Gophers up 1 -0. 
UMD tied the game on the 
power play 52 seconds into 
the second jierlod when Alex-
ander picked up a Minnesota 
clearing pass and sent it 
cross-ice to Chyzowski. 
Chyzowski centered, and 
Smith was right In the slot to 
dump it in. 
Scott Keller got the game 
winner 28 seconds before the 
second period ended as the 
Gophers changed lines. 
John Hyduke left the net 
and slid a breakout pass to 
Mike DeAngelis who relayed to 
Alexander. Alexander took a 
shot, and the rebound came 
out to DeAngelis who was 
trailing the play. DeAngelis 
ripped a shot toward the open 
net, and Keller tipped it in. 
UMD also killed off all five 
of their penalties to render 
Minnesota's power play use-
less. 
S a v i n g 
b a b i e s i s 
o u r g o a l ! 
Support the 
M a r c h of D i m e s 
• M M W r m DCFECTS FOUNDATION^HM 
Photo • Mark Fitzgibbona 
While a group of Bulldogs celebrate a goal, Mike DeAngelis exchanges a few kind words with Gopher goalie Robb Stauber, a 
graduate standout from Duluth Denfeld. 
Photo • Mark Fitzgibbons Photo • Mark Fitzgibbons 
Mike DeAngelis watches Intently as his shot heads toward the Captain Joe Delisle questions the Intelligence of an official on 
net. a disputable call. 
10% Off 
on all regular priced books 
Sole ends Feb. 12 
S e e o n d E d i t i o n 
B o o k s t o r e 
spec ia l orders a n d sa le Hems 
exc luded 
College Night 
Wed. Nights 9 p.m. -Midnight 
T a p B e e r s 5 0 C 
P i t c h e r s $ 2 . 9 5 
-Groups of 5 or more receive a free 
pitcher with 3 paid games. 
-Bowl a minimum of 3 lines and bowl 
for $1.00 per line per person. 
-College I.D. gets you shoes. 
-Live Bond in our Lounge Wed.-Sot. 
storting ot 9:00. 
Dulurh Bowling Center 
601 Wesr Superior Srreer 
Dulurh MN 55802 
218-722-0671 . 
n.esrouronr Lounge Dancing iBonquer FQciiiries 
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G o i n g t o D a y t o n a , F l o r i d a f o r S p r i n g B r e a k ? 
R e p r e s e n t U M D in a N a t i o n a l S p o r t s F e s t i v a l 
Linda M. Keppers 
SporU Editor 
If you don't know what the 
National College Sports Festi-
val is all about — that's okay 
"because you are about to be-
come one of the many who 
wouldn't miss it for anything 
in the world. 
The NCSF. an event with 
intramural athletes from col-
leges and universities around 
the nation, has quickly grown 
to be the largest multi-sports 
event In the United States. 
The week long schedule of 
17 events takes place during 
the "spring break" season In 
Daytona Beach, Fla., and the 
winners are Invited back In 
the fall for the finals of this 
national championship of col-
lege sports. The winners fly 
back to Daytona absolutely 
free via American Airlines. 
So, that sounds Interest-
ing, but why should you make 
a point not to be anywhere 
else for spring break? Because 
you could be the one to make 
the difference In whether or 
not your college team takes 
home the trophy. You see, no 
scholarship athletes are a l -
lowed to compete, and that 
makes a difference. 
Everyone goes to Daytona 
for all the fun In the sun that 
can be crammed Into a week 
or two. In fact, Daytona has 
the greatest number of visi-
tors during spring break than 
any other city In the United 
States. So when you add the 
fun and competition of events 
like ultimate frlsbee, flag foot-
ball or maybe rugby, to name 
a few, to your break, then you 
are talking about a kind of 
spring break you can't find 
anywhere else In the country. 
or for that matter, the world. 
The following sports are In-
cluded In the Sports Festival: 
Softball: Each team Is al-
lowed a 15-player roster with 
not more than 10 players to 
be on the field at any one 
time. The tournament runs on 
a double elimination/round 
robin format. 
Basketball : This will be 
played in Daytona's finest 
outdoor facility. Each team Is 
allowed a maximum of 10 
players on Its roster and must 
start with five players. 
Cycl ing: Compete In the 
two mile sprints on the sun-
baked, hard-packed shores of 
Daytona Beach. The NCSF 
will provide all the bicycles. 
Any others must be approved 
by the NCSF. All racers must 
be appropriately attired. 
Ultimate Frisbee: A team 
may have 15 or seven players 
on the field to start. He or she 
may wear any aids as long as 
they don't endanger other 
players (includes rubber 
cleats). A goal (one point) Is 
scored when an offensive 
player has two feet In the end 
zone after receiving a pass 
from a teammate. Running 
Into the end zone with posses-
sion does not score any 
points. The game Is one hour, 
and 13 points scored wins. 
Swimming: Events Include 
50 meter and 100 meter free-
style and a 200-meter free-
style relay. Cutoffs are not al-
lowed. 
Tennis: A double elimina-
tion/round robin type format 
for the tournament will revert 
to single elimination with 
quarterfinals, semifinals and 
finals. The final match con-
sists of a best two out of three 
sets. Only USTA approved 
racquets and equipment will 
be allowed. NCAA scoring sys-
tem will be used. 
Golf: The Daytona Beach 
Country Club will be the site 
of the competition for the 36 
hole tournament. 
Volleyball: On the beach is 
best, and that's exactly where 
you will find the volleyball 
tournament. Each team will 
be allowed a six-player roster, 
with four players allowed on 
the court at any one time. 
Each game is a best two out of 
three matches which are won 
by 11 points with a winning 
margin of at least two points. 
The tournament Is run on 
double elimination/round 
robin type format. 
Running(5K): There Is 
both a men's and women's 
competition, so get ready to 
run. All 5-kllometer races will 
be on the beach 
Weightlifting: The compe-
tition has nine weight catego-
ries from 11.5 pounds up to 
heavyweight. Hooking Is per-. 
milted, lifts from the "hang" 
are not. A lifter Is allowed 
three lifts and may take any 
one of his lifts during the 
weight progression. 
USMC Fitness Course: For 
the greatest athletic challenge 
of your life, try this. From run-
ning and jumping to climbing 
and hurdling, absolutely no 
test of endurance, strength or 
determination Is left out. 
New Sports Include: arm 
wrestling, aerobics, tug-of-
war, soccer, flag football and 
rugby. 
UMD students who are in-
terested in this type of sport-
ing competition can pick up 
an application for more infor-
mation in the STATESMAN of-
fice. KSC 118. Ask for Linda. 
File Photo 
Members of the University ot Wisconsin-Madison celebrate af-
ter winning first place In the overall points competition ot the 
NCSF. 
Cagers from 2B 
last eight meetings between 
the two teams and lead the 
all-time series 52-23. 
Last weekend, the Bulldogs 
improved to 15-4 overall and 
5-0 in the NIC with an Impres-
sive 82-65 with over Winona 
State. 
UMD lead throughout the 
first half, opening their largest 
margin at 28-14 with 11:42 to 
play In the first half and car-
ried a 42-33 lead to the locker 
room. 
Winona closed the gap 
early In the second half, as 
they outscored the 'Dogs 10-3 
to draw within 43-46, but the 
cagers drew slowly away as 
senior David Thompson 
scored 15 of his season high 
26 points throughout the rest 
of the half to pace the Bul l -
dogs to a 82-65 victory. 
Top NIC scorer Carter Clad 
was held to 13 points, 13 
below his conference average, 
by senior forward J i m Olson, 
who chipped In 15 points and 
10 rebounds in the victory. 
Tod Kowalczyk also added 15 
points. 
New Coke and Melo Yelo 
1 2 p a c k s . . . $ 3 . 2 9 
im 1701 Woodland Ave. Open: 6 a.m. - Midnight 
Wherever your ^ vacation takes 
VAawaV* '^Mg^ you.. ^ 
Plan ahead for your Spring Break! 
M O U N T t R O Y A L 
T A N N I N G 
Studig 
W e e k e n d S p e c i a l 
$2.00 per session 
S a t u r d a y s a n d S u n d a y s o n l y 
te 
•Conveniently located at 1601'/? Woodland Ave. 
(above Capri Bottle Shop) 
• Features seven of the finest UVA tanning beds 
on the market 
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9-10 
Fri., Sat., Sun . 9-9 
P h e n e t 
7 2 8 - 5 1 0 3 
•Chi-Chi's-
F I N A N C I A L A I D 
YOU DON'T NEED EXTRA MONEY TO SAVE AT CHI-CHI'S! 
NIGHTLY SPECIALS 
S u n d a y : 999 B l o o d y M a r y s 
1/2 p r i c e A p p e t i z e r s d u r i n g p l a y o f f s . 
M o n d a y : 509 T a c o s , 759 T a p s 8 to 1 1 . B i g S c r e e n T V 
T u e s d a y : C h i - C h i ' s Margar i tav i l le 
All M a r g a r i t a s 1/2 p r i c e all d a y until c l o s i n g 
W e d n e s d a y : H e r e ' s T a c o - t o - y a , 509 T a c o s 
( s p e c i a l l y p r e p a r e d ) 8 -11 p .m. 
T e x a s T e a s $1 .50 
T h u r s d a y : ' T e x M e x F e s t 
1/2 p r i c e a p p e t i z e r s 
759 S a b i n a s 
F r e e T a c o M o n . o r W e d . n i g h t 
i I L ^ r . « ^ t ^ G o o d F e b . 1 . 3 
FItger's on the Lake 600 E. Superior St. 
MEXICAN 8ESTAURANTE 
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Schach's 
Fireside 
Chat 
Steve Schach 
Rec Sports Editor 
Sid Hartman, the legendary sports columnist for the 
Twin Cities StafTribune.said it Sunday morning on his 
radio program: Any team that goes Into the Duluth Arena 
to play against the Bulldogs Is automatically an under-
dog. 
He said the ruckus that the fans make here reminds 
him of the noise Twins fans made last fall. He couldn't 
believe the support the city and the university give to the 
hockey team. 
That has got to get you pumped. If Mr. Hartman gets 
excited over that, then so do 1. 
With a heart-wrenching near victory Friday nlght.and a 
heart-stopping victory Saturday night against the mighty 
Cophers, the UMD hockey team Is now In fifth place In the 
Western Collegiate Hockey Association -- only one point 
out of fourth and two points away from third. That Is so 
Important because a fourth place finish In the WCHA is 
just as good as a first place finish when It comes down to 
the WCHA Tournament. 
With the new playoff format, the top four teams In the 
standings will host the bottom four teams In the first 
round of the WCHA tournament. According to Mr. 
Hartman (and the Bulldogs Impressive home record of 
10-2-1) UMD should be able to win two out of three at 
home If they play against, say, Mlchlgem Tech, currently 
in fourth place. 
After the first round, the final four teams travel to the 
neutral Ice of the St. Paul Civic Center. True, the Minne-
sota Cophers aren't exactly going on a long eastern road 
trip, but It won't be the same as playing at Mariuccl 
Arena. The Bulldogs will have as good a shot as any of the 
remaining four teams ofwlnnlng the WCHA tournament, 
which would automatically give the Bulldogs a bye to the 
round of eight In the twelve-team NCAA College Hockey 
Tournament In Lake Placid, NY. 
It Is not absolutely necessary for UMD to win the 
WCHA Tournament on March 7 to qualify for the NCAA's, 
but It would be the surest route. The four major college 
hockey conferences (the WCHA. the Eastern Collegiate 
Athletic Conference, the Central Collegiate Hockey Associ-
ation, and Hockey East) each receive automatic spots at 
Lake Placid, going to each conference's tournament 
champion. The final eight teams will be selected on an 
'at-large' basis by an NCAA selection committee. 
Currently, the various hockey polls throughout the 
country, which give us some hints as to what teams will 
be selected, do not have the Bulldogs In the top 12, which 
could become a prerequisite to receive an 'at-Iarge' berth. 
The Bulldogs play Northern Michigan here this week-
end (sweep), and then go to Michigan Tech for what will be 
a big series In deciding WCHA home Ice. One of the sea-
son-making series will follow that next weekend when 
Wisconsin comes to town. That weekend could shape up 
to be the battle for second place, and the second place 
team In the WCHA will definitely make the top 12 In the 
nation. 
The NCAA Championship take place March 31-April 2, 
so don't wait until the last minute to get tickets. 
Ex t ra 
Duluth Arena ranks third In the WCHA In average at-
tendance with 4.993 per game. The top two In attendance 
are the two Big Ten schools, Wisconsin (8,480) and Min-
nesota (6.832) 
...The men's basketball team was ranked second In the 
nation for NAIA schools In teeun defense, giving up an av-
erage of 59.2 points per game. 
Powers from IB 
of NIC WresUer of the Week for 
his four wins at Moorhead. 
Ladsten was especially 
proud of Jeff Dravis who in his 
first match of the weekend 
against Northern State, was 
tffi-own down. Injuring his 
shoulder and arm. Dravis was 
traUmg 5-0 at the time of the 
Injury. 
"We used up all of the In-
jury time," Ladsten recalled. 
"Northern State expected Jeff 
to forflet, but Instead he went 
on with the match using one 
arm and ended up winning 
10-6. That was really a turn-
ing point In the match, and It 
carried over to the rest of the 
weekend." 
Scott Swanson replaced 
Dravis In the following match 
against Morris. 
"Scott came In and won a 
match for us," Ladsten said. 
"That was a great effort, and 
without It, Morris could have 
beaten us." 
Ted Hennen was the lead-
ing point getter for the team 
with 18. Briane Lalne, Steve 
Hoard, Brad Simon and Todd 
Culllaume each won three of 
their four matches. 
The grappler's next action 
will be the Wisconsln-Elau 
Claire Invitational Feb. 6. 
That tournament could see 
the retum of last year's na-
tional champion Mike 
Hirschey who has been side-
lined with a nerve Injury. 
D o n ' t t a k e c h a n c e s w i t h 
o t h e r a d v e r t i s e r s . 
U M D S T A T E S M A N 
[ 
# S o u t h P a d r e I s l a n d M 2 8 
N o r t h P a o r e / M u s t a n c I s l a n d * $ 1 5 6 
D a y t o n a B e a c h $ 9 9 * 
. ' S t e a m b o a t $ 8 7 
G a l v e s t o n I s l a n d ^ $ 1 2 4 
* F o r t W a l t o n B e a c h $ 1 2 6 ' 
O r l a n d o / D i s n e y W o r l d ^ 1 3 2 
H i l t o n H e a d I s l a n d $ 1 3 1 
DONT DELAY 
T O L L F R E E S P R I N G B R E A K I N F O R M A T I O N A N D R E S E R V A T I O N S 
1-800-321-5911 
or contact our local Suncnase campus representative or vour tavonte travel agency 
Common Exam Schedule 
Winter Quarter, February 22-26, 1988 
Course No Day Time Bldg & Room 
ART 1002 ' Wed 1400-1555 LSci 175 
(Sec 1,2,3,6) 
ACCT 1511 Mon 1000-1155 Mon H 70 & 80 
(Sec 1-8) 
ACCT 1512 Tue 0800-0955 Bohli 90 
(Sec 1-8) MonH 80 
COMM n i l Tue 0800-0955 MonH 70 6. 80 
COMM 1202 Tue 1200-1355 MonH 70 
CS 3620 Wed 1400-1555 MG 302 
CS 5520 Wed 1400-1555 MG 314 
CS 5766 Tue 1200-1355 MG 314 
ECON 1004 F r i 1000-1155 BohH 90 
(Sec 1,2) 
MATH 1115 Wed 1400-1555 Chem 200 
(Rec 1,2,3,4,5,6) 
MATH 1156 Thur 1000-1155 Chem 200 
(Lec 1,2,3,4) 
MATH 1160 Tlmr 1000-1155 BohH 90 
(Lec 1,2,3) 
MATH 1210 Mon 1000-1155 BohH 90 
(Lec 1,2,3) 
MATH 1296 Mon 1400-1555 BohH 90 
(Rec 1-6, Lec 9) 
MATH 1297 Tue 1200-1355 Chem 200 
(Rec 5-8, Lec 4• 
MATH 1597 I'ue 1200-1355 Chem 200 
(Lec 1) 
MATH 3298 Tue 0800-0955 LSci 185 
(Lec 1,4) 
MATH 3380 Thur 1000-1155 LSci 185 
(Lec 1,2) 
MATH 3555 Mon 1400-1555 Chem 150 
(Lec 1,2? 
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UMD retires Huffer Christiansen's jersey 
Sports Release 
It's been nearly 21 years 
since Keith "Huffer" Chris-
tiansen last put on the Jersey 
of his UMD hockey uniform. 
On Jan . 29, that Jersey, and 
the familiar number 9 that 
adorned It, will be olllclally 
retired by the UMD Depart-
ment of Intercollegiate Athlet-
ics In a special ceremony bet-
ween the first and second 
periods of the UMD vs. North-
em Michlgein University 
game. 
"In a sense, Huffer's jersey 
has been retired for the past 
21 years -- no Bulldog has 
worn number 9 since he left," 
said UMD Director of Intercol-
legiate Athletics Bruce 
McLeod, who was a teammate 
of Christiansen's for two sea-
sons (1965-67). "But we felt It 
was time for us to recognize 
Huffer In an ofllclal capacity 
for what he has done and 
meant to UMD athletics In 
general and to hockey In par-
ticular. By hanging his jersey 
In the Duluth Arena, we 
believe there will be a lasting 
tribute to a person who con-
tributed so much to Bulldog 
hockey." 
Christiansen, who paced 
UMD In scoring all four of his 
years as a Bulldog, earned 
both AIl-Amerlcan and All-
Western Collegiate Hockey As-
sociation honors, and was 
named the WCHA's Most 
Valuable Player in 1966-67 af-
ter racking up 23 goals and 39 
assists for 62 points In 28 
games. That same year he 
topped the WCHA In scoring 
with 46 points on 15 goals 31 
assists. 
A native of Fort Frances, 
Ontario, who attended In-
ternational Falls High School, 
Christiansen concluded his 
Bulldog career with 75 goals 
and 121 assists for 196 
points. While that total ranks 
sixth on the UMD scoring 
charts, Christiansen's p61nts 
per game average (1.92) Is 
second only to 1985 Hobey 
Baker Award winner BUI Wat-
son (1.96). 
Following his graduation 
from UMD In 1967, Christian-
sen went on to captain the sU-
ver medal-wlnnlng U.S. Team 
at the 1972 Olympic Games. 
Christiansen also skated for 
File Photos 
two seasons with the Minne-
sota Fighting Saints of the 
now-defunct World Hockey 
Association. 
File Photos 
Christiansen's jersey. In-
cidentally, is the only one 
retired by UMD In any sport. 
Read the STATESMAN!!!!!! 
Heart City 
Today ' s w a y to say 
" H a p p y V a l e n t i h e ' s D a y . ' 
B o l d co lo rs , f unky 
designs, off-beat h u m o r . . . 
a medley of fresh n e w 
ideas for S u n . , F e b . I I . 
-)|At£««idL 
B o y c e 
K e n w o o d 
P h a r m a c y 
? 1984 Hallmark Cards, Inc 
"love, my one true fine love." 
Express it to your loved one 
in the Feb. 11 issue of the 
UMD STATESMAN. We will be 
having a separate personal 
section strictly for those 
Valentine's messages, it will 
be done in larger type and 
in C O L O R I And it's only $2 
for 25 words or less, and an 
extra $1 for every 10 words 
after that. So, touch your 
loved one in a special way — 
place a Valentine's Personal 
todayl Deadline is Feb. 4, 
at noont Your true 
fine love is waitingll 
S t a t e s m a l r 
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Rec Sports 
Raymond heads for the Rocky Mountains 
Steve Schach 
Rec Sports Editor 
What kind of a day is Rod 
Raymond expecting Saturday 
to be? 
Tough. 
Raymond will be competing 
In one of the toughest one-day 
winter events In the world: 
The Coors Light Mountain 
Man Triathlon held near Bea-
ver Creek, Colo. These moun-
tain men (approximately 500) 
must cross-country ski for 24 
miles, then run 10 miles on 
snowshoes and finish by 
speed skating another 12 
miles. 
Coming from the low alti-
tudes of Duluth to the rail-
thin atmosphere of the Rocky 
Mountains, the triathlon will 
be that much more difficult. 
"I'm nervous about the alti-
tude because I won't be accli-
mated to It," Raymond said. 
'To get fully acclimated, you 
would have to be at that alti-
tude for a minimum of two or 
three weeks." 
Raymond, who left yester-
day (Wednesday) for the Sat-
urday event, added, "If you 
can't get fully acclimated, the 
best thing to do Is to go colfl 
turkey by arriving only a cou-
ple of days early. That way, 
the altitude sickness you may 
acquire, which occurs after 
about four or five days, won't 
affect you." 
The Mountain Man Triath-
lon was shown on NBC-TV 
last year and will be shown 
this year in a few months by 
ESPN. 
Raymond's forte will be in 
the skiing apd the speed skat-
ing, which will be done on a 
plowed lake. He has had 
ample opportunity to cross-
country ski In Duluth, and he 
has played hockey since he 
was four-years-old. Racing on 
snowshoes Is new to 
Raymond. 
"After the big snowfall we 
had earlier, I went out and 
just ran around on the snow. 
It was cool," he said. 
Cost Is a big factor as 
racers have to pay the Initial 
$100 entry fee plus airfare, 
hotel accommodations, food, 
etc. Expenses are being han-
dled through the support of 
sponsors Ski Hut, UMD Rec 
Sports and the Irving Commu-
nity Center. 
Rajrmond Is unique In that 
he will be the only student 
participating from out of 
town. Many professionals will 
be competing In this race. 
Before school started this 
fall, Raymond traveled to Lake 
Tahoe, Nev. for a triathlon 
that will be shown on NBC's 
"Sports World" this March. Af-
ter two miles of swimming in 
water as cold as Lake Supe-
rior (it was mandatory to wear 
a full body swlmsuit), then 
200 miles of biking through 
the Sierra-Madre Mountains 
(Including 20-mile, no pla-
teau, Luther Pass) and ending 
with 20 miles of running on a 
terrain similar to "...a paved 
Chester Creek without water." 
Raymond finished 9th out of 
280. 
" I even got interviewed by 
NBC," he said. 
Last year, Raymond com-
peted in the Bud Light Iron-
man Competition in Hawaii as 
well as In many other smaller 
events. 
How does he do it? 
"I've been training three to 
four hours a day for the past 
two years, and now for the 
Mountain Man, I've just been 
Intensifying the practices," he 
explained. "I've never really 
thought about quitting during 
the middle of a race -- even 
going up that Luther Pass, 
which was like biking up 
Mesaba Avenue for 20 miles 
with no level spots. I have al-
ways come back to UMD say-
ing that I finished. I can't 
come back and say I quit." 
"Honestly," he continued, 
"the day I quit practicing will 
be the day I stop having fun 
doing this." 
Fun? Riding a bike straight 
up a mountain pass, after 
swimming In Ice two miles 
and almost a marathon 
ahead, Is fun? 
Yes. 
" I can't express the thrill 
you get when you cross the 
finish line after racing for 10 
hours. 1 get the Image of that 
line, and that's all that mat-
ters. You forget about the 
pain," the mountain man 
said. 
As for this Saturday, " I 
don't know how well I'll do 
there. I don't know anjdhlng 
about the competition -- I've 
never done this type of race 
before, and the altitude may 
affect me. I really can't make a 
prediction," Raymond said. 
Whether he finishes this 
race or not, UMD Is going to 
be proud of our representative 
when he gets back. 
Photo • Kjirstan Hendrickson 
Mountain Man Rod Raymond wcnders why this picture is the only one ever put in the paper 
T h e Intramural T icker 
Photos • Rod Anderson 
Tim Raymond of We're Ugly but We're Good puts up a shot 
while H.B.'s Jim Malosky and Chas Lilya watch. 
Steve Schach 
Rec Sports Editor 
Basketball 
The pregame hype 
predicted It would be the best 
basketball game played In the 
new Romano Gym so far. It 
was close. Last Thursday, 
H.b.'s pulled off a 56-51 win 
over We're Ugly but We're 
Good. Wayde Preston and J i m 
Malosky J r . each scored 20 
points for H.b.'s and Steve 
Geels led the Ugly team with 
20. 
The Rodney Dangerfield 
team In Intramural basketball 
Is ESAD (Class A, 4-0-1). 
Power forward Don St. Gres 
and speedy guard Chris Smith 
lead this team that doesn't get 
any respect. Last week they 
beat Swisher Sweets (the 3-3 
Swisher Sweets, not the 5-0 
Swisher Sweets) 43-33. 
Tonight at 7:15 p.m., pride 
Is at stake as the wlnless 
teams Quorum Black and the 
Raisins hammer It out In what 
the pregame hype Is predict-
ing to be 'quite the game.' In 
other AA games, tonight HB's 
Bearcats (3-0-1) take on the 
Alrballs (2-2) at 6:15 p.m. and 
Dr. Vaseline (1-3) takes on 
Twine State (1-2-1) at 7:15 
It's going to be 
a big weekend 
ticker to 9B 
Lisa Konn 
Staff Writer 
It Is a big weekend for 
tournaments In Rec Sports. 
The Infamous SUverbroom 
Broomball Tournament, 
the Schick 3-on-3 Super 
Hoops Basketball Tourna-
ment and the Table Tennis 
Tournament will break up 
the winter blues as a part 
of the UMD Winter Carni-
val. 
In the past, the SU-
verbroom, scheduled for 
Friday, J a n . 29 through 
Sunday, J a n . 3 1 , has been 
a v)4ng battle for the best. 
The tournament Is open to 
all men's, women's and co-
rec teams with valid partlc-
IpaUon eligibility. Sixteen 
teams In each category will 
be guaranteed two fun-
filled games. 
A mandatory captain's 
meeting for all participating 
teams will be held today at 
4:00 p.m.ln SpHC 9A. 
The champion team will 
receive a prize, compli-
ments of the Bulldog Shop, 
and a $30 Godfathers gift 
certificate. The name of the 
champion team for the 
1988 SUverbroom Broom-
ball Tournament will be 
engraved on the SU-
verbroom trophy (Yes, It Is 
reaUy a silver broom) that 
Is displayed In the Rec 
Sports trophy case. 
Another event scheduled 
this weekend Is the Schick 
3-on-3 Super Hoops Bas-
ketball Tournament. This 
tournament wUl run the 
same dates as the SU-
verbroom, and It wUl be 
held In the Romano Gym-
nasium. 
Competition Is offered In 
men's and women's three 
person teams. It Is a dUfer-
ent game, with two fewer 
players. 
AU captains must also 
attend the meeting today 
4:00 p.m. In SpHC 9A. 
Schick wlU provide 
prizes such as razors and 
other Schick products. The 
champions wlU also be In-
vited to a regional Schick 
Super Hoops Festival. 
Schick will provide ac-
comodations for the festl-
weekend to 10B 
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ticker irom 8B 
p.m. In Class A, the 5-0 I Felt 
a Thigh plays Sub Lingen (1-4) 
at 8:15 p.m. tonight, and you 
may want to wait around for a 
barnburner at 10:15 p.m., 
when ESAD (4-0-1) plays the 
Jammin Meds (5-0). 
Next Tuesday night at 8:15 
p.m., the Bearcats will collide 
with We're Ugly but We're 
Good. 
The two H.b.'s teams, the 
Bearcats and H.b.'s, don't 
play each other in the regular 
season. 
Broomball 
The bad guys of broomball, 
the Bearded Clams (also 
known as BCN), are un-
defeated In men's AA competi-
tion. Their 3-0 record Includes 
victories over last year's run-
ner-up Paradise, last year's 
champion the Nicks, and a 
recent victory over Buster 
H — . Wanting everybody on 
the team to be recognized as a 
bad guy, team president men-
tioned Jeff Chernivec, Shaun 
Nelson, Joe Huth, Lonnie 
Wanovlch, and Mark Joyce as 
people worth mentioning. 
Next Wednesday they take on 
the 2-1 Broomballers. 
Strong goaltending by John 
Brugler was the key In Label 
Xs 4-3 victory over the 
slumping Paradise (1-2). 
In a battle of undefeated 
teams on Saturday, Naturally 
Brewed (2-0) beat Spearmint 
Gum 4-1. 
The Kaboshers (2-0-1) 
completed a weekend sweep 
by beating the Dweebs 4-2 on 
Sunday, less than 24 hours 
after they had beaten Club 
Troplcana. 
Chicks Bedlggln It Is the 
only other AA men's team 
which Is undefeated, with a 
record of 1-0-1. 
in Class A competition, 
next Wednesday features the 
Blue Fox Lounge (3-0) battling 
the Running Rebbles (also 
3-0) at 8:30 p.m. 
Last night, the Slugs took 
on Psychotic Reactions In an-
other Class A battle of un-
defeated teams. 
Other 2-0 teams In Class A 
include There Is a God, the 
Broomsmen, and Super Uglys 
In Mankato. Alpha Nu Gmega 
has a perfect 3-0 mark. 
In co-ed broomball, next 
Monday's game at 3:30 p.m. 
matches the 3-0 Wang Dang 
Sweet against the 3-0 Who 
Stole the Tap? (The women on 
Tap, by the way, recently won 
the prestigious Kegathon. but 
they cheated). 
There's still way too many 
undefeated teams to seriously 
write a lot about each Individ-
ual team. The rest of the co-ed 
unbeaten teams Include: 
Cyclo Rings (2-0 in Class AA), 
after beating the Nicks & 
Chicks Saturday: Suckenbloe 
(3-0 m A): the Snoozers (2-0): 
In and Gut Urge (2-0): Munich 
1383 (2-0): Purgatory (3-0): 
the Antls (2-0): and C-bomb 
(2-0). 
VolleybaU 
Kurt Fuchs and Tony Pear-
son seem to have made a mis-
take when fllUng out their ros-
ter for men's volleyball -- they 
Just wrote down their two 
names. That's no mistake. 
They don't need anybody else. 
Playing In Class AA division, 2 
Cocky has a record of 3-0-1. 
• Not to be outdone, Brian 
Cress, Dan Margo, Joe Kapla, 
and Mark Frye are also 3-0-1 
playing for Tenesmus. The 
blemish on both team records 
were at the hands of, you 
guessed It, each other. 
Perennial Waste Is the only 
other men's team that hasn't 
lost yet. 
In Co-ed, Relaxln hasn't 
lost since the recordkeeping 
started. The 4-0 team consists 
of Margo, Fuchs, Cress, Pear-
son, Marilyn Glson, Kim 
Heydon, Ann Martin, Terl 
Johnson, and John Krenz. 
Hockey 
Previously undefeated, 
Slow and Easy (3-1-1) suf-
fered its firstloss when Sugar 
Magnolia (3-1-1) beat them 
Tuesday night, 3-1 . 
Le Club (3-0-1), playing 
without a goalie, squeaked by 
the Kaboshers, 15-1. 
Tonight: FuUhouse (1-1-1) 
vs. Big Shooters (0-3) at 7:45 
p.m., the Hanson Brothers 
(2-1) at J a m Transfer (2-0) at 
9 p.m., and Paradise (2-0-1) at 
the Barley Boys (0-3) at 10:15 
p.m. 
In Class A, Black Sheep 
(4-0) takes on the Iceholes 
(3-0) next Tuesday at 6:30 
p.m. 
Hockey teams say they enjoy the new, bigger ice rink. Photos • Rod Anderson 
• _ UNIVERSITY 
Pepsi 2 litre bottle only 499 with 
a UMD Winter Carnival Button! 
STORE 1704 Woodland Avenue • Duluth (3 BLOCKS FROM UMD CAMPUS) 
STUDENT'S SAVINGS 
Sale prices good thru Feb. 6, 1988 
K R A F T 
MAC & CHEESE 
7.250I 
2 / $ i o o 
PEPSI 
ALl PRODUCTS 
6 PACKS 
$ 1 5 9 
NESTLE' 
CHOCOLATE 
MILK 
pint 
39 
SHAMROCK 
PIZZA 
22oz 
$ 2 6 9 
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The Veteran Supervisor: Matt Olson 
Lisa Konn 
staf f Writer 
It Is time to meet another 
Rec Sports Supervisor: Matt 
Olson. 
Olson is a Winter Quarter 
graduating senior who will be 
getting degrees In ecomonics 
and hlstoiy. This supervisor Is 
hometown bred since he grad-
uated right here In Duluth 
from East High School where 
he was actively Involved In 
soccer and basketball. 
Olson has been with Rec 
Sports for five years, and for 
the last two, he has held the 
position of supervisor. His ex-
perience shows that he Is a 
worthy recipient of the posi-
tion. 
Along with all of his other 
supervlsoiy duties, Olson Is 
responsible for coordinating 
the maintenance of all Rec 
Sports equipment. He Is In 
charge of the Inventory, 
check-out, storage and pur-
chase of new equipment. 
Photos • Rod Anderson 
Matt Olson is the veteran ot the group ot people known as the 
Rec Sports Supervisors. Bottom row, lett to right: Olson, Katie 
Pederson, Jill Marsman. Top row: Ed Roche, Mike Carter, and 
Shawn Tresselt. 
The years of experience 
that Olson has In Rec Sports 
sometimes gives him an ad-
vantage as supervisor. 
His freshman year, Olson 
started as a soccer and 
hockey ofllclal. Later, he 
worked his way up to a cler-
ical position. Olson thinks 
this experience definitely 
helps him as a supervisor. He 
got to know all of the Inter-
dependent facets of the de-
partment, and now he can see 
things from both sides. 
According to Olson, Rec 
Sports Is "more than one thing 
for many different Indlvldual-
s." It stands as a healthy out-
let for stress, competitive feel-
ings and fun exercise. 
"It Is an Intricate part of 
student life that a lot of people 
need," Olson said. 
He Is also sure that Rec 
Sports provides something 
that no other organization can 
provide. 
There are many people who 
are not Interested In a compe-
titive sport, and a variety of 
Individual activities exist for 
them. For example, for those 
Interested In a good regular 
tennis opponent, Olson 
believes a round robin casual 
schedule could be set up to 
pair people. 
'We could find others who 
are Interested, set up a match 
and reserve court time," he 
said. "Rec Sports exists In the 
university system to serve the 
needs of the students." 
When asked about his 
opinion on the forfeit rule, Ol-
son said "It's tough to make a 
rule." 
He feels that a team who 
does not show up Is penaliz-
ing the other team members. 
"The other team wants to 
play. They're up for It and 
you've made a commitment." 
He also added that the offi-
cials still need to be paid In 
the case of the forfeit. Olson 
feels that the forfeit rule 
should stand as Is stated In 
HAVE YOU 
HAD PROBLEMS WITH 
FINANCIAL AID? 
If so, Student Association wants to know 
about it. Grievance/Recommendation forms 
are available on the bulletin board 
outside of the SA office. 
HELP 
*There are positions still open on the 
Financial Aid Grievance Committee. 
You need not be an SA member to be 
on the committee. Stop by the SA office 
for more information. 
the Rec Sports Handbook. 
Matt Is most excited about 
the new gymnasium. 
It Is going to "shape up In-
tramurals and all of the Rec 
Sports programs,"he said. 
He feels the new facilities 
make everyone happier to be 
there, and that It will Increase 
participation. 
"Look at the welghtroom, 
for example. It's as nice as 
anywhere you'd pay $30 or 
more a month to be a mem-
ber." 
In the future. Matt plans to 
look for work In the business 
world -- probably business 
and finance. Eventually, he 
would like to go to graduate 
school. Right now he Is think-
ing about Indiana University 
where he would like to earn 
his degree In recreation. Ol-
son has been a very valuable 
asset to the Rec Sports 
program. Good luck to you. 
Matt, In your life after gradua-
tion -- and congratulations. 
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weekend from 88 
val. 
The third tournament 
coming up Is the Table Ten-
nis Tournament. Compe-
tlon Is offered In men's, 
women's, co-rec singles 
and doubles. The matches 
will be scheduled for the 
week of Feb. 1-5. A 
madatoiy captains meeting 
will be held Monday. Feb. 1 
at 4p.m. In SpHC 9A. 
In another area, the 
Lady Bulldogs Hockey team 
Is scheduled to play Buf-
falo, Minn, on Saturday, 
J a n . 30 at 5p.m. and Sun-
day, J a n . 31 at 12p.m. at 
the Sports and Health Cen-
ter. 
These games, along with 
the previous games of the 
last two weeks, are also 
held In conjuntlon with the 
Third Annual First Bank 
Duluth Winter Sports Fes-
tival. 
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C o m m u n i c a t i o n C l u b a n d F i r s t S t r e e t G a n g 
p r e s e n t a 
S E N T I M E N T A L W A Y T O E N J O Y Y O U R 
VALENTINE'S 
y 
B r i n g y o u r s w e e t h e a r t t o G r e y s o l o n 
P l a z a f o r t h e S t . V a l e n t i n e ' s B a l l o n 
S a t u r d a y , F e b r u a r y 1 3 f r o m 9 p . m . t o 
1 a . m . T h i s s e m i - f o r m a l e v e n t 
i n c l u d e s d a n c i n g , h o r s d ' o e u v r e s , o n e 
h o u r o p e n b a r a n d a p h o t o g r a p h e r 
a v a i l a b l e t o p r e s e r v e t h e e v e n i n g . 
T i c k e t s a r e l i m i t e d s o g e t t h e m n o w 
i n K i r b y S t u d e n t C e n t e r . 
$18.50 per single $22.00 per couple 
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Scanlon, MN. 
Food, Booze & Music 
Country Music Bv _ 
T H E H A R D T I M E S B A H D 
Thursday, Friday & Saturday 
9-1 
O l d H i g h w a y 61 
S c a n l o n , M N . 
879-2760 
\FLASH. . .FLASH. 
T h e UMD STATESMAN i s c u r r e n t l y l o o k i n g f o r t h r e e 
c o l l e g e s t u d e n t s t o f i l l t h e p o s i t i o n s o f C o p y E d i t o r , 
C i r c u l a t i o n M a n a g e r a n d P r o c e s s C a m e r a P h o t o g r a p h e r . 
T h e s e a r e p a i d p o s i t i o n s a n d a r e o p e n t o a l l c u r r e n t l y 
e n r o l l e d f u l l - t i m e s t u d e n t s f o r S p r i n g Q u a r t e r . 
A l l a r e w e l c o m e t o a p p l y . A p p l i c a t i o n s may b e p i c k e d up 
I n t h e STATESMAN o f f i c e I n K l l S . D e a d l i n e I s F e b . 2 
Don't Wait. . .Apply Today 
\ s t a t e s m a n 
You could become our 
Editor-in-Chief or 
Business Manager. 
you Then ;i^ain. )(ni won'i unli 
apply soon. 
'HicUMD STATESMAN is now 
acccptinj; applications Ibr the 
positions orKdil()r-in-('hief and 
llusincs.s .Manager duriiiL! the 
19SS-S9 school year. 
Il you would like lo apply for 
Kdilor-in-Clilef, it is ret|itesiei.l that 
\cHi hring a resLiine. ami ss ritlng 
samples. 
II you would like to apply for 
Miisincss Manager, please bi ini; a 
resimic. 
Hie deatlline tor applieal ions is 
l-'ehruarv 19, I9S« . 'Iliev iiiav Iv 
picked up in the STATI-.S.MAN ollie 
in K IIS. All are eneoiiraeeil lo appls 
Statesman 
"We make 'em -
you bake 'em at home' 
M o r e P i z z a 
for L e s s D o u g h 
* 1 7 0 2 Woodland Ave. - D u l u l h 
•5718 Grand Ave. - Du luth 
« 1501 L o n d o n R d . - Du lu th 
"k 2421 l ower Ave. - .Superior 
mVESTEffi?, 
.327 W . S u p e r i o r S t r e e t 
WE'RE NEW IN THE 300 BLOCK 
D O W N T O W N D U l . l T i l 
72f.-(l01f. 
N o w O p e n 
N e w Store D w n t w n . 
G r a n d Rap ids 
former 
I t a sca Bu i l d ing 
40% to 80% 
O F F R E T A I L ! 
EVERY DAY 
Limited Quantities 
Men's Jeans 
Name Brand and 
Designer Clothing. 
Jeans Reg. $60 
Sylvester 's price $25. 
D e p a r t m e n t S t o r e 
Q u a l i t y Meretiandi .se 
Some Housewares also 
A valla hie 
(HILDRKV • VISA • M A S T E R 
P r i c e B u s t i n g S a v i n g s 
IWon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-11 p.m., Sat. 8 a.m.-9 p.m. Sun., 8 a.m. - 7 p.m., 
In the Mount Royal Shopping Center, Woodland Ave. at St. Marie 
r 
VALUABLE COUPON 
18 oz. Regular or Chunky 
Skippy Peanut Butter 
$1.49 
VALUABLE COUPON 
LIMIT ONE WITH THIS COUPON. 
Limit one coupon per family. 
Must be 18 years or older to redeem. 
Valid Jan. 28-Feb. 3 
Mt. Royal Store only 
Nordica Yogurt b OZ . 
4/$1.00 
LIMIT ONE WITH THIS COUPON. 
Limit one coupon per family. 
Must be 16 years or older to redeem. 
Valid Jan. 28-Feb. 3 
Mt. Royal Store only 
4 0 ^ 
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F i n a l N o t i c e 
A p p l i c a t i o n s a r e n o w b e i n g a c c e p t e d 
f o r 
S t a f f P o s i t i o n s 
Copy Editor 
Circulation Manager 
Process C a m e r a Operator 
D e d i c a t e d r e s p o n s i b l e p e r s o n s s o u g h t f o r w e e k l y o o m m i t m e n t 
S p r i n g Q u a r t e r 
1 9 8 8 
G r e a t E x p e r i e n c e P a i d E m p l o y m e n t 
118 Kirby Student Center 
T h e U M D S T A T E S M A N i s a n e q u a l o p p o r t u n i t y e m p l o y e r . 
D e a d l i n e : T u e s d a y , F e b 2 a t n o o n 
^ u r Basic 
Problem: 
U n e a r Aigefara w i th A p f f e t o s ] 
"-^^^Ks^m^ D E C I S I O N ANALYSIS - RaiHa 
E lemen ts d E c a i o m e t r i c s 
P R O B A B l i T Y N'€> SW5TCS FOR BN0«B?S 
F l u i d M e c h a n i c s 
COLLEGE PHYSICS 
% Advanced 
Z Engmeering 
O Mathematics 
T h e T L 7 4 B A S I C A L C is 
a B A S I C c a l c u l a t o r that 's 
a l s o a n a d v a n c e d s c i e n t i f i c 
c a l c u l a t o r . I n e f fect , it 's two 
c a l c u l a t o r s in o n e . 
I l l lt^ B A S K : n n ) J c , \1>U l i .ux-
i l i i w r , ruD-kcvvtroki . ' ; i i c o > rn 41 
B A S K '. l o i n i n . i n j s , ,iv w e l l .w 10 
i 
m 
U M T - J d i n . i M c ki.'\> w l i i i l i c a n m a k e 
i l n i n a yiHir o n i r s c u n r k a Ba^k ' snap . 
S w i r c l i to It-, c i l c i i l a t o f i i i o i l c a n J 
you're , i r i i K - J w i t h 7 0 s c i en t i t i e 
t u n c t i o n s to h e l p you eas i ly s o k e 
those t ough t e c h n i c . i l p toh lemv. 
.And t h e latge. co lo r - coded ke\s, 
g W K R T Y kevho. i rd a n d sep.ir.ite 
m i m e t i c keyp. id m a k e it eas ier to 
Y x i r BASIC 
Sdhition: 
The T / - 7 4 B A S / C A L C . 
The BASK) Itiiigmige /irogTiinmuiWe ealeuLilnr 
jriim Texas /tistrmiieiits. The iMutliciiuiIies 
i m d stdtiMics curtridges iire tumif fne (i/itioiiul 
apl>lkiitiiin siijneare tiiailahle. 
use th . i n ,my o t h e r p r o g r a m m a h l e 
c . i l cu la tor . 
Your B A S I C A L C specs : 
• « K R A M e.xp.mdahle to 16K R A M . 
• I I i R . A . k l C keyword set. 
• O p t i o n a l •-ottw.ire c i t t t idges lot c h e m i c a l 
eng ineer ing , m a t h , stat ist ics ,md t in .mce. 
• O p t i o n a l r . A S O . M . languagec. i r t t idge. 
• Olption. i l pr inter , ind c.ls^ette mtert.iee. 
S t o p hy your hooks to re a n d see 
h o t h s ides ot the T I - 7 4 B A S I O A L C : 
t o r yo i i r s e l t . H i th e r uay , i t ' l l h l o w 
you . l u a c 
T e x a s 
I n s t r u m e n t s 
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Humor 
THE WILD BUNCH • TIM HOLMES 
DOG LIFE . BILL ZBARACKI 
I I 
AND OgERHERE 
IS> THE DEM . 
m r TMCERATO?^  
2 r 
ARTAROUNDUMD.. 
HYDE PARK • DON CHESNEY 
T H E C H E W J U I C E F O U N T A I N IN T H E L I B R A R N . 
DEPT. OF CHEM. • JIAO QINGHUA 
IS TBATAU- HOO <im ^ 
bnlMAOl) IS tal i : noor 
HE WAS JUST 
iTESTlH^  THE k.C 
|TH0U<;PT qou CANE 
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Classifieds 
L O S T & F O U N D 
FOR S A L E : Men's dress and sport Slacks, 
sport coats, Navy Blue suit, with vest, Ultra 
Suede sport coat, size 40. Shoes IOC. 
525-3719. 
FOUND: Wednesday, 1/20,1 set of 3 keys 
on DTA East 8th route {approx. 4 p.m.) 
Describe the key chain and claim them. 
Greg 726-7036. 
F O R R E N T 
W A N T E D 
ROOMMATE WANTED for Spring Ouar-
ter, summer is optional. Reasonable rent 
on busline, own bedroom. Call Glenn or 
Scon at 724-8171. 
APT. FOR RENT - 1 or 2 female(s) non-
smoking and responsible, fully furnished. 
Available March 1 .1 /2 block from UMD 
behind Stadium Apts.. $160/person In-
cludes everything. Call 724-0922 anytime. 
F O R S A L E 
F O R S A L E : 1980 Ford Mustang, 6 cyl., 
exc. cond., white hatchback, $1,250. Call 
724-5495. 
NANNIES live In New York, New Jersey 
metro area. One year contract, airfare ad-
vanced, return fare paid. Top salaries and 
top families. Indispensables Inc., 185 
Bridge Plaza North, Fort Lee, N.J. 07024. 
Call toll-free 1 -800-356-9875, 8 a.m. to 3 
p.m. 
CRUfSE SHIPS - Now hiring. M/F. Sum-
mer & Career Opportunities (will train). 
Excellent pay plus world travel. Hawaii, 
Bahamas, Caribbean, etc. Call Now: 
206-736-0775, ext. C392. 
PART-TIME Marketing opportunltyl Earn 
Money and Gain Experience marketing 
Fortune 500 Companies' products on 
campusi Flexible hoursi Reference given. 
Call AMBA at: 1-800-843-2786. 
SUMMER J O B S - Large resort In Glacier 
National Park, MT is seeking student 
employees for the 1988 summer season 
including: waiters, waitresses, desk clerks, 
cooks, salespeople, cocktail servers, of 
fice, service station and maintenance per-
sonnel. Monthly salary including room and 
board. Interviews will tie held in 
Minneapolis/St. Paul in mid-February. 
Write for an application: St. Mary Lodge, 
P.O. Box 1617, Whitefish, MT. 59937. 
SUIvllVIER J O B S - All Land/Water Sports. 
Prestige camps Adirondack Mountains. 
Call Collect for Jerry, mornings, 
914-381-4224. 
NANNIES needed now. Nannies needed 
in the New Jersey and New York area. Our 
agency has you fly east and personally In-
tenriew with our pre-screened families. 
High salaries-$150-$300 weekly. We also 
have nanny parties and supply you with 
lists of other nannies In the area. Yearly 
employment only. Nannies Plus (Licensed 
and Bonded Agency). Toll-free 
1-800-752-0078. 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT -
fisheries. Earn $600-v/week in cannery, 
$8,000-$12,000+ for two months on fish-
ing vessel. Over 8,000 openings. No 
experience necessary. MALE OR 
FEMALE. Get the early start that is neces-
sary. For 52-page employment booklci, 
send $6.95 to: M&L Research, Box 84008, 
Seattle, WA 98124. We back our prod.jct 
by a fifteen day, unconditional 100% 
money back guarantee. 
MAKE BIG MONEY this summer. Alaska's 
cannery/tourist industry seeking employ-
ees. Insider detailed report on summer 
jobs. Send $5 to Destine Alaska, Box 
231894, Anchorage, Alaska 99523. 
REVERSE COVER 
TUESDAYS 
v T e p a y y o u a 
B U C K 
T O C O M E S E E U S ! 
Dance with the band 
"Mynx" - Jan. 26-30 
Thursday 
Ladies Night 
• Free flowers for the 
ladies 
•Door Prizes 
•Draw 10 qualifiers for 
$900 Diamond 
Give-away on Feb. 11 
•Double Bubble every 
night 'til 8:30 
Thurs., Fri. and Sat. 
Come down to 
The Down Under Party 
•Australia Dress Night 
•Drawings Every Night 
ifMatilda Bay 
iDrink Specials 
J f i t g r r ' S 
T a n R g o m 
FItger 's T a p R o o m - 600 E . S u p e r i o r St . 
722 -5055 H o u r s T - S , 7 p.m. - 1 a .m. 
s m m m 
OPTICAL 
Kenwood 
Shopping Center 
A r r o w h e a d - Duluth , MN. 
NEAR UMD & ST. S C H O L A S T I C A 
m 728-6211 m 
QUALITY E Y E W E A R & C O N T A C T S 
AT G U A R A N T E E D SAVINGS 
CONTACT LENS 
PACKAGE 
0 Soft Contacts 
All Mo|Or Brand% 
• Eyewear ^ 
Fromei A Untei • Htting 
95 
Ch*ck-Upt Core Kti 
Complete 
COMPLETE EYEWEAR 
SPECIALS-
Single Vision- Bi-Focals-
Frames anil Lenses Complete 
MOST «X S riASTIC lENS 
S o m e Restr ic t ions on S p e c i a l s / E y e E x a m s available 
24 Hr. Emergency Service 
on eyewear & replacement Contact Lenses. 
Also 
In: Lumberjack 
Mall 
Hwy 33 Cloqual. MN 
Jull 0« 135 
879-5022 
Superior 
2425 Tower 
Superior. Wise. 
Navt To Crown Auto 
394-7999 
A N O PEll 
•EAT-IN - PICK UP 
OR D E L I V E R Y 
Ml. Royal Shopping Cantar 
Subs, tacos, soups, 
sandwiches, chili, 
lasagna. 
Spacious 
dining inside! 
3 blocks 
from campus! 
B u l l d o g P i z z a &t De l l 
P l a y e r o f t h e W e e k ^ 
Bob Alexander 
Alexander was 
named Bulldog 
Player of the Week 
for his two goals and 
two assists In last 
weekend's split se-
ries with the Minne-
sota Gophers. Alex-
ander was also 
named Co-WCHA 
Player of the Week. 
A N P PELI 
•EAT- IN - PICK UP 
OR D E L I V E R Y 
Mt. Royal Shopping Cantar 
7 2 8 - 3 6 6 3 
F R E E Delivery 
available from 
3 p.m. to closing 
Bring in a "Pizza" coupon from 
A N Y P I Z Z A R E S T A U R A N T 
and receive 
$ 1 . 0 0 off a n y M e d i u m P i z z a 
$ 2 . 0 0 off a n y L a r g e P i z z a 
otter void on current specials 
EVENING SPECIALS 5 30-8 00 p m 
'Sunday- Casserole Night 
'Monday- "All you can eat Pizza Night!" 
$4.63 per person; free refills on pop 
'Tuesday- Salisbury Steak, Scallop Potato, 
& Coleslaw 
'Wednesday- BBQCountry Ribs, Salad, Potato, 
Bread & Butter 
'Thursday- Italian Night 
NANNY - $i50-$200/wk. Do you love and 
enjoy children? Need a break. $$$$$ for 
school? Comfortable homes, carefully 
screened families, ample free time to ex-
plore social and educational opportunities 
of historic New England. One year commit-
ment required. Mrs. Spang, Child Care 
Placement Service, 121 First St. No., 
Minneapolis, MN. 55401,612-332-5069. 
S E R V I C E S 
PROFESSIONAL Typing/Word Process-
ing - Across street from Campus. $1.50 
per double-spaced page. Call 724-6485. 
Letter Perfect Seaetarlal Service, 411 W. 
St. Marie Street. 
QUALITY WORD Processing. Accurate 
typing of term papers, reports, resumes, 
theses, mailing lists. Documents automati-
cally spell checked. 24 hour service on 
most jobs. Call Lynne, 722-6775. 
TYPING/WORD Processing. Quick, accu-
rate typing of term papers, graduate 
theses, resumes and cover letters, mailing 
lists. Special student rates. Automatic 
spellchecklng. Pat Greenwood, 525-2989. 
WORD P R O C E S S I N G S E R V I C E S includ-
ing manuscripts, reports, term papers, 
theses and a complete resume service. 
Word Processing of Duluth, Woodland, 
Ave., 728-6509. 
PLAY PIANO by ear in live hours for less 
than cost of one piano lesson. Send $10 
loi fully illustrated text with throe magic 
chords to: Chordmagic Studios, 8805 N. 
P e n n „ Indianapolis, Ind. 46240. 
NEED music for your next party? Call for 
the best rate In town on all types of music 
for any type of get-together. Call Mark 
Williams 31624-4079. 
P E R S O N A L S 
BOB "Tf-fE STUD" - Buy your favorite 
Valentine some Russell Stover candy from 
the Main Street Store and they will ship it 
anywhere in the U.S. for only $2.50. Lots 
of Love, Cupid. 
GOOD LUCK to all the participants in the 
Rec Sports Silver Broomball Tournament 
this weekend sponsored by the Bulldog 
Shop. 
S T R E S S REDUCTION Seminar, 9-12, 
Wed., Feb. 3 at the Warehouse. 
Donations $3. A.A.S. 
LOOKING for a sentimental way to enjoy 
Valentine's? Bring your sweetheart to 
Greysolon Plaza lor the St. Valentine's 
Ball put on by the Comm. Club and First 
Street Gang from 9-1 on Saturday, Feb. 
13. This semi-formal event includes danc-
ing, hors d'oeuvres, one hour cash bar, 
plus a photographer available to preserve 
the evening. All for just $22 per couple or 
$12.50 per single. Tickets are limited so 
get them now in Kirby. 
THE HEALTH Fair will present a stress 
reduction experience from 11 a.m. - 12 
p.m., Monday, Feb. 1, in the Kirby Lounge. 
BUY A BOOK for your sweetheart and 
save 10% at The Second Edition Book-
store. But hurry, the sale ends Feb. 12. 
SAVE $$ - Shop at the Bulldog Shop 
Winter Clearance Sale. Only one day left 
to save BIG bucks on your favorite UMD 
clothes 1 
BOB "THE STUD" - Buy your favorite 
Valentine some Russell Stover candy from 
the Main Street Store and they will ship it 
anywhere in the U.S. for only $2.50. Lots 
of Love, Cupid. 
GOOD LUCK to all the participants in the 
Rec Sports Silver Broomball Tournament 
this weekend sponsored by the Bulldog 
Shop. 
BIG "O" - You're an awesome friend, 
basketball player and roommate. Don't 
stop! Happy 21st. Love, Suz. 
S U P E R BOWL BASH - at the Brass 
Phoenix. Prizes given away throughout 
the game. Drink specials. Free munchies. 
Large screen TVs. Dancing. Sun., Jan. 31, 
at 4 p.m. 
S A V E A L I F E . lOonate blood. Sign up in 
Kirby Feb. 2 & 4. 
S T O P AT the Duluth Clinic display at the 
Health Fair for information on breast 
cancer. 
YOU WANT to build what? Do it on Kirby 
Terrace with snow. Friday at noon. 
BUY A BOOK for your sweetheart and 
save 10% at The Second Edition Book-
store. But hurry, the sale ends Feb. 12. 
S T A T E S M A N «January 2 8 , 1 9 8 8 » 1 5 B 
BOB "THE STUD" - Buy your favorite 
Vaientine some Russeii Stover candy from 
tfie l^ ain Street Store and tfiey wiil sfiip it 
anywttere In tfie U.S. for only $2.50. Lots 
of Love, Cupid. 
THE STUDENT Healtti Ciinic Heaitti Fair 
will be In Kirby Mon. and Wed., Feb. 1 and 
3, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
BOB "THE STUD" - Buy your favorite 
Vaientine some Russeii Stover candy from 
ttie Main Street Stnre and ttiey will sfiip It 
anywfierc in tfie L' S. for only $2.50. Lots 
of Love, Cupid. 
SPEED READING comment. "My reading 
rate increased from approximately 300 
words per minute to a maximum of 6,000 
wpm, witfi comprefienslon about tfie 
same. Reading skills taugfit in class were 
used every day in some way - reading 
newspapers, book and buiietins." See 
Rhet 1147E Sp. Qtr 1988 Extension 
Bulletin p. 73. 
GOOD LUCK to ail ttie participants in ttie 
Rec Sports Silver Broomball Tournament 
tfiis weekend sponsored by ttie Bulldog 
Sfiop. 
STRESS REDUCTION Seminar, 9-12, 
Wed., Feb. 3 at the Warehouse. 
Donations $3. A.A.S. 
B, J , L: OOH OUITi What a weekend! A lit-
tle Bulldog, a little tuneage' and a lot of 
towing. Too bad the iinle slugger and 
Linda Lou had to pull us through the week-
end, but it was still fun. We will have to do 
it again sooniii 
WANNA GET HiGF.? Try skydiving! Stu-
dent discounts now :n effect. Call 392-
8811. 
GOOD LUCK to ail the participants in the 
Rec Sports Silver Broomball Tournament 
this weekend sponsorod by the Bulldog 
Shop. 
ST. LUKE'S Hospital and the UMD Student 
Health Ciinic will be doing Choiesteroi 
testing at the Health Fair for $5. 
P. DUBBS - We hope you have a relatively 
Happy Birthday tomorrow. A.C., G.M., T.R. 
SMOKER'S Support Group based on the 
12-Step Program. Have you made 
attempts to quit smoking and failed? Have 
you already quit and need additional 
support? JOIN US in Med 146-148, Wed-
nesdays from 12-1 p.m. beginning 
Janua7 20. Cost is FREE and registration 
is not nacessary. Sponsored by the 
Student Health Ciinic. 
Chris and Mari: HI AGAIN! Wew-hope we 
don't have any more cold mornings like 
yesterday! A bit chiliyi I hope you guys are 
as excited as I am for our trip-l am really 
ready for the end of this quarter. I have a 
feeling you are too. How is everything 
going? We are all so busy coming and 
going, we barely get a chance to talk! Let's 
do something together soon! Besides 
homework! Have a great weekend and I'll 
talk to you next week! Love T.B. 
BUY A BOOK for your sweetheart and 
save 10% al The Second Edition Book-
store. But hur7, the sale ends Feb. 12. 
PREGNANT? Need someone to talk to? 
Free confidential pregnancy testing and 
support services Including housing. Phone 
answered 24 hours. 727-3399. Lake Su-
perior Life Cafe Center, Room 11, 206 W. 
Fourth Street, Duluth, MN 55806. 
iSAVE $$ - Shop at the Bulldog Shop 
Winter Clearance Sale. Only one day 
SPRING BREAK 1988. South Padre or 
Daytona deluxe condos or hotel 
accommodations starting at low $149 per 
person for 7 nights. Gail 1-800-222-4139. 
Transportation available. 
YO DUDE - Where's my alarm dock? I:'s 
your fault Mike, It broke. Yes, Ronnie Van-
Zandt Is still alive. Oh yeah, get a hurt for 
your birthday! -Avocado's Theorem 
BOB "THE STUD" - Buy your favorite 
Vaientine some Russeii Stover candy from 
the Main Street Store and they wiil ship it 
anywhere in the U.S. for only $2.50. Lots 
of Love, Cupid. 
GOOD LUCK to all the participants in the 
Rec Sports Silver Broomball Tournament 
this weekend sponsored by the Bulldog 
Shop. 
HAVE YOUR tension level checked at the 
Health Fair on Monday, Feb. 1 by the 
UMD Psych. Department. NO CHARGE. 
SUPER BOWL BASH at the Brass 
Phoenix. Free munchies, prizes through-
out the game, large screen TVs, and drink 
specials. Sun., Jan. 31, at 4 p.m. $1 and 
one non-perishable food item or $2 at the 
door. 
WOULD YOU like to donate blood? Sign 
up in Kirby, Feb. 2 & 4. 
SNOW SCULPTURE CONTEST - Come 
out to Kirby Terrace and build a sculpture. 
Prizes for the best sculptures. Friday at 
noon. 
SAVE $$ - Shop at the Bulldog Shop 
Winter Clearance Sale. Only one day 
THANKS! To the Lecture Committee and 
Kirby Program Board and my roommates 
for ail the help and support they gave me 
for John Stockweii. Special thanks to 
Davin for his "top secreT help. I would also 
like to thank ail of you who came to 
Stockweii's show. Ann Mooney 
TIM MEIER is still bodacious at 24. Happy 
Birthday! XXXOOO Histo^ Club. 
BUY A BOOK for your sweetheart and 
save 10% at The Second Edition Book-
store. But hur7, the sale ends Feb. 12. 
ST. LUKE'S Hospital will be doing Body 
Fat testing on Monday, Feb. 1 during the 
Health Fair for $8. 
LISA B. Best wishes on your 21st. From 
the Waveriy V/omen. 
AN INDIAN Pipe Ceremony wiil kick off the 
Health Fair on Monday, Feb. 1, at 10 a.m. 
in the Kirby Lounge. 
$50 REWARD! For return of long copper 
down coat with peach lining. Please call 
218-638-2561. No questions asked, i just 
want/need my coat back. 
•TAKE charge of your life ~ Make it weiii I 
can help. Tammy Rendon-Orth, 8155. 
ABORTION. A woman's choice. Confiden-
tial, free pregnancy testing & counseling, 
morning after treatment. Ail ages served. 
Women's Health Center of Duluth, P.A., a 
non-profit ciinic. Downtown Duluth. 
218-727-3352. 
PAVSA advocates are available on cam-
pus to help victims of sexual assault. If you 
need someone to talk to call 726-4751 or 
after 4 p.m., 723-9929. 
PREGNANT and Afraid? Need a friend? 
Call for free pregnancy testing and free 
confidential counseling. Call Birthright, 
723-1801. 
'BE GOOD to yourself and take care of 
your healthi For Health Education & Info.-
mation, contact Tammy Rendon-Orth, 
8155. 
Michael 'Fabian' Vrkijan 
Happy 21st Birthday ii 
I hope you wiil have a great birthday, al-
though I doubt it could compare from last 
year!?! 
Love, Kari 
I'll have »STATES!«AN 
with 1 side order of tout. 
r 
statesman 
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U s a B. 
Happy 21st! 
Don't stop. 
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S P E C I A L 
V A L E N T I N E ' S D A Y 
P E R S O N A L P A G E S 
Feb. 11 issue of the STATESMAN 
Send your Sweetheart a Special Message 
$ 2 - 2 5 w o r d s o r l e s s 
$ 1 - e a c h a d d i t i o n a l 1 0 w o r d s 
D e a d l i n e i s F e b . 4 a t n o o n 
%v«^ A * 
Backpacking the 
Superstition Mtns. of Arizona 
Feb. 26 - March 6 - $295 
Hut to Hut Ski Tour in Colorado 
Feb. 26 - March 6 - $295 
BWCA Ski Lodge & 
Winter Camping Intro. 
March 2-5 - $100 
Michigan's Porcupine Mtns. 
Log Cabin Stay and Exploration 
Feb. 27 - March 1 - $100 
* A 1 1 t r i p s i n c l u d e t r a n s p o r t , f o o d , g r o u p e q u i p . , 
l o d g i n g , a n d i n s t r u c t i o n . F o r d e t a i l s c a l l 7 2 6 - 7 1 6 9 . 
16B * January 2 8 . 1 9 8 8 « S T A T E S M A N 
Y o u c o u l d b e c o m e o u r 
n e x t E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f o r 
B u s i n e s s M a n a g e r . 
Then again, you won't unless you 
apply soon. 
The UMD S T A T E S M A N is now 
accepting applications for the 
positions of Editor- in-Chief and 
Business Manager during the 
1988-89 school year. 
If you would like to apply for 
Editor-in-Chief, it is requested that 
you bring a resume and writing 
samples. 
If you would like to apply for 
Business Manager, plea.se bring a 
resume. 
The deadline for applications is 
February 19,1988. They may be 
picked up in the S T A T E S M A N office 
in K l 18. All are encouraged to apply. 
Statesman 
Enjoy 
The 
Experience 
Of A 
Lifetime 
• I I 
o 
s t u d y in E n g l a n d 
at the University of Birmingham 
during the 1988-89 academic year 
E L I G I B I L I T Y 
• C o m p l e t i o n o f 3 8 q u a r t e r 
c r e d i t s — C u m u l a t i v e 
C P A o f 2 . 2 5 
F R E E T I M E F O R 
P E R S O N A L T R A V E L 
• C l a s s e s s c h e d u l e d M o n d a y -
T h u r s d a y — 3 - d a y w e e k e n d s 
f o r t r a v e l — Q u a r t e r b r e a k s t o 
e x p l o r e E u r o p e 
F G L L Y A C C R E D I T E D C O U R S E S 
• T a u g h t b y U M D e x c h a n g e 
f a c u l t y a n d b y U n i v e r s i t y o f 
B i r m i n g h a m f a c u l t y 
A N A F F O R D A B L E 
O P P O R T U N I T Y 
• $ 6 , 8 5 0 f o r t h e a c a d e m i c y e a r 
c o v e r s t u i t i o n , h o u s i n g , m e a l 
a l l o w a n c e , f i e l d t r i p s , t r a n s -
p o r t a t i o n f r o m M i n n e a p o l i s 
t o E n g l a n d a n d r e t u r n 
I I I I i l I I I F O R A D D I T I O N A L I N F O R M A T I O N 
^ £ ^ z ^ 
1.111 , i J o n 
Stop by our table in Kirby, Mon-
day-Wednesday Feb. 1-3 
Attend the information session 
Wednesday, Feb. 3 140 SBE. 
7:00-9:00 p.m. 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, DULUTH 
international Education Office,104 Kirby Student Center 726-8764 
The University of Minnesota is an equal opportunity otiucator and employer. 
A G r e a t T r a g e d y 
UMD Theatre Department dazzles 
audience with "Oedipus at Colonus] 
R e c S p o r t s t o u r n a m e n t s 
b e g i n t h i s w e e k e n d 
SB 
February 4,1988 
Duluth. Minnesota 
T H E U M D 
Editorial 6A 
Opinion 7A 
Arts & Entertainment 9A 
B u y O n e P i z z a . . . G e t O n e F R E E S 
OPEN FOR LUNCH 11 AM DAILY 
DULUTH, MINNESOTA 
1131 East Superior 215 North Central 
(at 12th Avenue East) (Valley Center Mall) 
628-2367 
West End Mall—1902 West Superior 
(Corner of 19th Avenue, West) 
720-3844 
4602 McCulloch (in Lakeside) 
525-6691 
Call ahead for "Extra Quick" pick-upl or Limited Delivery Is also ayallable/ 
After 4:30 p.m. with a $5.00 minimum order. 
ASHLAND, WISCONSIN 
601 E. Front Street 
682-5511 
SUPERIOR, WISCONSIN 
2002 Tov^er Avenue 
(Corner of 20th) 
Drive thru service available at this location 
394-4600 
728-5185 
1304 Arrov^head Rd. 
(Kenwood Shopping Center) 
728-5137 
• • " " • S A V E $10.21 • " " ! 
TWO LARGE PIZZAS 
" F A M I L Y C H O K E " 
One for you...One for the kids! 
ONE PIZZA..W\th 10 toppings 
ONE PIZZA...W\th up to 2 items 
VALUABLE COUPON 
$ 1 0 
4 9 
Reg. $20.70 
Pius tax 
No substitutions or deletions on the "with everything'"" pizza. Valid 
only vrith coupon at participating Little Caesars. Not valid with any 
other offer. One coupon per customer. Limited delivery available. 
Expires: 2 /28/88 
' 1987 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc 
^ • ^ • B VALUABUCOUPON B ^ B H B 
B B I H B VALUABLE COUPON B ^ B ^ B 
F R E E 
PIZZA & 32 OZ. 
SOFT DRINK! 
Buy size Original Round Pizza, 
get an identical pizza AND a 
32 Oz. Soft Drink FREE! 
Price varies depending on size and numtjer of toppings 
ordered. Valid only with coupon at participating 
Little Caesars. Not valid with any other offer. 
One coupon per customer. Limited deliver available. 
Expires: 2 /28/88 
s'1987 Little Caesar Enterprises, inc. 
I B VALUABU COUPON B l 
P I Z Z A & 
Grazy Bread 
Buy any size Original Round pizza 
at regular price, get identical pizza 
and an order of Crazy Bread FREE! 
Please request bread when placing order. Price varies 
depending on size and numtjer of toppings ordered. Valid 
only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Not valid 
with any other offer. One coupon per customer. 
Limited delivery available. Expires: 2 /28/88 
"•61987 Little Caesar Enterprises, inc, 
I ^ B ^ B B VALUABU COUPON B ^ B ^ B I 
VALUABU COUPON H 
T W O S M A L L 
P I Z Z A S 
with cheese and 2 toppings* 
$ 5 9 9 
Plus Tax 
Extra cheese and extra items available at additional cost. 
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars, Not 
valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer. 
Limited delivery available. 
"Excludes extra cheese and extra sauce. 
Expires: 2 /28/88 
61987 Little Caesar Enterprises, inc, 
I ^ ^ B B VALUABU COUPON B H H B I 
SAVE $7.81 • • • " n 
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS 
F A M I L Y C H O I C E " 
One for you...One for the kids! 
ONE PlZZA..W\\h 10 toppings 
ONE PIZZA...W\\h up to 2 Items 
^ 8 
4 9 
Reg. $16.30 
Plus tax 
No substitutions or deletions on the "with everything'"" pizza. 
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Not valid 
with any other offer. One coupon per customer. 
Limited delivery available. 
Expires: 2 /28 /88 
(g)Il&@Mg 
' 1987 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc, 
I ^ ^ B VALUABU COUPON B M H I 
I ^ B i B B VALUABU COUPON B H B ^ B I 
S U P E R s L i c r 
plus 
12 oz* Soft Drink 
$ 4 0 0 
^ 1 Tax Included 
(*That's V4 of a medium cheese and 
pepperoni or Italian sausage pizza.) 
Valid only with coupon at participating Little Caesars. Not 
valid with any other offer. One coupon per customer. 
Limited delivery available. Expires- 2 /28 /88 
© 1 9 8 7 Little Caesar Enterprises, inc, 
I B VALUABU COUPON B B 
A G r e a t T r a g e d y 
UMD Theatre Department dazzles 
audience with "Oedipus at Colonus"^ 
R e c S p o r t s t o u r n a m e n t s 
b e g i n t h i s w e e k e n d 
8 B 
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Rober tson br ings c a m p a i g n to UMD 
ff you're reody fo rock & roll, tlus offer is sure fo open 
your eves—choose any 12 of the hottest sounds 
arouna for only a penny, from current to classics. 
Simply fill in and moil tfie application together with your check 
Of money order for $1.86 as payment (that's 12 selections for only 
a penny, plus $1,85 to cover shipping and handling) Outra-
geous! In exchange, you agree to buy 8 more topes or records 
(at regular Oub prices) in the next 3 years. Only 8 selections and 
you con take up to 3 years to buy them. That's all there is to 
it—and you may cancel membership anytime after doing so. 
How the Oub works; every four weeks (13 times a year) you'll 
receive the Clubs music magazine, which describes the Selection 
of the Month for whichever kind of music you're into...plus 
hundreds of olternotives from every field of music. Today's 
biggest hard rocking hits to rocks softer side. Plus your favorite 
rock dossics, pop's newest sensations, and much more! Up to 6 
times 0 yeor you may also receive offers of Special Selections, 
usually at a discount off regular Club prices, for o total of up to 19 
buying opportunities. 
If you wish to receive the Selection of the Month or the Special 
Selection, you don't have to do anything—if will be shipped 
automottcaily. If you prefer an alternate seTection, or none of all, 
just fill in the response cord always provided and moil it by the 
dote specified. You will always have at least 10 days to make 
your decision. If you ever receive any Selection without having 
hod at leost 10 days to decide, you may return it at our expense. 
The topes and records you order during your membership will 
be blled at regular Club prices, which currently are $798 to 
$998—plus shipping and handling. (Muili-unit sets, special and 
cla sical selections may be somewhat higher.) And if you con-
tinue OS 0 member after completing your enrollment agreement, 
you'll be eligible for our "buy one—get one free" bonus plon. 
CDs and videocossettes also available to Club mem-
bers. Each issue of the music magazine contains a wide selection 
of the latest hits and old favorites on Compact Discs. In addition, 
from time to time, videocossettes ore also available- And best of 
all, the CDs or videocossettes you purchase as a Qub member 
will count toward fulfillment of your membership obligation. 
lO-Doy Risk-Free Trial: we'll send details of the Qubs opera-
tion witn your introductory shipment. If you ore not satisfied for 
ony reason whatsoever, just return everything withtn 10 days for a 
full refund and you will hove no further obligation. Get in on it today. 
Order your first selection now at a big discount and get 
2 extra albums FHEEl Con this offer get any better? Believe rtl 
If you wish, you may also pick out your first selection right now and 
It's yours for as much as 60% off regular Club prices—only $3.98. 
Enclose poyment now and you'll receive it with your 12 introduc-
tory albums. This discount purchase imrriediately reduces your 
membership obligation—you then need buy |ust 7 more selec-
tions [instead of 8) at regular Club prices in the next 3 years. 
Wfxif's more, this discount purchase also entitles you to still 2 
more hit albums as a bonus, FREE! Just check the box in the 
application and fill in numbers of your first selection ond 2 free 
bonus albums! 
•Available on records and cassettes only 
Send my selvctions in this rypa of rocording (check one}: 
• Cassettes • Records GS-Track Cartridges 
My main musical interest is (check one): 
(But I am dways free to choose Irom arty category) 
• Hard Rock (Heart, U2) 
• Soft Rock (fleefwood Mac, Poul Simon) 
• Pop (Neil Diamond, Borbro Streisand) 
• Heovy Motol* (Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue) 
• Country (Rondy Trovis, Dwight Yookam) 
• Block Music* (Jody Watley,- Uso, Ltso) 
• Mr. *no 8-track$ 
• Mrs. 
• Mis; I (Please Pnntj 
Address 
I City 
fVst Nome Intial Lost Name 
-Apf.-
Stofe- -Zip-
Do you haven telephone? (Check one) QYes GNo m/m 
Do you have a credit cord? (Check one) • Yes • No 
OHer roi ovo.loWe <r, APO. FPQ Atosia, Howii, Puer'o Uxo. wni^ for 
details ot o/lemohve ofe Conodwn resdenfs serviced from Jdranta 
• Also send my first selection for up to o 60% discount, for which I am also enclosng odditorvd poyment of $3.96 I then need 
buy only 7 more finsteod of 8) at regular Qub I I 
prices, in the next 3 years, | | 
This discount purchase i 1 
olso antitlei me to these 
2 EXTRA ALBUMS, FRE£f YEJ/WS YEK/EM 
NOTE: we reserve the right to reject any opplicotion or cancel 
any membership. 
ised out 
would appeal to get the 
decision reversed through 
legislative channels. 
"Because of the quality and 
number of students, the 
closure was somewhat of a 
surprise," Anderson said. 
"The program is currently at 
its strongest point since the 
Viet Nam era." 
"The students involved are 
looking at the situation realis-
tically," Anderson said. "And, 
on behedf of the Air Force and 
the ROTC program, we would 
like to express our apprecia-
tion to the university and to 
the Duluth community for 
their support of the program 
for the past 38 years." 
Nationwide, students in the 
ROTC programs are being 
asked to delay their commis-
sions or to leave the program. 
Out of the 23,390 students 
enrolled in the Air Force 
ROTC, 138 left the program 
voluntarily last year. 
The Air Force will allow 
/?orcto3A 
1 6 B * J a n u a r y 2 8 . 1 9 8 8 * S T A T E S M A N 
Y o u c o t d d b e c o m e o u r 
n e x t E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f o r 
B u s i n e s s M a n a g e r . 
Then again, you won't unless you 
apply soon. 
The U M D S T A T E S M A N is now 
accepting applications for the 
positions of Ed i t o r - in -Ch i e f and 
Business Manager during the 
1988-89 school year. 
I f you would ' '•• ' ' '^—— 
Edi tor - in -Ch ie 
you bring a rest 
samples. 
I f you would 
Business M a n : 
resume. 
The deadline 
Feb rua ry 19 ,1 
picked up in th< 
in K l 18. A l l ar 
Stat 
Enjoy 
The 
Experience 
Of A 
Lifetime 
|iLi 
UNIVI 
0^ T7 0T jll^VTlJ 7 
PLUS A CHANCE TO GET 2 MORE FREE plus shipping/handling—with membership 
355115-395111. Prince 
-Sign O' The Times. 
Title cut; Stow Love,/r, 
more (Paisley Park) 
356279* Gloria Estetan 
And Miami Sound 
Machine-Let It Loose. 
(Epic) 
354100.* Crowded 
House. Don 't Dream/f s 
Over, Mean To Me; much 
more! (Capitol) 
353946. Bryan 
Adams—Into the Fire. 
Title cut; Heat ol the Night: Victim ol Love: etc (A&M) 
354629* Lisa-Lisa & 
Cult Jam With Full 
Force—Spanisti Fly. Head To Toe. (Columbia) 
351692* Beastie Boys-
Licensed to ill. (Vou Gotta) Rghl For Your Right (To Party!): 
more! (Def Jam/Columbia) 
355990? MotievCrue-
Giris, Girls, Girls. 
Title cut; W/W Side; Jai/-
house Rock. (Eiektra) 
toSWre, 1 r NIGHT RANGEFI B I G L I F E BILUriDOL Whiplasli Smile f 3S4878 owwu woruw nciMC mmmx | [[iuuTTK] -ruoiioii-wiiiioiiBSFiwmHtiM I KIM ANOTHER 
355677* 
r^ 
BREAKFAST CUJB CLUB NOUVEAU LIFE. LOVE S PAIN 
354837* 
lihfl 
THE THE rNFECTEB 
WILOE 1 f" 
<EH STEP J I 346644* 
KENNYG 
DOOTONES 
JANET JACKSON 
CONTROL 
EUROPE 
The Final Countdown 
' S I S " 
WITOmfDCVl 
BIUYIOOL 
3 REBEL YELL 
tWHITESNAKE SUDCrrtN 342105* BANGLES rcoCiimL] Different Light 360140* PRETENDERS • GETaOSE 
331264 
ins ] [ 344242 JOURNEY I""—I Raised On Radio 
GEORGIA 
SA7ELU7ES 
283879* BRUCE SmNGSTEEII 
|r°-"w.,{ iHfcooEorroim 
329938 TALKING HEADS 
RFL\ Stop Making Sense ] [ 343772* ACCEPT iFoniwil Russian Roulette 
THE KINKS 
7H/NK VISUAL 
246868 
306225* AEROSMITH'S 
liFE-^l GREATEST HITS 
MEGROETH KRCESEUS... 
auTwemmrmai 
VANHALEN 
5150 
323774 KENNY RfXSERS TsanTl 20 Greatest Hits 
293597 LEDZEPPEUN 
lej+HSJ HOIWWOITIWMOIV 
342303* JUDASnUEST 
348912* 
iuicl 
f 355875* THE SYSTEM 
[[yuwicj PORT olsniBB THIS BROOVE 
© 1987 Columbia House 
Columbia Record & Tope Club, 1400 N. Fruitridge Avenue"" ! 
RO. Box 1130, TerreHouta.indiona 47811-1130 | 
I'M READY TO ROCKi Yes, I'd like fo "try out" the 
Club—so I'm enclosing check or money order for 
$1.00 (thafs K lor my 6 introductory selections, plus 994 lor 
shipping ond hondiing). Please accept my membership opplico-
tion under the terms ouiiined in this oovertisement. I agree io buy 
4 more topes or records (at regubr Qub prices} m the next 3 
yeors—ond may concel membership ot ony time after doing so. 
Send me these 6 selections 
(Write one number n eoch box) 
Send my selections in this type of recording (check one): 
• Casseltes • Records • 8-Trock Cartridges 
My main musicoi interestis (check one): 
(But / om o/woys free to choose from any category) 
• Hard Rock (U2, Heort] 
• Soft Rock (Fleetwood Moc, Paul Simon} 
• Pop (Neil Diamond, Borbro Streisand} 
• Heavy Metal* (Motley Que, Ozzy Osbourne} 
• Country (Rondy Trovis, Dwight Yookom} 
• Block Musk* (Lisa Lisa & Cult Jom, Jody Waiiey} 
•no 8-trocks • Mr. 
• Mrs. 
• Miss 
Address- -Apt._ 
State 
- Z i p -City 
Do you hove a telephone? (ChMk one) DYes DNo S03/F87 
Do you hove a credit card? (Check one) • Yes • No 
Ohef GO' avalobk in APO. PPO. Aosfro, Howc". Puerto PKQ. wnfe br 
detoJi o' tafieircfitvp olfe< Corodxy) 'estderh serviced from foronto 
• Also send my first selection for up to a 60% discount, (or which I am also erxJasng oddrtiorrol payment of $3.98. I then need 
buy only 3 more (instead of 4), ol regular I ] 
Qub prices, in the next 3 years | | 
This discount purchase I I I 
also entitles me to these 
2 EXTRA ALBUMS, FREE! yEi72E YEM/HC 
NOTE: we reserve the right to reject any application 
or cancel any membership. 
[351213* W.A.S.P. 
t»p"tx. W5I0E THE ELECTBtC CtRCUS 
3Stl97* KROKUS 
1*52111 MtwAndSCTMrnm' 
] [ 
D [ 
323675* OZZY OSBOURNE 
('"Sjar-I Bark AlTheMoon 
342097 Barbra Streisand 
tc^t^L] The Broadway AtlAim 
] Q 
( 354167 DAN FOGELBERQ 1 
[ lt~i EXILES ) 
f 322032* PATBENATAR 1 
[ Lggaaaj LIVE FROM eARm I 
LEDZEPPEUN IV 340281* 
piOSE] 
INXS 
Listen Uke Thieves 
STAND BY ME 
f 32344. 4* MOTLEY CRUE 
5 SHOUT AT THE DEVIL ] [ 291302* JAMES TAYLOR'S !9!si~] GREATEST HITS ] [ 339903 THE CARS ESaa GREATEST HITS 
328245* QUIET RIOT 
1 ^ Condition Critical 
341306* 
I S 
ROBERT FWLMER 
RtPVDE 
DEXDORAUVE WUl. am MO OWQEROOSTOKNOI. 
327742* THE BEST OF 
KANSAS 
257279 Bruce Springsteen 
1S~3 BORtriOBUN 
341230* TWISTED SISTER taomt Come Out And Play 
325738* RATT paMtrt OUT OF THE CELLAR 
321380 Barbra Streisand's 1 
BiU 
~1 Greatest Hits, VOL; 
• ELVISCOSTELLO ANDTHEXTTftUlTKXlS 
IGGYPOP 
BLAH. BLAH, BLAH 
326629 Bruce Springsteen 
nx.'.wl Born in The U.S.A. 
] [ 219477 Simon 6 Gartunkei's 1 l°>"—I Greatest Hits J 
340661* DOKKEN 1 IBSfS Under Lock And Key J 
347856* QUEENSRYCHE 
ItawtRuAl Rage For Order 
324632* JUOASPHIEST 
I^mi "Sit!™. 
347161* AMYGRANT 
gsg THECOUECriON 
] c 
] r 
321307 AIR 
raji-l GR6 " ^ I W S J 
338200 STEVIE WONDER 
IrFWAj In Square grcte 
320630 OUfETR/OT 
^ METAL HEALTH 
( 360860* KANSAS 1 
L _ J ^ _ W ! « f l _ J 
323261 UONEL RICHIE 
fksami] Can't Slow Down 
(355842* 3 c SADE PROMISE 
350595* THEDCXE JACKSON I—3—-, JUST UKE IStfllWj THEHRSTINe 
,322933* EDDIE MURPHY: \mSSISiw\ COMEDIAN 
] L 
] C 
VANHALEN 
1984 
347054 DAVID LEE nOTH 1 
\:>iimuii>M] EAT'iMANDSkOlE J 
338160* U2-WtDE AWAKE IN 
|lSL»«MCOW«i AMERICA MtMALMM. 
320713* BOesEOEH»Tf« 
324476 PRETENDERS 
S Learning To Crawl 
0/NGO BO/NGO 
BOi-NGO SCUCTKMS WITN TWO S AUC 2-HtCOHO SETS OH DOUetS-LCNOTN TAAtS, AND COUNT AS TWO SCLaCnONS-WniTS EACH NUWaCR IN A SCHAAATE BOX 
320499 
tsa 
350298* ViNNiE VINCENT 
SFHRFT] invasion 
r s ( S § L ^ & Y 1 
324360* THEWHO 
[ 394353 ^  QUADROPHENIA J [ 
336719* MOTLEY CRUE 
i**""! Theatre Of Pain 
XTC 
SKYLARKING 
336396 
3963901s I ) [ 
319996 MOTOWtrS 25*1 HITS 1 
399998 BTsg iliOM 25 TEARS J BOB DYLAN'S GREATEST HITS 
JiMiHENOfliX 
SMASH HITS ] [ 398040 |aaoiir.«*ii* AW ne-N dSiffSYl'iTt'SK^ fl fBOMTMCM'SXNDM'S ] [ 336669 STING jTiui] OWjtMOFmCBUIETURTUt 
345454* 
395459 (MOTOiNNl tsfH/umiveRSMr 
PETER WOLF 
COME AS YOU ARE 
??18?6 T i K ^ A ^ ' [ttlLSE] SXLADSWIGeAT 
289959*-,^  STEELY DAN 
399956' GREATEST H/rS 
346445,; 
396440 i^  
, TMEBEACHBCNS • c 
355222* FROZEN GHOST 
I 360793* 
390799 ns 
ARETHA FRANKUN) 
55,30 GREATEST Hrrs 
305359* Bruce Springsteen 1 
395360 SSiC] THE RiVER 
319822 DAVID BOWIE 
LETS DANCE 
CYNDILAUPER 
Ttue Colors 
356188* _ JUDAS PRIEST 
396184 (riomijl PRIEST..-LIVEI ] c STEVIE HiWWJJOHAW J d SIMPLY RED MEN AND WOMEN 
If ^oo prefer, you may take a special 
triat membership and receive 
6 TOR I plus shipping handling 
Now you con rock solid with today's hottest hits, 
even if you ore just an occasional record or tape 
buyert If you prefer not to obligate yourself to purchase 
eight more selections.. .or if you just can't find 12 selections 
you wont right now—here's o perfect opportunity to "fry 
out" the Club on o special trial-membership basis! 
Jusf fill in the special "Trial Membership Applica-
tion" at the /oft—and we'll send you ANY 6 records or 
topes for only \<t, plus shipping and handling. In exchange, 
you simply ogree to buy as few as four selections (at 
regular Club prices) during the coming three years. Now 
thot's hot! Only four selections and you hove three whole 
years in which to buy them! 
As a Trial Member, you'll enjoy oil of the benefits of 
regular membership under the terms previously described 
•Available on records and cassettes only 
in this advertisement—but you may cancel any time after 
buying four selections. So if you'd prefer to enroll now 
under this specroi "get acquainted" offer—moil the appli-
cation todoy, together with only $1.00 (that's K for your 6 
introductory selections, plus 99<t to cover shipping and 
handling). Refer to "How the Club works" on the reverse 
side of this page for further details. Once you get to know 
the Club, you'll like what you see.. and hear. 
Spec/of S f o r f - Y o u r - M e m b e r s h i D - N o w Bonus 
Offer: there's no time like the present! If you choose your 
first selection right now—it's yours for up to 60% off 
regular Club prices (only $3.98). Enclose payment and 
you'll receive it with your 6 introductory albums. This 
discount purchase immediately reduces your membership 
obligation—you then need buy just 3 more selections 
[instead of 4) m the next three years. What's more, this 
discount purchase also entities you to still 2 more hit albums 
OS o bonus, FREE! Just check the box m the opplicotion ond 
fill in the numbers of your first selection ond the 2 free 
bonus albums you wont now. 
A Great Tragedy 
UMD Theatre Department dazzles 
audience with "Oedipus at Coionus" 
Rec Sports tournaments 
begin this weekend 
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R o b e r t s o n br ings c a m p a i g n to UMD 
Amv J . Carroll 
JUNIORS, SENIORS & GRADS...AND NOW SOPHOMORES 
C O L L E G E C R E B I T 
WITH CITIBANK'S SPECIAL COLLEGE PROGRAM 
A Citibank MasterCard® or Visa card is a great vray to 
get some extra credit. 
And fulfilling the prerequisites is a snap, lb ap- ~ " 
ply, Just complete and mail the attached application 
along with a photocopy of your validated College I.D. 
Here's what your card can do for you... 
On campus, you 
can use your card for 
books, supplies, and 
clothing. Even to register 
for a class. And every 
time you do, you'll earn 
valuable CitiDollar$® for 
guaranteed savings on 
brand-name 
merchandise. 
On the go, you can 
get cash advances up to 
$300 at over 18,000 cash 
machines nationwide and in Canada and at over 110,000 
banks worldwide. And you can repay cash advances 
or purchases in full or in convenient monthly payments. 
On the road, your 
CmBAN<0 
CmBAN«> 
Citibank card is accepted 
at over 5 million estab-
lishments in 96 countries. 
And arranging airline 
tickets and car rentals 
with your card is a breeze. 
And while you're 
building credits toward 
graduation, you'll he build-
ing a good credit history 
that will help you long after 
you graduate—when 
you're financing mgjor purchases like a car, 
house or boat. 
Apply today for a Citibank MasterCard or 
Visa oard. Remember, yon only gnality for this 
speoial oollege program while yon're a stndanti 
"PHOTOCOPY OF YOUR C O U E G E K D . WITH T M m i C A T i O N A N ^ m f ^ ^ m ^ 
B print ciearty in ink. SELECT ONE: CITIBANK MASTERCARD CITIBANK VISA 
PLEASE TEU US ABOUT YOURSELF 
It full name as you wish il lo appear on card, Firsl/Middle Initial/Last 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 
I Permanent Address Apt, No City, Town or Post Office 
Social Security Number 
I I I I -I 
M I I I I I I 
I Permanent Phone Number 
I and Area Code 
Age 
_ L _ L 
Mo / Day /"tfear 
-I I 
I Name of Close Relative or Guardian 
1 
Slate Zip 
Relative's Home Phone Number arwJ Area Codt 
l-i I 
PLEASE GIVE US SOME SCHOOL INFORMATION 
)(School (Please do not abbreviate) BrarKh 
I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I ^ r address at school (if different from Permanent Address) Apt. No 
' I I I I I I l l 
I "ibur Phone Number and 
I Area Code at school i 
City. Town or Post Office 
- L - L 
_1_I_L 
stale Zip 
I I 
I I i 
• Fresh n j r . • Grad Student • Other 
• Soph nSr. n Faculty/Staff 
llufaior 
n Full-time Student 
f ! Part-time Student 
AddrttM to which you want your • Pormanont 
card and billing •tatamani maltad f : School 
jyOMTIONAl INFORMATION 
I Money Market/NOW Accounts Bank Name 
I Savings Account Number (Joint or Individual) Bank Name 
I Cfwcking Account Number (Joint or Individual) Bank Name 
$ -
Source(s). • Allowance/Savings 
• Summer Job •Salary/Stipend i 
I Annual 
I Income* 
I need not include spouse's income, alimony, child support or separate 
maintenance payments paid if you are not relying on them to establish 
credit worthiness. 
I Name of Employer (Present, Future or Previous/Summer, 
I Employer Phone Number 
I I H I ^ H H B i ^ 
Applicant's 
Signature X . 
i / er) 
' ' ' i i i i i i i ^ J i 
VERIFKATION INFORMATION 
P l e a s e I n c l u d e a c o p y o f O N E o f t h e 
f o l l o w i n g 
• Student ID with current enrollment 
sticker 
O R 
• Paid tuition bill for current semester" 
Y o u r a p p l i c a t i o n c a n n o t b e 
p r o c e s s e d w i t h o u t t h i s 
I n f o r m a t i o n a n d w i l l b e r e t u r n e d 
t o y o u t o r d o c u m e n t a t i o n . 
*«Name and date must appear on 
documentation *• 
CV9999-12 ' 
P L E A S E S I G N T H I S A U T H O R I Z A T I O N 
By signing below I authorize Citibank (South Dakota), N.A, to check 
my credit history and exchange information about how i handle my 
account with proper persons and with credit bureaus if I am issued a 
- card. ( authorize my employer, my bank, and any other references 
listed above to release and or verify information to Citibank (South 
Dakota), N.A. and its affiliates in order to determine my eligibility for 
- the Cititjank credit card, 1 am aware that information gathered about 
me is used to determine my eiigibility for the credit card account and 
any renewal or future extension ot credit, if I ask, I will be told whettrer 
or not consumer reports on me were requested and the names of the 
credit bureaus, with their addresses, that provided the reports, if I 
_ designate an authorized user to use my card, I understand that 
account information will also be reported to credit bureaus in the 
authorized user's name, I certify that I am 18 years of age, or older, and 
that the information provided is accurate. I understand that it I use the 
card or authorize its use or do not cancel my account within 30 days 
i-after I receive the card, the Citibank Agreement sent to me with the 
•*• card will be binding on me, THE ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE is $20. 
The ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE for purchases and for cash 
advances is 19,8%, There is a minimum finance charge of .50p for 
each biifing period in which a finance charge, based on a periodic 
i rale, is payable, GRACE PERIOD—You will have a "free-ride' period, 
without a finance charge when you pay your bill in fuil by the payment 
* due date on your billing statement and take no cash advances during 
that period, if you do not pay your new balance in full by that date, you 
- wilt be assessed a finance charge on the outstanding balance and on 
future purchases from the date such purchases are posted to your 
account. On cash advances, finance charges are assessed from the 
day you take the cash advance untii the tiay we receive payment in 
fuli, LATE PAYMENT FEES—if your minimum payment is not received 
within 25 days after the payment due date, there is a $10 late payment 
fee, ADDITIONAL FINANCE CHARGE—There is an additional fee for 
each cash advance taken. If the cash advance is taken at a Financial 
Institution, this will be $1,75. BAD CHECK FEE—There is a $10 fee If 
your check is not honored or if we must return it because it cannot be 
processed. 
WISCONSIN RESIDENTS ONLY: Wisconsin law provides that no 
agreement, court order or individual statement applying to marital 
property wiii affect a creditor's interests unless prior to the time credit 
is granted, ttie creditor is furnished with a ccipy of the agreement, 
court order, or statement, or has actual knowledge of the adverse 
provision. 
In ordar to b« conaidere d lor • Citiban k MasterCar d or Citiban k 
Vis a car d you mus t complet e and sig n ttil a application . 
Omissio n of any of tli e Informatio n requeste d In thi s applicatio n 
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"Because of the quality and 
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closure was somewhat of a 
surprise," Anderson said. 
"The program Is currently at 
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Viet Nam era." 
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tically," Anderson said. "And, 
on behalf of the Air Force and 
the ROTC program, we would 
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their support of the program 
for the past 38 years." 
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ROTC programs are being 
asked to delay their commis-
sions or to leave the progicim. 
Out of the 23,390 students 
enrolled in the Air Force 
ROTC, 138 left the program 
voluntarily last year. 
The Air Force wiii allow 
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next Editor-in-Cbief or 
Business Manager. 
Then again, you won't unless you 
apply soon. 
The U M D S T A T E S M A N is now 
accepting applications for the 
positions of Editor- in-Chief and 
Business Manager during the 
1988-89 school year. 
If you would' 
Editor- in-Chie 
you bring a resij 
samples. | 
If you would) 
Business Mant 
resume. 
The deadline 
February 19,1 
picked up in th( 
in K l 18. All an 
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• Please rush me the course(s) I've checked below. I've enclosed my check or money order 
2 payable to HOW TO S U C C E E D or my credit card information for the full amount shown. 
If I am not completely satisfied, I can retum the course within 10 days for a full refund. 
Course Price Shipping Total 
HOW TO S T U D Y E F F E C T I V E L Y 
HOW TO W R I T E WINNING T E R M PAPERS 
HOW TO S C O R E H IGH ON E X A M S 
HOW TO S P E E D R E A D 
HOW TO S U C C E E D IN C O L L E G E 
The Complete Series: 160-page book and 4 
60-minute cassettes 
$9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
29.95 
.98 
.98 
.98 
.98 
$1.98 
Wash, state residents add 7.9% sales tax: 
T O T A L E N C L O S E D : $. 
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City State ZIP 
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L L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
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personable presentation of what once was a dry subject. 
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one package: all four tapes and a 160-page book 
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2 ROLLS 
Eastman Kodak 
35mm Film 
Prints mid Slides 
from the same roll 
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted 
Kodak's professional Motion Picture film for 
your 35mm camera—the same film 
Hollywood's top studios demand. Fine 
grain, rich color, wide exposure 
latitude—perfect for everyday shots. 
Shoot in bright or low light—at up to 
1200 ASA. Great for special 
effects. And you can order 
prints or slides, or both, from 
tire same roll—without the 
high cost of slide film! Try this 
remarkable film today! 
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
TAKE BETTER 
F R E E 
I N T R O D U C T O R Y OFFER 
• Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak 
MP film, Eastman 5247® (200 ASA) and 
5294® (640 ASA). Enclosed is $2.00 for 
shipping and handling. Limit 2 rolls per 
customer. 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 425 
Look tot this symbol 
w h e n you shop by mail. 
PHOTOS 
. . . And G e t G i f ts 
Wor th ^ 2 5 . 0 0 F R E E ! 
Get all this FREE, just for trying the 
Seattle FilmWorks Home Study 
Photography Program. With no 
obligation! 
• Deluxe binder 
• 60-minute lecture tape 
• 96-page Learning Pack 
• Shooting record forms 
• 6 Index dividers 
• A roll of 35mm color film 
• A postage-paid processing mailer 
• Processing order form 
• 32-page Pocket Photo Guide 
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• Money-back guarantee 
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P.O. Box 34056 
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AMERICAN FILM 
1 yr $15 AF 
reg $20 
AMERICAN 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
8 Iss $5.98 AP 
ATLANTIC 
12 iss $9.95 AT 
reg $9.95 
AUDIO 
12 iss $9.97 AU 
reg $19.94 
AUTO RACING 
DIGEST 
8 iss $7.97 AR 
BACKPACKER 
8 Iss $9 BA 
reg $18 
BASEBALL 
DIGEST 
10 iss $7.97 BS 
BASKETBALL 
DIGEST 
8 iss $7.97 BK 
BEHER HOMES 
« GARDENS 
1yr$11 BH 
BICYCLING 
10 iss $9.97 Bl 
reg $15.97 
BOATING 
12 iss $18.97 BO 
reg $21.94 
BOWLING DIGEST 
8 iss $9.97 BO 
reg $12 
BOYS' LIFE 
12 iss $11.98 BL 
reg $13.20 
CAR CRAFT 
12 iss $9.97 CF 
reg $15.94 
CAR & DRIVER 
1 yr $11.99 CA 
reg $16.98 
CHANGING TIMES 
12 iss $9.97 CH 
reg $15 
CHILD LIFE 
1 yr $9.97 CL 
reg $11.95 
CHILDREN'S 
DIGEST 
1 yr $9.97 CT 
CHILDREN'S 
PLAYMATE 
1 yr $9.97 CM 
CHRISTIAN HERALD 
1 yr $12.97 XH 
reg $15.97 
COLUMBIA 
Journalism Review 
1yr $11.95 CJ 
CONSUMER'S 
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1 yr $9.97 CO 
CRUISE TRAVEL 
8 Iss $9.97 CV 
reg $12 
CYCLE 
12 iss $8.99 CY 
reg $13.98 
CYCLE WORLD 
1 yr $6.97 CW 
reg $13.94 
DISCOVER 
12 Iss $14.95 DV 
reg $27 
EBONY* 
1 yr $12 EB 
reg $18 
ELLERY QUEEN'S 
Mystery Magazine 
9 Iss $11.97 EN 
ESSENCE* 
1 yr $9.98 • ES 
reg $12 
EXPRESS MUSIC 
CATALOG 
1 yr $5.95 EX 
FANTASY & 
SCI. FICTION 
10 iss $12.55 FF 
FLYING 
1 yr $15.97 FL 
reg $18.98 
FOOTBALL 
DIGEST 
10 iss $7.97 FO 
FORBES* 
1 yr $29.95 FB 
reg $45 
GAMES 
8 iss $11.97 GA 
reg $11.97 
GOLF 
1 yr $9.97 GO 
reg $15.94 
GOURMET 
12 iss $12.50 GT 
reg $18 
HARPER'S Magazine 
lyr $11.97 HA 
reg $18 
HEALTH 
lyr $11 FH 
reg $22 
HIGH FIDELITY 
1 yr $8.98 HF 
reg $13.95 
HOCKEY DIGEST 
8 iss $7.97 HO 
reg $9.95 
HOME MECHANIX 
1 yr $8.97 Ml 
reg $11.94 
HOT ROD 
12 iss $9.97 HR 
reg $17.94 
HUMPTY OUMPTY 
1 yr $9.97 HU 
reg $11.95 
INCOME 
OPPORTUNITIES 
12 iss $4.98 10 
INSIDE SPORTS 
8 iss $7.97 IS 
reg $12 
INSTRUCTOR 
10 iss $11.97 IR 
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JACK & JILL 
1 yr $9.97 JJ 
reg $11.95 
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1 yr $12.96 LE 
reg $18 
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MONEY MAKER 
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NATIONAL LAMPOON' 
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NEW REPUBLIC* 
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ly rS I I Dl 
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1 yr $9.97 06 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC 
12 iss $7.97 PH 
reg $15.94 
PUYBOY* 
1 yr $19 PL 
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POPULAR 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
12 iss $6.99 PP 
PRACTICAL 
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9 iss $9.97 NS 
PREVENTION 
1 yr $12.97 PR 
reg $13.97 
RADIO 
ELECTRONICS 
1 yr $14.97 RA 
ROAD & TRACK 
1 yr $14.99 RT 
reg $17.94 
RUNNER'S WORLD 
12 Iss $14.97 flW 
reg $19.95 
SAVVY 
12 iss $9 SY 
reg $18 
SEA MAGAZINE 
12 iss $8.97 SE 
reg $15.94 
SELF 
1 yr $10 SF 
reg $15 
SKI 
8 iss $8.97 SK 
reg $9.94 
SKIING 
7 Iss $5.97 SG 
reg $11.94 
SKIN DIVER 
12 iss $11.95 SN 
reg $19.94 
SOCCER DIGEST 
8 iss $7.97 SO 
reg $9.95 
SPORT 
12 iss $7.97 SP 
reg $12 
STEREO REVIEW 
1 yr $5.99 ST 
reg $11.97 
SUCCESS 
10 iss $7.49 SU 
reg $14.95 
COMPUTER TITLES 
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TENNIS 
1 yr $8.97 TN 
reg $17.94 
THEATRE CRAFTS 
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TRUE STORY 
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US 
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reg $23.95 
USA TODAY 
12 wks $23.95 UA 
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A+ (Appia Camp.) 9 iss. A+ $18 73 S 9.97 
Classnn Cmph Lmg 8 iss. CO $22 50 S15.9S 
Camputa 12 iss. CP $24.00 S14.40 
VEGETARIAN TIMES 
6 iss $9.95 VT 
reg $12.49 
VIDEO 
1 yr $8 VI 
reg $12 
VIDEO REVIEW 
1 yr $7.97 VR 
reg $12 
VILLAGE VOICE 
1 yr $18.50 W 
reg $32.78 
WASHINGTON POST 
28 iss $19.50 WP 
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WEIGHT WATCHERS 
12 iss $9.97 WW 
reg $13.97 
Compiitar'i Gazatta 12 iss CZ $24 00 S1S.00 
Family Camputlng 8 iss FO $11.97$ 9.97 
High Technology 12 iss HT $30 00 $24.95 
Mac User 12 iss MU $27 00 $19.97 
WOMEN'S SPORTS 
12 Iss $7.97 WO 
reg $14.95 
WORKING WOMAN 
12 iss $9 WN 
reg $18 
WORLD PRESS 
REVIEW 
1 yr $18.97 AW 
WORLD TENNIS 
12 iss $7.97 WT 
reg $15.94 
WRITER'S DIGEST 
9 iss $11.47 WO 
reg $15.75 
YOUNG MISS 
10 iss $10.95 YM 
reg $14 
PC Magazine 22 iss PE $34 97 $21.97 
PC Tech. Jonraai 13 iss PJ $34.97 $24.97 
Parsonai Compatiiig 1 year PC $18.00 $11.97 
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2. Guaranteed satisfaction or we will refund any unused 
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